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his forum is a result of one of those “sleepyhead lepers” accusing Nostradamus of sorcery and 
occultism.  The latter we cannot argue since everything is already “hidden” within his works.  Seems to          
me that those who do practise “sorcery” and all those other dead-end dark philosophies, do not have a 

comprehension of the power of Loving. They also lack a sense of humour, which is very important for our souls 
There is no joyous laughter and true comeraderie within the power seeking control minded and soul damaging 
practitioners of  the demonic forces of evil. Super.stition seems to engender  ignorance. 
That ‘lady’ who accused Nostradamus of being one of these dark force creatures would, on no account, even open   
the Hidden Texts web site to actually research the matter (so blind – those that will not look [refuse to see]). 
She left me with a dark cloud through which the silver lining needed to be found. 
Recall these texts have been saying to “judge them by what they are doing”?  One simply cannot judge a person       
by what they are saying – since words are usually an invention anyway. How true it is, that the deeds, what one 
accomplishes, leave behind the solid evidence of the worth which is the sum of one’s entire make-up. 
So, this ‘lady’, for “evidence” that Nostradamus was a sorcerer – produced some printed matter published by a 
Catholic Society which had set out to disprove the prophecies, beginning with those quatrains which did have what 
appears to be calendar years within them. Of all of the “cults” we have seen which is fond of yabbering on in order to 
perform some type of control over the public, without having actually performed any “good works”, this ‘lady’ had to 
pick those critics  from within the Vatican as an example of source material trying to disprove the worthiness of our 
M. de Nostradame!  You, the reader, and I have been to those lines with those ‘unfulfilled dates’ and found them to 
be quatrain references  which link other quatrains in the  Centuries  manuscripts! 
The one cult most fearful of the true information Nostradamus has inherited us with,  is the Vatican! 
The same which sits on solid gold thrones, with a reptile coiled in embroidery on their epaulet, naming their 
astronomical telescope Lucifer – all while millions die of starvation world wide and they not only do nothing about 
this tragedy, but actually are involved in the causing of it. The same cult which has recently conjoined “Christianity” 
with “Islam” forming “Chrislam” of which members do include the modern times beheaders & halal torture killing 
for their sustenance – when these texts have been saying this creates damaged DNA and “angry” people.  How can 
one be happy and Loving if one is always “angry”?  C+F+CHRISLAM in footnotes 
There are many incidences of guidance from the Hidden Texts and Disguised Script  which relate to the true dangers 
we are facing, such as the Artificial Intelligence and even questions our   

For some reason, it seems to me, that satanic forces would not want to raise that as a question.  
Nor would they suggest to PURGE  the advent of “Qubits” in order to curb their consequences. 
These consequences are well described within the Hidden Texts, that  will overtake your 
children and produce in them a complete loss of their true humanity, an inability to Love or even recognize it as an 
emotion.  Not understanding that Giving  is Receiving.    Being mass produced exactly like we have been doing with 
cattle and the other livestock upon which many of us like to think we cannot live without. 
Needless to say, this ‘lady’ upset me no end.  Not just because of her antipathy for the works of Nostradamus – but 
because she represents so many people we live amongst these days – who are blind to all Opportunities. 
 

5 99 2 Capue, Brundis vexez per gent Celtique      EXCRETAL from the obs. "Pile of manure under the ‘tail’ of Taurus" = Pleiades 

 2016 

 
In the field of quantum computers this information probably means something dire.   Refer :  Anthony Patch  videos       
pairs : 

2:62:4  Cent, main, foif, faim, quand courra la comete (there is another version on a frontispiece spelt  ‘‘comette’’)                                  
(Allan Webber had created a Program for his computer to anagram the quatrain lines, his vocabulary utilised real medieval words, such as „claquers‟)                               

                   (refer ‘QUBITS’ ARE ALIEN MANIACS’ ACCORD agreement QUANTUM COMPUTER
MODERN CANICULA Siriac/Nibiru SQUAT stops AT SUN, CONTAINED MADE METEOR CLAQUEURS(followers)     
FAIR SQUARE, Pegasus ALIENS,  MANTIS, ORCA Tau Ceti   AIM COMETS FRONT 

 the asteroids with the customary four year orbit which came AFFIRMATION IS ASTEROID ACCUSTOM’D QUADRENNIAL
past St Lucy’s Day 2012 Dec 13, and again in late December 2016 without incident, due again  2020 (Toutatis etc)                                     

U.N SQUAT IN COLD AMERICAN, ACCUSED TRANQUIL SIRIAN IN  MA/October [true] 
MANIC CLOUD [Project]  COULDNT SQUARE SONIC SINE             (not without the satellites)  

o FAIR SQUARE   I love the way ‘they’ qualify  a noun. There are two from Pegasus the Square (also known as the Field) 
which affect Earth: those from Scheat in the Leg  (the little bluish grey in the Elohim Alliances) and those from Markab in 
the Shoulder. FAIR  Square thus means the good ones. Others who have an alternate in real life  [clone] are qualified thus; 

 such as  Adore Libran Putin, Utopian Tellinger, Lame Ventura, Londoner Icke and so on.  Consistently so.
o TRANQUIL SIRIAN defining the country of Syria opposed to the constellation of Sirius. Also telling us that this Syria is not 

the demon the Amerikans would have us believe, unlike those others from Sirius.   
o Nemesis/Nibiru has been squatted behind our sun MADE METEOR and yes, the Nemesis system is expected to ‘make meteors’ 
o SQUARE SINE if I did not live with stand-alone solar power, I would not have understood this. Sine waves need ‘smoothing’ 

 

 

~HIGHLIGHTED PURPLE = CAME TRUE ~ 

~HIGHLIGHTED  NAVY=WATCH THIS SPACE~ 
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      2 62 4 Cêt main, foif, faim, quâd courra la comete. Gaul  ‘ƒ ’ = ‘s’, ‘q’ = ‘k’ 

  
GOOD AROMATIC AMIGO AIM COSMIC AQUEDUCT, QUIT AMATEUR GODS MIMIC DOGMATIC STAR pun ‘dog’ Sirius-Anubis OUTRAGES  
o The Capricorn-Car-Elk-Yule date for the false meteors is extremely consistent, rating a forum done = all its own titled YULE 
o The pun on Dogmatic Star is that Sirius was known as the « Dogstar » and that the outrages have been dogmatic! Eg: religion 
o COSMIC AQUEDUCT sounds like the tool EnKi used to blast safely (for all concerned) through the Hammered Bracelet 
SMART-ALECK UUEAK CORIE GOODE CURRIES FAME QUA MAFIA TUUO-FACED CROOK: MAKES OUT ACCLAIM IS TEDIUM, 
IS NOT COMMITTED, QUOTES ‘CUT-OFF’ TRAGICOMIC EROTIC QUOTA FANATIC DERO MUD OAF ORGAN TRAFFICKER TRAUMA 
o QUA that which has already been named herein MAFIA TUUO-FACED CROOKS the Illuminati (C+F+Illuminati)                                  

QUOTES  says organ trafficking has been ‘cut-off’ meaning stopped, but only says it to please his gullible audience 

 

CAME, AIM CRUEL FUMARIC ACID CERAMIC ORGONE TOOL AT RIOTERS QUEUED. DUTIFUL ‘SECURITI’ CAMERA IS CLUE 
CROOK (AUTO-EROTIC MUG) MUTILATES, stealing organs IS FROM GUAIACUM (testing for blood in stools, so probably 
means the fumaric acid/orgone tool causes blood in stool/intestines)  MEDICAL: RAUU CORN, TURMERIC, UITAMIN C

 FAKEvb ‘CLIMATIC’ AGE, EFFECT FLAUUED FARCICAL FACTS, MIMIC  SAME  HAARP the ‘great antennae’ MAKES MORE MONIES...  
MEAD COURAGE: DELETE FLOATED CALENDAR ROME COURT ACCUMULATED FICKLE, MOCKING ULTIMATE SOUL GUILE 

when I say the following [‘‘how many ways can they find to get this message across!’’] I am not ‘having a go’ at the source 
of these words – it is a matter of astonishment for me that they can find so many ways to alert-tell-warn us about the 
matter of the FALSE CALENDARS and WHY they are false.  The words of Da Vinci ring in my ears « children torn apart 
and put into sausage casings » 11 12 ANU IGUANA, EAGLE, DUNGS/Alcyones Nephilim  LIED  SAUSAGE  ING, harvest, they  LIED 

SUNNIER, climatic GASES SEAS, GREEN GARDENS, AGREED: in treaties  and from  5 46 3 On produira contre luy grans fophifmes, Et: 

 
 De fanciulli che stanno legati nelle fasce the English: Of children who are tied in bands  
 La salsiccia ch'entra nelle budella  the English: [children] went into the sausage casings. 

 

All part of the Treaties" of F.D.R.  in 1933 
If we can prove 2014 was not 2014 (and we can) those [trade in men] clauses 
will be made null and void. 
3 77 4 Cherte n'a garde: nul ny aura pourueu. D 
OANNES ALLEVIATION [lifting up] BLAST MONOXIDE IN VILLAIN BOX 
MILLIONS NOT ALIVE: U.N. PREARRANGED: GREY  LEAGUE  ING  REAPING  
ROUND UP             the  Inguz (Ing) rune means “the harvest” 
9 13 SoulongueLauxoisModenneBologneBurancoys 
CUES ‘‘NUCLEAR ON ARABIAN IS MAN’S UUIN-UUIN’’ TRIES  TO KILL GOLDEN 
GOOSE, (stargate) (SINGS SONIC  IN NUCLEUS)  UUHO LAYS the  EGGS SEES  
MILLIONS YOUR YOUNG BOXED IN BULLNOSED LEO CIGAR : MONOXIDE  

GASEOUS  DEAD,  AS BOLONEY  SAUSAGES   ‘sausage casings’ was the word Da Vinci 

used! 
(pertaining to a climax)OUR E.T. QUEEN: CLIMACTIC  DRAFTS GRACEFUL FORUMS  CATALOGUE MUCILAGE living library FORMULA GIFT 

AMORAL TOAD Bufo DRACULA TRIES LOAD OFF/OFFLOAD  MODULE USING MEGA FRAUD.     REASON FOR SUDDEN ICE COLD 
COOLING  IN ARA  the second decan in Sagittarius=December 1 – 10/11 & see exactly, this has begun in weird places worldwide  

 
o From Matthew, Mark and Luke, the parable of the Fig  Tree 
Mark 13:12 "and children shall rise up against their parents and shall cause them to be put to death"                                                 
(one example was the Hitler Youth – an early sign) the children are taught to dislike their parents in public schools, this is what 
the “Life – be In It” school bus excursions were doing in Australia. 
13:14 But when ye shall see the abomination of desolation spoken of by Daniel the prophet, standing where it   
          ought  not, then let them that be in Judea flee to the mountains 
13:15 And let him that is on the house top not go down into the house, neither enter therein to take anything  
         out of his house (there will not be time) 
13:16 And let him that is in the field not turn back to take up his garments (there will not be time) 
13:17 But woe to them that are with child and to them that give suck in those days        (radiation) 
13:18 And pray ye that your flight be not in winter (see "the figs") 

Allan Webber had not seen the word „Gaul‟ at  the end of this line,  

as he was not using the 1. original publication   
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13:19 For in those days shall be affliction such as was not from the beginning of the creation  
Mark 13:24 "But in those days after that tribulation, the sun shall be darkened and the moon gone shall not give         
         her light (nuclear winter- is this related to Yellowstone, and or to the passing over of the Nemesis system?) 
13:25 And the stars of heaven shall fall and the powers that are in heaven shall be shaken        (POLES MOVING) 
        (meteor shower, comet by pass, International Space Station will be affected) 
13:27 And then shall he send his angels and gather together his elect from the four winds, from the uttermost   
         part of the earth to the uttermost part of heaven (the "elect" people who have been UFO abducted and   
         implanted? The elect are also the ‘meek’, the righteorus ones) and see the forum GOLDEN HOST DOING 
13:28 Now learn a parable of the fig tree; When her branch is yet tender, and putteth forth leaves, ye know the  
          summer is near: (this is the next sign in the northern hemisphere) however, in the Southern Hemisphere        the fig is the last to fruit 

13:29 So ye in like manner, when ye shall see these things come to pass, know that it is nigh, even at the  
                doors.                    (It will happen very quickly. soon) 
13:30 Verily, I say unto you, that this generation shall not pass, til all these things be done."  

      (All these things will happen within one generation) 

Prophecies of the King of Agharti   http://www.dreamscape.com/morgana/helene.htm#KING  

“Agharti is believed by many in Tibet and Mongolia to be a real world existing under the high plateau in the mountains of Central 
Asia. It is said to be a series of huge caverns with secret entrances all over the earth. Ancient tribes sometimes entered and have 
maintained a hidden civilization to this very day. This underground version of Shangri-la still exists, according to belief, and, 
whenever the King of the World makes prophecies, the birds and animals on the surface suddenly become silent. Hundreds of 
years ago, the King of the World uttered a prophecy which, counting from the time it was purportedly given, falls, as do so many 
other predictions, within the latter part of the 20th Century.  
                                          Prophecies of the King of Agharti 
"Men will increasingly neglect their souls. The greatest corruption will reign on earth. Men will become like bloodthirsty animals, 
thirsting for the blood of their brothers. The crescent [Islam] will become obscured, and its followers will descend into lies and 
perpetual warfare.    
There will be terrible war between all the earth's peoples; entire nations will die -- hunger, crimes unknown to law, formerly 
unthinkable to the world. The persecuted will demand the attention of the whole world. The ancient roads will be filled with 
multitudes going from one place to another. The greatest and most beautiful cities will perish by fire.  Families will be dispersed; 
faith and love will disappear. The world will be emptied.  
"Within fifty years there will be only three great nations. Then, within fifty years, there will be 18 years of war and cataclysms. 
Then the peoples of Agharti will leave their subterranean caverns and will appear on the surface of the earth."  
o crimes unknown to law = genetic manipulation of the food system, fracking the water systems, chemtrailing the biospheres, 

nano tech into needles and electro-magnetically altering our physical-spiritual balance, our own harmonic resonances which 
correlates with the ground we walk on.  Artificial Intelligence is taking hold of our brains and nervous systems, and we love it.     
We and the natural are being severed from Nature, the Living Library. H Mead-Parks 

It bothers me somewhat that within all of the [other] prophecies we have received across our planet, within all of the so called 
‘channelling’ people have made themselves famous from – not one has yet revealed that our greatest loss (our children) will be   
a result of calendars being altered to create ‘dark ages’  to suit an off world agenda. That the Mayan megalithic construction is so 
much closer to our own times points to the same of others across Earth, that historians doggedly ignore blatant facts, such as the 
giant skeletons found, and the fourth pyramid in every ground plan, just to keep an Orion ideology rampant...  When all along it is 
those from Orion (the ‘Orion Group’) who are the culpable Earth and Living Library murderers.  No other prophet has ever named 
stage gate – stargates or the cronus visor [‘the Ring’] as the method of obtaining prophecies, including the altering of time lines, 
which he did allude to in his Preface to his son Cesar and obliquely in his Epistle to king Henri II.   
Was this gnowledge  the reason Leonardo Da Vinci described Nostradamus as his “mentor” ?    

FROM THE ORIGINAL PREFACE written by NOSTRADAMUS 
translated by the Nostradamus Society 

 
The Latin text in the letter to Caesar: 

 

[8] 

 
AD CAESAREM NOSTRADAMUM FILIUM  (27) 
To Cesar Nostradamus my son  

 

[171] 

 
SOLI NUMINE DIUINO AFFLATI PRAESAGIUNT ET SPIRITU PROPHECO PARTICULARIA  (65) 
Only those divinely inspired  can predict particular things in a prophetic spirit.  

 

[310] 

 

NOLITE SANCTUM DARE CANIBUS NEC MITTATIS MARGARITAS ANTE PORCOS NE CONCULCENT PEDIBUS ET 

CONUERSI DIRUMPANT VOS   (96) 
Give not that which is holy unto dogs, nor cast your pearls before swine, lest they trample them under their feet 
and turn and rend you.  DO NOT GIVE AWAY SECRETS TO THE UNINITIATED, BUT TO THE INITIATED, THIS LINE SAYS SOMETHING ELSE 

 

[373] 

 

ABSCONDISTI HAEC A SAPIENTIBUS ET PRUDENTIBUS ID EST POTENTIBUS ET REGIBUS ET ENUCLEASTI EA 

EXIGUIS ET TENUIBUS   (95) 
Thou hast hidden these things from the wise and the prudent, that is, from the powerful and from kings, and 
hast revealed them to the small and the weak. the meek/righteous and the elect 

 

[489] 

 
QUIA NON EST NOSTRUM NOSCERE TEMPORA NEC MOMENTA ETC.  (44) 
It is not for you to know times or hours, etc.              it is not for the ordinary folk to use time gates 

 

[666] 

 
PROPHETA DICITUR HODIE, OLIM VOCABATUR VIDENS  (39) 
He who is called a prophet now was once called a seer. (See-er, before cellular memory was stolen) 

 

[1222] 

 
QUIA OMNIA SUNT NUDA ET APERTA ETC. (28) 
For all things are naked and open. Including time 

http://www.dreamscape.com/morgana/helene.htm#KING
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[1283] 

 
POSSUM NON ERRARE, FALLI, DECIPI (26)   „possum‟ is one of the qualifier words for the Australian collator 

I cannot fail, err nor be deceived  

 

[1903] 

 
NON INCLINABITUR IN SAECULUM SAECULI  (32) 
not deviating from age to age  

 

[2135] 

 
VISITABO IN VIRGA FERREA INIQUITATES EORUM ET IN VERBERIBUS PERCUTIAM EOS  (63) 
I will visit their  iniquities with a  rod of iron, (a metal man)  and will strike them with blows.  

 

[2173] 

 
CONTERAM ERGO ET CONFRINGAM ET NON MISEREBOR  (38) 
I will trample them, and break them, and not show pity...  

 

[2200] 

 
IN SOLUTA ORATIONE  (16) 
in prose                            (the „songs‟ of the „verses‟ of the quatrains 

 

[2235] 

 

SED QUANDO SUBMOUENDA ERIT IGNORANTIA  (33)        When the time comes for the removal of ignorance  

THIS LINE SAYS SOMETHING ELSE "DO NOT GIVE AWAY SECRETS TO THE UNINITIATED, BUT TO THE INITIATED."  
Give not that which is holy your halo unto dogs,those from Sirius nor cast your pearls shining light before swine, theAnakim  
Boar/Ursa lest they trample them your holy DNA under their feet underground, in the age of Pisces and turn Earth/you and  rend             
-er  (great tectonics/tear)  you.                                                                       underground = those Grayles of Phil Schneider              

„your pearls‟ also means “midsummer harvest” the reaping   Exactly the time of figs 
 

 
The Latin text in the letter to Henry:   this is the only place in all of the works of Nostradamaus that the word „tripod‟ appears 

 

[489] 

 
MINERUA LIBERA ET NON INUITA  (24) 
Minerva [time portal] was free and not unfavorable  

 

[534] 

 
QUOD DE FUTURIS NON EST DETERMINATA OMNINO VERITAS  (43) 
There can be no truth entirely determined concerning the future (timelines change) 

 

[585] 

 
 TRIPODE AENEO  (12)  the Cronus Visor

 

copper alloy I do not see the word  "alloy" here  tripod        (this is a mechanical stage gate – see Dan Burisch) one was buried under Oak Island 

 

[1063] 

 

EFFUNDAM SPIRITUM MEUM SUPER OMNEM CARNEM ET PROPHETABUNT FILII VESTRI ET FILIAE VESTRAE  (76) 

I will pour out my spirit upon all flesh [the living library] and  your sons and daughters will prophesy... 
will receive their immortality

 

 

[1135] 

 

FATO, DEO, NATURA  (13) 

Fate, God, Nature            the word FATE means the one true final end, where „destinies‟ are how we get there 

 

[1619] 

[2471] 

PER TEMPUS ET IN OCCASIONE TEMPORIS  (30) 

For time and to the end of time  
VT AUDIRET GEMITUS COMPEDITORUM VT SOLUERET FILIOS INTEREMPTORUM  (57)                   

Let him hear the groaning of the captives, that he might deliver those children doomed to die. 

While searching the meanings of PEARL this turned up. 10 47 appears in  CONTINUES April 1 2016 – yet 10 47 3 was omitted 
10:47:3 Le grand prelat de Leon par Formande, formant – to take shape 
XX Elohim : NAMED ENGLANDER ALDERMAN Simon Parkes FROM  FOREPLAN  CassiopeiaA .  FOR: TO OPEN RANDOM PEARL DEALT
DATE FROM DAMN ROMAN LEGEND (ides of March in Pisces) = PROFANE DANGER 
o Formande will be a French word, possibly hybridized, but capitalized 

for the purposes of codes within codes  it means         being formed 
Of (about) Bourze Ursa town. the Garlanded (Andromeda Cncl) to dame  [Mead] lady  
They Andr. Cncl will impose for the Ursa/Anu treason committed: 
The great prelate of Leon POPE via (by way of)  shape shifting           10:47  

 False. pilgrims and ravishers undone. The current invasion of “religious refugees” Faux =EX AUS. AX U.S.,  EX U.S.A 
o : taking the opportunities offered via the "random pearl of knowledge of the truth" in TO OPEN RANDOM PEARL DEALT

other words – making concrete use of the Hidden Texts proffered 
o   Simon Parkes  so Simon Parkes has a qualifier  too = "Alderman".   In the Template created by Allan ENGLANDER ALDERMAN

Webber which he handed to me, the word PARQUES appears in 28 quatreins . The word ALDERMAN has four lines too.           
So Simon Parkes will have a forum of his own, but I will just put three of them here.  Noting the connections. 

9:60:2 Sang eƒpandu trembler la Dalmatie 
UNDREAMT (!) ALDERMAN/Parkes) , those not born like humans (!)  AGENESIS GENS people SPANS PAGES:Elohim 

 false asteroidTUMBLER  TURNED  Earth  DAN/Scorpio 2017 or 2020 this refers to Scorpio in October, see MA next line                                                                                                             

most readers will have seen in videos how Simon Parkes was born and raised, and not from human alleles altogether 

6:50:4 Et aura Mars attendant pour ƒon aƒtre And (E.T) attending Mars atmosphere for their star. Nemesis 

RATES ALDERMAN/Parkes TENUOUS POROUS airy mixture ROOTSgeneticsUP,      for all we know – Simon Parkes could be EnKi these days 
OUR ART MASTER (Da Vinci) SAME.    which is what the forums LEONARDO AN INCARNATION OF ENKI    mean

MA/October STARTS AS SOUND PATTERN.refers to the “great translation in October when all will think she has lost her gravity”  Earth

.A.Cass-Elohim. Alderamin in Cepheus STAR ON TREE. Yule date? and or a sideways reference to the real Yeshua source 

NO STAR STRATA = STUPOR        stars not in their order 
/Orion 

see where Nostradamus has added in a tiny „s‟ at the end of line 6 71 3ASTARTE OANNES ADEN PORT, ATTEND SUDAN TREASON   

6:71:3 Celuy qui moins le viendra lamenters               

,(Parks) MENTIONS EVIL ILLUSION VISION shape shifter  LIONISM. MEAD’S NAME
NAMES UNIQUE MENTAL J-RODLII52 CEMENTS-CONCRETE UNION SAME AS MEAD’S   NAME = ALDERMAN/Parkes  

MEANT.ALARMED.  forum   LIMOUSINE~IRELANDFrance to UK EERILY.IN.YULE   “Babel to Rome” pathway of false meteors 

 LAMENT: OANNES ILLUMINATI VEIN ‚OMISSION ILLUSIVE YESUS YEARS‛  refers to the "i" & "y" prefix removed 
which needs to be rectified by having the calendars repaired                   C+F+NAVY 1 68 2 
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o CEMENTS-CONCRETE UNION.  Cement is just one ingredient in a mixture which becomes the concrete (set as stone) 

but cement is the glue in that concrete mix. A wonderful double or even triple  pun when we realize how the genetic 
structure of the man Simon Parkes was created.  How the “union” of the joint name of Parks (which appears in Latin 
Letter #32) refers to those “messengers” additional to Simon and Helen includes Anton Parcs and Jim Sparks. Albeit  
Jim has not yet made public if he is aware just Who it is trying to teach him various accomplishments. 
 

10 47 1 a) De Bourze ville a . 

‘RULE’ RAZE VI 6 DUE, DOUBLE EVIL=1BULLDOZER BEAVER ALIVE ERA,2 AIR, DO BUILD A.I. LEAVE ZERO LIVABLE BLUE R.O. 
o VI 6 DUE, DOUBLE  EVIL the ‘repulsive six’ aka ‘the unholy six’ = two triads. One of which is under Antarctica 
o BEAVER ALIVE ERA, AIR, the Living Library Age – see how the A.I. do not need AIR? It is up to us, you and me to “RAZE” it 
10 47 1 b) la dame Guyrlande. the dates: U.N.MANURE MADE LEGAL: MEAL DIE ADRENAL BE, DAN-MA. ALE LEADER, LEAD DEER 

MEAD ALARM AGE ERA: UGLY DUAL, both triads VI LARGE RUDE ANGEL LEGEND, DERO UNDER DEGRADE UNREADY MANUALLY  
o U.N. MANURE those from under Antarctica in the U.S. using laws to suit their agenda’manure’ being the ‘pile’ under Taurus 
o MEAL DIE ADRENAL halal torture killing, both the food Muslims eat and those who are UNREADY 
o BE, Virgo DAN-MA. Libra-Scorpio ALE-LEADER, in May from 13th or LEADER-ALE Apl 22 – Jun 9 LEADpb-DEER Capricorn 
o LARGE RUDE ANGEL  LEGEND = the giant Nephilim                  the next forum will be THE GIANTS 
10 47 LEONFORMANDE         
NAMED A MODERN MEAN FELON LEO FOOL DREAMER, DRONE FLAME ON MOANER AMENDED NERD FONDLER. FERAL  DERO  

DEMON MEN NOEL DEED OMEN EARNED RA ENROL FAR ARM NEAR RED MOON LANE NODAL END. ROME DONE ONE MONDAE 
10 47 BOURZEGUYRLANDE = URSA GYRE FALCON LANDS 

 BURDEN BURNED  LUNG BRAZEN UGLY NUDE OGRE ROGUE DOG BREED UNDER. YOUNGER ELDER DULY BEGAN
OUR BLUE BUG URGED GROUNDED ZERO, END BUYER RULE AGE. YEAR NUDGED OZ.  READ YOUR EZRA ALOUD. 
LED GUNNED: BLURRER DUNG BULLY ARE ZULU LORD ANU DOZEN ZONE (RUN OLD ZEBU GOLD LADDER RUNG) 
o BURDEN a word used for unwanted soil/dirt BURNED LUNGS of  the Nephilim (RUDE DOG/Sirius breed) in these texts 

we are told there are two types of Nephilim (fallen ones). Those genetically crossed with tree DNA and the technocrats 
from Alcyone.   YOUNGER ELDER  is either Nostradamus or Chani

o URGED  GROUNDED  ZERO to be ‘grounded’ by having nothing, or by ice age. 
o END BUYER RULE AGE. ending the consumerism age, that is, the corporate age 
o YEAR NUDGED OZ. the year Australia is nudged sideways, meaning the Earth turns 
o LED GUNNED saying to hang onto your guns for self protection 
o BLURRER DUNG BULLY shape shifting Alcyonese from the Pile of the Pleiades, the Nephilim 
o ZULU African LORD ANU DOZEN: 12 being the base number for the Anakim 
o RUN OLD ZEBU the  bos Indicus of India/Aryan  GOLD  LADDER RUNG stage gate ~ stargate 
o FELON LEO FOOL DREAMER – Obama is a Leo, who is a  MOANER AMENDED NERD FONDLER  homosexual 
o OMEN NOEL DEED  the YULE false asteroid deed, which is taken advantage of by the underground Dero ogres  
o EARNED RA (EnKi is now a Ra) ENROL FAR ARM the King of kings is Cepheus, the Seraphim in the Black Knight orbiting 
o NEAR RED MOON there was a very red moon due  Scorpio of 2016, as a date, but could mean literally near any red moon 
o ROME DONE ONE MONDAE recall all those ROME warnings !  
o 5 6 It will appear towards the north, the bearded star not far from Cancer constell., the great of Rome dispersed in the night. 
o 6 6 T h e g r e a t  o n e  o f R o m e w i l l d i e , t h e n i g h t  o v e r . 

 

2 30 pairs 1 69  (modern Babylon is said to mean the U.S.A.) 

One who the infernal gods of Hannibal  (Teutatis/Teutons)                         
Will cause to be reborn,in a four year orbit terror of mankind: 
Never more horror nor worse of days, 
In the past than coming to the Romans from Babel  (Babylon) 

2 30 AnnibalBabelRomains  (codes within the codes. ) 
 (Milky Way) MI RIBBON Andromeda) (Cepheus)  (J-Rod52) NAME  ALE  - NOBLE  BLAMABLE  SIN ON OIL LIARS NASAL RAMBO LABIA (  ARM BRAINS

OANNES LEO ANIMAL- MAN (AS IN ‘ABNORMAL BIBLES’ NIV) NOBBLE BANAL SNOB LAMEBRAIN  BABBLERS  (NAILS LABS MANIA) 
o The OANNES/Anu NOBBLE BANAL SNOB the elite – sucked in via edited bibles which say they are the ‘chosen ones’ 
o ALE  May - NOBLE October, a period of chaos.   Could mean  NOBLE/October   to   ALE /May 13 to June 9 and see 10 47 b) above 
o NASAL : users of sonic frequencies, in particular the giants .    They use the sinus to produce deadly sonic waves 
o RAMBO – supersoldiers. Those who were bred under S4 using nephilim genetics crossed with reptilian genetics 
o LABS MANIAS = genetically manipulating  everything.  
o If you eat g.m.o., including the meat you eat having ingested g.m.o. when it was alive, then that includes you.                                    

You become part of ‘everything’  because you are what you eat. Including whatever is in ‘vaccination’ needles 

 

1 69 pairs 2 30 [Latin contrade = delivering all at one time 
The great mountain seven stadia round,        (Toutatis) 
After peace, [after] war, [after] famine, [after] flooding: 
It [asteroid flooding] will spread far delivering all at the same time , 
Even antiquities, and their mighty foundations. 

Toutatis and companion return every four years. They passed by without a peep from N.A.S.A.  December 13th  (St Lucy’s day) 
2012 and are due again in December 2016 and 2020 – all of which are leap years. These texts have been saying that an alphabet 
agency plans to nudge one or both of these asteroids to form a “false meteor”, in a leap year.   For the retiring ‘ex’ president of 
2016 that would be a grand plan before the inauguration of Donald Trump in order to raise his agenda of  a military held state 
herding everyone into F.E.M.A. ‘camps’ for their “own safety”.  Out of the chaos they plan made, they want to create  an “Order”. 
The quatrains do seem to say that “for twenty months he holds this realm”... 8 65 footnote pages 
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seven stadia round  ca. 1,260M  interesting that this divides by 12/Anu # =105 times. The sun is said to be 105 times the face size of Earth 

 

 Quelli che saranno morti,  the English: Those Saran who are dead (living dead – stargate users, men in black) 
LION-LIKE HUMAN LEMON  EMULATOR  IS  SARAN COLUMN  ~ KILL LIKE HITLER, IS  NEUROTIC 
HAM’S  SCORN AT ‘LUCKIER’  RICH HOME = UNAMERICAN  RESOLUTION,  HAS  REMUNERATION  SLICK 
o the RICH HOME would be the White House 

NUKE  METEOR CLASH:  SHRILL ARSON, QUIRINAL HILLS
(Rome) C+F+1 68 1 IN ACORN stargate  HOLE  NOELL  

QUAthat already spoken of CREATOR’S  STAR SCHOLAR  CHANI TELLS:  CHILL IN  ORNAMENTAL  NUTS  ROLL  
CUTE LOOKER CLOONIE: THOU TRUCK with  MURKIER SKULL ELITE, LIAR ARCHON RAN KALI  CERN  
CERN ILLUSION IS SATANIC:AIM STOLEN EARTH MINUTES HOUR ONEROUS  HALT–HARMONICS LOUT 
EMOTIONAL  RUSH: ( f e a r ) LOATHSOME  ANIMAL  RUIN 

o HAM means black man. MURKIER SKULL ELITE  the Skull & Bones ‘club’ key word ‘Eulogia’ in the texts 
o HAS  REMUNERATION  SLICK  the neurotic  HAM receives his karmic and proper remuneration   
o SLICK  as in  sleight of hand           ACORN stargate  HOLE the oldest stargate is under the Vatican 
o AIM STOLEN MINUTES HOUR ONEROUS HALT – aiming to alter the movement of Earth along her orbit 
o LION-LIKE HUMAN LEMON  EMULATOR  the Jesus in the Last Supper which turns into a shape  

shifter lion when using the lemon on the table as the dividing line to cut and mirror the person behind it, 
which then discloses the real one, which is A SARAN shape shifted lion-man 
ORNAMENTAL  is in Libra, Sept 22 – Oct  21 NUTS  in Ornament is  Sept 24 – Oct 3 – the “great translation in 
October”            These texts have been saying there will be two “rolls”,  just as Isaiah also told us “dancing Earth” 

This image appeared in a video which link is not to hand. I would recommend the reader search videos of the Last Supper 

and see all the finds various people have discovered. Nothing is what it seems, when it comes to Leonardo da Vinci.      

There   is a video doing the rounds, a supposed interview with a seven foot tall “Nephilim” named Daniel. The answers 

Daniel gave were all Nephilim related in that they withheld the real truth.    Plausible as he did seem, he may not even know 

who the “Nordics” in Antarctica really are, and managed to avoid disclosing who lives on Sarru, the Saran reptilians. His 

type of “fallen one” genes was a result of human-hybred  Nibiruan and not the style of “fallen ones‟ genes” that the 

Alcyonese suffered over thousands of years via direct interbreeding invasion  from reptilians.  Keeping in mind that you and 

I also possess a reptilian cortex „foundation‟ within our own brains – that makes us “nephilim” too! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qfm_S59tpE0&feature=share  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EbA87CdQEuE   where “Daniel” says ABZU is AUSTRALIA 

 

1 68 this is about the “treaties” which signed us all away 
O  that dreadful and wretched torment 
Innocents’  Troy that one is coming to deliver . (pope Innocent’s three centuries) 
Poison suspected, turned in/traded  badly protected 
Done in horror by drunken envoys. presidents 

It was during the reign of pope Innocent that the Edict was made to bring the year 1000 forward in July 676AD, added to which, the 
addition of another one thousand years with the stroke of a pen, in order to ensure a much earlier ‘harvest’ in our real time. Thus     
we are all at least 1,324 years further ahead in calendars than in actual time. This also makes the Shroud of Turin real in date format. 
The Innocents are children, and Troy was deceived royally.  So pope Innocent’s trojan deceit relates to children.   A good pun indeed. 
Speaking of puns. A reader suggested that ACE VENTURA (meant to be Jesse Ventura in its line) might have meant Donald Trump and 
his “Ace Ventura” flip back ‘hairdo’.   These texts usually say to take things “pedantically” meaning the literal intention., which would 
have meant ‘the best one *ace+ Jesse Ventura’... but  it is hard to resist the comic pun. 

1 68 1 O quel horrible & malheureux torment 
OUR HELLO!  MANURE MOLE EXULT ‘QUBIT’ NUMERATOR  (EXTREME KNOUU-IT-ALL)  THINK TO RULE  HULL:  LEO 
MENU  MEANT  EXTREME  LULU  HORROR  = URETHRAL ILL-HUMOUR MOREAUX  ELEMENT,  (TRUE MARXIAN-LIKE)   
UUORM-HOLE  HELL, C+F+ ‘ABHORRER’  AIM  EXTERNAL HOT UUARMTH,  LOATHE  ROTTEN  OUTER  HEAT.   
AMORAL LEMON  MOLE the Judas –Peter-Marduk ANU  UUANT TO RULE  EARTH  THEATER  HUM,frequencies   

BULL-LIKE Ninurta UURATH  - UUREAK  EXTREME  BRUTAL BROTHEL = MAN-LIKE HUNTER, Orion ELITE, ARE  HARLOT  
UUHORE  EMULATE   UUOMB  copy womb = in vitro ARMOUR ILL-HEALTH, ULTRA  TERROR  LIKE  HITLER  TROUBLE 
BLUE R.O., RARE QUEEN (REAL HEALER)  TELL  MERRIER  BROTHER  BETTER  TOUR, EXAMINE  HARBOUR,  NATURE,  
EXERT  MORE  NATURAL  HOME  UUEALTH. TO AXE ORBIT ERROR  (NIBIRU  TURMOIL)  BROOM  AUUAI  UILE  MATRIX 
THOU EXUBERANT  REMOTE  KILLER- UUHALE, THORN  HALO HERO ARM  ABLE TO UUORK  ORME TIME  THEN  &   NOUU
HUMBLE  EMU  RENAME,  UUROTE  LEXEME  MULE  TUNE  ALERT, UUAKEN  THE MEEK-  BORE  THUUARTER   (NOT HOAX)   

  NOELLMOB-RULE (Mafia) EXULT RUN ROME QUIRINAL  HUB-HOLE  RUIN  – see C+F+  “QUIRINAL” with same details from Da Vinci herein BUT:  
TELL ALL: NATIUE  MOTHER  MENU TO  RUN  HOTEL Earth  LATER.  BELL TONE  end of line message 
o MERRIER  BROTHER those from Procyon in Gemini (hence ‘brother’)              BLUE R.O., ‘tuna blue’ says Alex Collier
o  HARBOUR, is exactly what Earth is for hundreds of traveller off worlders
o  EMU = Australian. Another “qualifier” Different descriptive terms are needed because the real letters for a name aren’t there
o MULE  hybrid TUNE   the hidden texts MEEK means the righteous who carry the means to THUUART  

1 68 2 Troys innocens qu’on viendra a liurer.  (‘q’ can be a ‘c’ and a ‘k’) 
UNIQUE ORDINAL UNIVERSAL CONTRARINESS OVER IN ADORN ROSE’S NARRATIVE INNUENDOES CONQUER  ORDINARY. 

– U.N. REASONED  ERRONEOUS VERY IRRATIONAL AVERSE CONNIVERY. IS DELINQUENT SUNNIER SAVIOR IS TRANQUIL ROLL 
ICE ENVIRONS SUUORDLIKE cuts  them off OVER UUINTER IN QUIVER  we have seen this Sagitta quiver date before, eve of Yule 
LAST CARDS  ICON  UUINNER QUEEN INNOVATORS  CONSTRAIN  REVULSIVE  SORRIER  CONTROVERSIAL ERIDANU RIVER 
DINOSAUR TYRANNISER VIOLENT UUARLORD  SLICK DRONE  INTRUSION ON EVERYONE,  RIOTS  DOER:  CRANE  SOROS. 
YEAR UURINKLED  SILVER  LYRAN  DOES  KINDLINESS  CONVERSIONS  TORRID  CONVULSIONS    (IS NOT ARSON  AQTI) 
YOUR INQUIRIES  CALENDAR  INIQUITY (TORN ‘DEAL’) REQUIRES  VIRTUOSO  LECTURERS VERSION  IS NOT NERVOUS  TO  
QUERY IS DRIVEN TO UUARN – LIKE SANE LONER ORATOR DAVE ICKE.  TRY.        VIRTUOSO  LECTURERS: Icke/Tellinger 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qfm_S59tpE0&feature=share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EbA87CdQEuE
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o  ROSE’S NARRATIVE  information gained via stargates
o UNIVERSAL CONTRARINESS OVER ORDINAL – our view of the stars as we roll... or the argument regarding titling millennia 
Those following ordinal year (ends in a nought) choose names: 
o 2001–2100 as the current ordinal century 
o 2001–3000 as the current ordinal millennium (cardinal = 2000 ~ 2999) 
o DELINQUENT SUNNIER another way of saying ice age saying  
o  Soros (is a Grus cameleon in another line) and Grus is also Crane constellation RIOTS  DOER:  CRANE  SOROS.
o (IS NOT ARSON  AQTI) it is not the Elohim Alliances who do the volcanic activity agenda, we saw in 6 59 3 that those 

from Chertan in Leo have arranged the ‘Serbian Basin Alive’ and those within N.A.S.A. likewise for Etna. By extension then 
  ‘‘then those who run N.A.S.A. are Anakim-Nephilim-Alcyones (the « Nordics » of Antarctica)’’ they must be of the same alliance

o CALENDAR  INIQUITY (TORN ‘DEAL’) so those which are stealing children to eat them must have told the president of the 
 times what they were trading technology for. It is the president who ‘ratifies’ each treaty

1 68 3 Poyson fufpecte, mal garde tradiment 
RAPTOR TEMPTATION UP PANTOMIME GLUTTONY OFFENDED PRAGMATIC  ANGEL  YA  LEGEND OF PEDANTRY FAME 
YEAR APEMEN  EFFECTED  IMPREGNATE, MUTATE, DEFORM  PRENATAL – FINGERED  GNAT  UIRUS  AS AGENDA  PLAN 
TERMINATED  MALE  SONS – SPENT RADIUM  SUSPECTED. TRADED MAIDEN GIRLS ALL GEM DIAMETER  world wide 
ALIEN COMPUTER  TAMPERED,  REFINED PRETEND  DIFFERENT  PLAYMATE IN FIFTEEN,  DEFYING  ‘TURN OFF’ PENALTY 

1 68 4 Mis en horreur par bourreaux enyures. 
R.O. EXAMINES  YOUR  SUBHUMAN  HOAXER MANURE  USURPERS  HUBRIS  INHUMANE ABUSE,  UNSURE  YOU EXPIRE 

 

 

1 68 

O  what a dreadful and wretched torment 
[pope] Innocent’s three  being delivered: 
that one Innocent giving/adding three (centuries) 
Poison suspected, betrayal badly treated , children 
Done in horror by drunken envoys. presidents 
“tradiment” = brutalization, dealing,  processing, treatment 

1 68 1 O quel horrible & malheureux tourment (1562 edition) 

 -  NEXT THE  

 HOT KREMLIN, KEEN TO BE UUORTHIER, (EXTRA  UUARMTH) UUILL  THEN  BE  UUORTHUUHILE  EARTH 
ELBOUU, Ophiuchus/Grayles/Mabus LEO ROT AT UUORK = MARXIAN  HITLER IN  UUORM-LIKE a date, Sagittarius UURATH 
o Following the arrival and extreme Earthquakes caused by the incoming brown dwarf, while Russia melts and her good soil 

becomes the Earth’s bread basket, the Grayles (Mabus) of Phil Schneider are still at work trying to do quite the opposite, 
with the Marxian-Hitler F.E.M.A. camps still herding people on behalf of their off world masters. While genetically man-
ipulated ‘food’ and manipulated living beings are destroying the soil and the air of the western hemisphere.  The “extreme 
earthquake” is most likely the Madrid fault line dividing the land of America. This allows the Great Lakes flow to the south 

o  there could be a couple of events in this description. The “Fuse” event of Chani (‘fusing 

time’) or the “ascending” of our planet in her entirety to another universe, which could explain the “new Earth and new 
heavens”. According to the Hopi Prophecy rock, Earth first falls off her orbit – then moves out.  Which everyone tends to 
crop the image, leaving out the most important part, the huge pheon cross of Nemesis way over to the right hand side. 

1 68 2 Trois innocens qu’on viendra a livrer.   (‘q’ is also ‘k’ and ‘c’) 
RAVENOUS  DRACO DINOSAUR INTRUDERS  ARE CONNIVER  INNOVATORS  CONTROVERSIAL ‘SAVIOUR’  OVER 
INSANE INTOLERANCE, SNAKIER TERRORS:   “SERVANT-LIKE  KÏNDER”  IN  CALENDAR’S  CLAUSE  REVISION – 

, CONVERT TO TRUE VIRTUE CALENDAR “RE-UNION”  INTRUSION TO  OVERTURN  INVENTIVE  KÏNDER  RUIN
ALERT:SIR Marduk STRIVES LIQUID INTERNAL CORE TRENDS RISEN VITRIOLIC (LIQUID IRON, LEAD IONS) USES CERN     
IS INSINCERE DEVOURER URANITE SORCERER RACE UNDER, ERECT ACTIVE VOLCANO, DERIVE  RETARDS SUNNIER                  
ON INDUSTRIES corporateSURVIVORS.  INCISIVE ICE  RAIN  (ARES  genocide DRIVEN)  IN  ALL  ENVIRONS  DIRECTIONS  
so there are fighting races under – one wants to keep it cold above and the other wants quite the opposite: 
SINISTER ALIEN ANU RIVER OANNES-DERO REAL INVASION ARISES (INCURRED INTERIOR) IS SUNNIER CRITERION 
OANNES ARE INVALID CONQUEROR, INVOLVE QUARRELS DIVISIVE RIVALS RANCID ONES IN CORROSIVE QUARTERS  

o CORROSIVE QUARTERS is a good description of what Phil Schneider found 
o ALIEN ANU RIVER Erid.anus OANNES/Sirius-DERO one of the Nephilim, which ARE “under”... recall what I said about the 

“false invasion” of Von Braun?  That it will be a real invasion, only we will all be looking upwards, and the likes of Goode, Greer, 
Wilcock and Fulford are all part of the overall Hegelian dialect against we, the “SLAVE-LIKE” of the reptilian run corporations 

o CONTROVERSIAL ‘SAVIOUR’  OVER – the false rapture 
o CALENDAR “RE-UNION”  INTRUSION implying more than one addition to our calendars, which is true CONVERT TO TRUE 
o to save the children from the CONNIVED CLAUSE  the one that said “trade in children 2014” because we still have 

over 1,320 odd years before the real 2014, and the Age of Aquarius. Not that they were even honoring  the 2014! 
1 68 3 Poyfon fufpecte, mal garde tradiment, the same spelling here is the 1555 publication – APPEARS PAGE 7 
1 68 4 Mis en horreur par bourreaux enyvrez.   (‘y’ is also ‘i’) 
SUPER BURN-UP HORRORIZE, BURY UNPURE BRAZEN MANURE HOAXERS (MARRY UNEVEN) – NEVER  RUN  PRIOR YEAR, IN RAVEN 
o RAVEN Dec 24 – Jan 20   (MARRY UNEVEN) is how the reptilians infiltrated and took over those Pleidians of Alcyone/the Pile 
o MARRY UNEVEN could be a reference to “the bride” which we have learned in these texts means the false asteroid/s 
o NEVER  RUN  PRIOR YEAR  named as 2015 in the texts, with (“embarrassment”), explanations, and apologies arriving later why 

that did not happen RAVEN/YULE  (a ruse ats the elite who are reading these forums – and altering timelines to suit their agendas) 
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8:88:4 Lui mesmes apres soin someil marrit scome. He himself after afflicting taunts care spoils sleep Allan Webber‟s computerised template 

SMILE: MY ELOIM OM (aum) SECT OMENS:   
AMPERES COME ~  ASPERSIONS  amperes are coming (the fuse event of Chani) seems to be no good SEEMS
CYMOLUSE (small flowers/Therses) with stargates, Therses which we have seen in The Last Supper  IN ITS IMMORTALISER SESSIONS. 

YULE: COST.  AshkeNazi banksters CRIMES.LOUT:.SCLEROTIUM patchy skin (SOILS RECTUM)radioactivity NOISOME.COMETS. SIMEON
end of message   sounds like Israel shoots itself in both feet once again – go to Matthew, Mark and Luke and see “Judea” E.O.M. 

8 88 4 Luy mefine apres foin fommeil marrit ƒcome (1562 orig.) he himself, after afflicting taunts, care spoils sleep 
   R.O., IMMEMORIAL ELOIM COME, PROUE  MNEMONIC  REINCARNATION  MEMORIES,  OF RIME COOLER FEMININE TIMES

   our atmosphere 
it has been found that the universe does have its own music  
MUMMY AMENEM’AT  IS COMMONER CLONE OF COLOR, IMMORAL FOUL FELON MAN IS  SUPERFICIAL ALIEN  INFORMER       
(IS MANLY POOFTER PREMIUM/homosexual) MENIALLY  RIP-OFF YOU ALL MENTALLY IN FOOL PANTOMIME:  MAIMS FAMILIES 
IN FIERCE MIMIC: FALSE RAPTURE MISNOMER  IS “YUMMIER” REPTILIAN  MALEFICENT  IMPALEMENT  OFFENCE.  
MEMO: COMELY FEMALE AT LAST SUPPER LEMON, IS MIRACLE PUTIN ILLUSTRATION. PUTIN PRIMES MERCY (NOT COMMY) 
NUMERATES MERRY RUSSIAN FARMER FAME,  FROM FIFTY SEUEN YEARS PEACE TO PERMANENT,  ELIMINATE  ELITE 
CERN, COMPUTER,  ARTIFICIAL MICE  IS YOUR ENEMY (POEM’S RIFF-RAFF ELITE) MONEY PAYS  OFF  INFERIOR  PREMIERS 

o 10 87 1 Grand roy viendra prendre port pres de Niffe 
YEAR IN FRONT OF before ODDER TRANSFER DROPPING: Earth PROVIDING PROP/nature RIP,  STARVING DEPRAVED TRENDY PORN PEDO 
TERROR OFFENDER OF PERVERTED FORD  crossing  OVER. ODD INFANTRY DEFINED  TYRANNISER 
DRIVEN INDEPENDENT GRANDER GREEN  Y-FRONTED  PEDANTRY GARDENER (E.Yah) POINTS FINGER: PROVIDES FOR PRINTED TO 
DESERVING IN FIFTY SEVEN YEARS AGAIN   (10 89 2  Seven and fifty pacific years:  1946 to March 20 2003 and in    10 89 4............               
Health, abundance of fruits, joy and mellifluous times.) Saying  this  peace will be provided again, in a Matriarchal age 

o ARTIFICIAL MICE not just the mouse in your hand, but the “Blue Mice Project” where you are psychically attached 
to your computer 

o MUMMY AMENEM’AT – in previous forums we have seen that it was not Akhenaten that  cells were taken to make 
clones from, but his great grandfather Amenemhat. The genes from Akhenaten are too alien and damaged to make 
viable people from 

o COMELY FEMALE AT LAST SUPPER LEMON, IS MIRACLE PUTIN ILLUSTRATION.  Added to which in a previous forum that it 
was Da Vinci’s little joke Magdalene appeared with a fuzzy little beard when the image became Putin – to establish it was male. 
That Putin appears  twice within the Last Supper shows how important he is to our planet... 

 
1 62 
1.   What a great loss there will be to learning                                            
2. Before the cycle of Latona is completed -                            
3. Fire, great floods, more ignorant rulers ... 
4. How long the centuries until they are seen to be restored  

how long the centuries until the centuries are seen restored 
how long before the dark ages are proven false? 

 
ASTEROID – A NEAR MISS. The hidden text for line one 
POLE ROLL.       LUMINISED DEMON PASSES                 
AQUARIUS (Eridanus) LED ON DELTA AFRICA ‘manticore cremated’ 4 55 3 
‘ignorant’ rulers: presidents. Cruel death = famine 
SCEPTRES (TRIBES J RODS) REASSIGN PRECESSION – this causes: 
GRANARIES DELUGED.       (Latona means floating islands)      

REASSIGN PRECESSION = the Great Millwheel of the Precession of the Ages, including our orbits 

 

1 62 
What a great loss there will be to learning: 
Before the cycle orbit of the Latona floating planet is completed, 
Latona = islands for survival during seas rising 
Fire, great floods caused by more ignorant rulers 
How long the centuries until centuries seen to be restored. 

1 62 Latona  
A, Ayse ANT, Mantids AN  ALTO TONAL TO ANAL LOT    the ‘anal lot’ are the sodomite Anakim. A pun 
1 62 1 Le grande perte las que feront les letres : 

  PLEASES  GENTLE  SAGE AND

GREATEST SELFLESS QUEEN : FORTUNATE LEAFLETS  ALERTS :  FLEET OF FLAGELLATORS  ‘rod’ type craft, the type Steven Greer calls down 

ARE RELENTLESS GEEK TEENAGER POLLUTERS, SKELETONS FAIL.  DERANGES GREENNESS.  FALLEN ONES = FLATTERERS ALL.  
STEUEN GREER ADORES  SELF : TO TALK = TALENTLESS FLAKE – FELL FOR RATTLESNAKE.  AS  LEPER TO DEFTER  DALEK 
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ANGELS DAHL, GARDENER, OARS  STEER, LETS  ENLARGED  LEGEND  DARK  RED  STAR PASS  ANKLE  Aquarius  DATE 
o cat eyed extra dimensional « Nordic », the true NordicsDAHL,   GARDENER, EnKi  OARS   Mantids from Argo
o AT  OUR  ROLL :  STRANGLES  NEEDLES  when  our planet ‘lies down’ (by about 5,000 nautical miles) the  depopulation 

agendas of the ‘elite’ become a moot point. The elite have been looking into future time lines and do not believe our planet  
 ‘flips’ but do not seem aware that nevertheless, we will not be the same after Nemesis passes.

o GREER   LEPER TO DEFTER  DALEK – Greer is unaware of the control by the Quantum Computer and what really runs it
o TEENAGER POLLUTERS, using ‘smart light bulbs’, fluoride, junk food &  chemtrails  SKELETONS FAIL from fluorosis, scurvy etc
1 62 2 Auant le cicle de Latona parfaict,  
FANATICAL TO ERADICATE – TENTACLED  ANU  INACCURATE  CALCULATION –  PEACEFUL LACTATIONAL CAPACITIES 
PALATIAL the sun RADIANCE (NO ACCIDENT= APOLITICAL Eloim ATTENDANCE)   COLD IN FEET/Pisces TO REPEAT/ Gemini  
o TO ERADICATE PEACEFUL LACTATIONAL yes, have you noticed how mothers are being told artificial milk is ‘as good as, or 

even better than’ mother ‘s milk ? Nestlé did this in India with the consequence of thousands of dead babies due to dirty water. 
1 62 3 Feu, grand deluge plus par ignares fceptres   Fire, great floods caused by more ignorant rulers 
RAPTURE’S SUPER SCANDAL : SUFFER SPEEDFUL FRINGE SNUFFER, DREADED FEEDING. FRAUDFUL GREAT APE/Sirius 

1 62 4 Que de long fiecle ne fe verra refaict.  b iij    How long the centuries until centuries seen to be restored.
REVEALED EVIL FLAIR ALIEN DERANGED VIRGINAL JESUS CALENDAR, VILLAGER CUBE CO-EFFICIENT  GARDENER  ANGEL 

FEAR IF OBJECTED, IS  FINED,  IF ENQUIRED  ‘‘NEED  DEFINED  NICE,  CORRECT’’.         GENERAL  OFFICER  SAID :  DATES   
JOINED  EFFICIENT well enough  this relates to how authority got away with altering calendars, when villagers could not read 
FRAIL EGO KING EFFECTED ALIGNED,  JEERED  OFF : LONG BELIEVER  GOT TRICKED  BI  A.D. CRITERION ‘IRRELEVANCE’ 

 

1 62 4 Que de long ƒiecle neƒe verra refaict.  b iij   (C+F+ 5 61 4 

IF ENQUIRED  ‘‘CORRECT CALENDAR ~ NEED  NICE,  DEFINED  ’’... 
GENERAL  OFFICER  SAID :  DATES  ARE EFFICIENTLI  JOINED 
Here is something extremely interesting, spotted last night (January 1 2017) on the 
Antiques Roadshow, a very old program because Tim Wanacott is one of the experts. 
<-This is very early in the 1800’s (when very late in the 1700s [1795] I spotted a date on   
an object which still held the " j " as a prefix) and it strikes me that someone was trying to 
leave a strong clue here. See the ‘‘j’’ and the "J" as the heading ? Now  look at the full stop 
after the number one in the date. All pointers contain eight or 16 ‘spokes’.  Set in stone. 

5 61 4 Et des monts feux juƒques mont Senis. 
 TOUUNSMEN  KNEUU,  MEND: EXTENDS STIFF SMOKE SCREEN MOMENTS IN STONE... 
1 62 4 Que de long ƒiecle ne fe verra refaict.  b iij  continues 

 ELECTRON OGRE BEING EVOKES QUBIT = REAL LIFE  VIOLENCE GRIEVANCE BEEN INJECTED, RECEIVE LARGE ICIER FINALE !
DREAD RED LOCKS haired GIANT (EERIE FACE), FEEBLE VENEER, INJURE BELIEVERS JUICIER  JUVENILE DANGER  IN BEERdate 

VEE, : BAFFLED SELF-REVERENCE DERO FIEND RECEIVE FIRE, ENABLES  FREED ICE  

= CAUSES GOATLIKE DRACONIAN DEVILRIES GENOCIDE AGENDA REJECTION = JUSTICE  GREATER EFFICIENCIES BARD  
BREAK AGE OF INDEFATIGABLE JINGOIST SEDUCER DEFECTIVE ELECTRIFIER DECEIVER. LUCIFER’S JEERING ‘BENEFIT OK?’ 

 :  : UTILISE KEEN BIKERS INFERS EVEN JOKE  

o JUVENILE DANGER  IN BEER date here is that ALE-BREW date again May 13 – June 9 
o FEEBLE VENEER is this a reference to shape shifting, or maybe holograms   
o VEE, The golden " " of Andromeda. The Elohim members  are 20 (ten plus ten) but 5 is their base number 

o  GREATER  EFFICIENCIES  BARD  = Nostradamus
o UTILISE KEEN BIKERS IN RIOTS, even though the warnings have been to NOT RIOT, (and who is listening to that alert?) 
o ELITE BROKER  saying two things, that the elite broker the riots, & that the bikers broke the elite’s position  C+F+TRAGIC 
o  : and another pun. EVEN = meaning equal either way, and that this is the joke, that it is bikers INFERS EVEN JOKE

who usually come with a reputation of their own not usually compatible with legality.  We will see     (January 10 2017) 
 turns out it was enough to do the job January 22nd –

 

 
Why was I bemused when I saw the word ‘BIKER’ in the texts ? 
Glad I had no doubts being game enough to only write  "we will see" ! 
Today is January 17 and it was only one week ago it was written up. 
1 62 4 Que de long ƒiecle ne fe verra refaict. b iij  
SACRED CREATOR GRACE LOVES FERTILE NATIVE : 
INFERS EVEN JOKER :- UTILISE KEEN BIKERS IN RIOTS; ELITE BROKER 

/Andr. Cncl  /Eloim

 /Nostradamus  GREATER EFFICIENCIES BARD
BAFFLED SELF-REVERENCE DRACONIAN GOATLIKE DEVILRIES  
ENABLES DERO FIEND RECEIVE FIRE, IS FREED ICE =  
CAUSES REJECTION GENOCIDE AGENDA = JUSTICE 
BREAK-ING

 harvest
 AGE OF INDEFATIGABLE SEDUCER 

DEFECTIVE ELECTRIFIER DECEIVER JINGOIST LUCIFER:  
IS JEERING facetious LIAR... ‗BENEFIT OK!‘ 
RECEIVES LARGE ICIER FINALE ! 
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1 62 1 Le grande perte las que feront les lettres, What a great loss there will be to learning: 

~DEFTER GENTEEL ERROR-FREE FLEET SEES OS ANKLE  FEET REPELS  

DEFENSELESS  LEPER’S SLEEPLESS TERROR = RELENTLESS TREE-PEST DERO LEGEND , DENOTED DEGREE LETTER  SPELLS 
o without any tense/ time-place time-place everywhere, saying quantum mechanics are involved   

o  a pallet is a bed, the name Da Vinci used for Earth ‘shaking the bed to make it’ he said 

o OS Capricorn  ANKLE Aquarius  FEET Pisces DENOTED DEGREE forty to sixty degrees north – at first in Canada  
o LETTER = pdf  SPELLS the degrees, yes, the previous forum            TREE-DERO hybridized giant-botanical genes 

–    .  FLEECE  STARS  ROLL 

o LOSE get rid of  GENDERLESS  artificial intelligence which runs the Money Markets      FLEEC E=  Milky Way 
o LEST FEED ON GENTLEST SOFTER PROLE children SELLS  F.D.R. TENDER  Treaty Nine  

which technology radiactive-immune Dero and others take advantage of, such as the false rapture holograms.  
o FLEECE the Milky Way STARS  ROLL meaning our planet rolls – due to being ‘nuked’ ("false meteors") 

TATTLETALE FAKE GREER (KEEN SELF-TRUST, SEEKS FORTUNE)  GREETS RATTLESNAKE  PLUNDERER  TOAD 

o FAKE GREER implies the real one is still alive, also implies a clone, but there is a reptilian ‘walk-in’ too 
 Artificial intelligence replacing management at world‘s largest hedge fund

 (activistpost.com; December 27 2016; 

http://tinyurl.com/h6arosn)  ―The impending evisceration of the global job market by artificial intelligence...‖ ―Bankers will become dinosaurs,‖ Istvan says.  
o GREETS the Vatican Draco without being aware.  tells us who this is. If you want to get a clearer picture       

of [the false] Greer and his agenda – Control+Find ‘GREER’ in the pdfs and collect them onto a page. You will be surprised  
RELATES TO PLENTEOUS  DOLEFULNESS POLLUTER, LARGE DATELESS DESOLATER   RETURNED REPTO LOAD

o PLENTEOUS  DOLEFULNESS keeping everyone on the dole is the highest form of control  DATELESS timeless- living dead 
 

1 62 2 Avant le cicle de Latona parfait :  Before the cycle orbit of the Latona floating planet is completed/perfected,finished  
PALATIAL ENLIL-VALIANT FANATIC CONNIVER OF ARTIFACT VIOLENCE VANDAL “ACCIDENT”& ART  TENTACLED VARIANCE 
VACILLATE ILL-FATED “VACATION”  POE DATE ATEN ETNA (TORN COVENANT DELIVERANCE ADAPTATION OVER TROPICAL) 
ADRIATIC  TALL  COVALENT VOCAL ONE IN CAVE AREA REVOLT (DO NOT TRAVEL) REVENANT LOCAL DERO TO IRAN RAVEN 
READ APOLITICIAL POET, PEDANTIC CREATIVE E’A :ALERT

o PALATIAL from a sun  ENLIL-VALIANT, when Valiant Thor came, he was Enlil/YHWH and gave nuclear power technology 
with the intention it would be used by “us” against “us” – the word ACCIDENT says it all. The TENTACLED VARIANCE ones 
are allied to the Anakim and ar the shape shifting craft we have seen even in medieval art 

o ILL-FATED “VACATION”  Yule which is what the date of RAVEN is.  POE human combustion DATE 
o TORN COVENANT DELIVERANCE they had an agreement to send the false meteor over Dutch Guiana which is TROPICAL 
o TALL COVALENT VOCAL the giants, called Dero in these texts, use nasal frequencies as a weapon, and “bound in the pit” 

under the Euphrates” they are  Menolea-Electron Beings    REVENANT brought back from the dead, had been hibernating 
o when seeking the meaning of COVALENT this is what was found: 
“covalency - valence characterized by the sharing of electrons in a chemical compound; the number of pairs of electrons an atom can 
share. covalence. valence, valency - (chemistry) a property of atoms or radicals; their combining power given in terms of the number of 
hydrogen atoms (or the equivalent) 

o READ APOLITICIAL POET, saying Nostradamus has no leanings in any direction regarding politics or religion – who would, 
 after experiencing the events he did!

o ATTEND RADIATE, every which-way they could do so FATAL DIET TO PLANET  radioactivity is fatal to all on Earth but this 
could also mean that genetically manipulated organisms are fatal to all Earth, expecially accompanied by Glyphosphate™ 
which is the real cause of the likes of “gluten intolerance” and Chröhns simply because it is sprayed willy-nilly last moment 
prior to harvesting the grain. This is done to save wear and tear on the harvesting machines! 
9:98:1 Les affligez par faute d'un seul taint, 

TILETANUS  PAGEZ  USES  FALSE  LATIN 
   DEFAULT:AFFILIATE  VALENTINUS  TALES

SALIENT:  URSA  INFLATE  VENUS  AFAR Aquarius  
FLEAS TALE:  INSULATE TAFURS footnotes C+F+TAFUR  

Ravestein-TILETANUS who wrote of  bad angels in Chapter 14   

Those afflicted through the fault of a single infected one  
USES  FALSE  LATIN:  uses secret codes within the Latin. 
SALIENT:  MOST IMPORTANT: this seems like a star wars 
scenario or relating to the orbits 
FLEAS  TALE: Nostradamus is referring to da Vinci’s Tale 
of the Flea. Basically saying  the ‘grass is not greener’ 

VALENTINUS  He taught that there were three kinds of people, the spiritual, psychical, and physical (material); and that only 
those of a spiritual nature receive the gnosis (knowledge) that allows them to return to the divine since they are the “elect”.  
I wonder if this line is hinting  to also refer to “the third peoples – of the antechrist”...? 

The FLEA’S TALE: is about being content – do not go chasing happiness, it might be you are safer where you are right now 
which is what Marcus Aurelius advised. Live in this moment. 

2:38:3 Mais l'un deux viendra si malencombre, 
 [used]A MARIE asteroid  R date REALISM  MOB ~ AIM UXED

(Nov 24 – Dec 23)   White Horse of Uffington date  
ERIDANVS DISARM  MERIDIANS XVI  2016 
VERBALISM ENDS - ARMIES COMB MAINLANDERS 

ONCE IS ISLAM ADMIRALleader NUDE VIALS clonesINVADE  

But one of the two (events) will be such a bad impediment – see here 
The realistic faction (Elohim Watchers?) AIM THE ASTEROID (to 
stimulate  the roll of the Earth out of harms way) 

AFTER  ISLAM president EMPTIES  VIALS  OF…? supersoldier  NUDE VIALS  
COMB  MAINLANDERS – other lines say “hide like a mouse” this is 
about train danger and FEMA camps 

 

 

o DISARM  MERIDIANS XVI  2016 Quite so. People are seeing the Milky Way turning in 2016, which means our latitudes etc 

http://tinyurl.com/h6arosn
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/dec/22/bridgewater-associates-ai-artificial-intelligence-management?CMP=fb_us
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gnosis
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o ONCE IS ISLAM ADMIRAL leader this could mean after Obama (a Muslim) but more of a worry there is talk on media that a 
Muslim might be the next UK prime minister! 5 99 4 When the old Roman chief will own Britain . And we have seen Rome embrace Islam 

1 62 3 Feu grand deluge plus par ignates fceptres,                           Fire, great floods caused by more ignorant rulers 
GREEN GURU NURTURER SUFFERANCE REPULSES FALSE FACADES, SPEEDLESS GAP FADES, GREAT SUPER PLANET  PAST 
RUGGED SURFACES  PURGES AGES IN APPLE, PEGGED STAGED RAPTURE UP, GUIANA REAPER. DEGREES CREEP SUPINE.  
STAR’S LEGENDARI SUN PUTREFIER GRAPPLES SELF-PERPETUATING TRUE PUNCTUAL CALENDARS  orbits FAST 
PERSUADES FACED SAFE, RUSSIANS GREED IS FREEDSELF-EFFACED TAGGED PUTIN 

POET SAGE STAGE GATES UPDATER  :  GIFTED  PAGES (SCREENED) TO CURRENT  PRESENT~PAST UUANDERED 

DEFT DEFUNCT-ANGEL  IGUANA APEE  SIRIUS-PRINCE REPTILES, DUNG-FAECES, URSA  SATURN SECT ENGINEER  
NUCLEAR FALSE FLAG FURNACE  POE  SUPPLIER  EFFECT, PRECLUDES  FRAUDULENT  FLIP ~ STILL  PLUNDERED 
DESPAIR : DIFFERENT REPULSIUE  RED GIANT UNDER  SCUFFLES LIFTED UP  IS AGED REAPER, UILLAGES USURPER 
o  = E’Yah/EnKi GREEN GURU NURTURER
o   PAST = from the past and passed    GREAT SUPER PLANET
o PURGES  AGES  all ages previous to the new ice age         IN APPLE, = Yule (Raven) 2017 if it is all to be "under eighteen" 10 39 3 
o PUTIN TAGGED by both part of the Elohim Alliances 

o APEE  the Sirius-Ahpee of Aleister Crowley   DUNG-FAECES, those from Alcyone [in the Pleiades] & under Antarctica. 
o FURNACE  POE   human combustion 

1 62 4 Que de long fiecle ne fe verra refait.  How long the centuries until centuries seen to be restored. 

 CLEVERER  FIVE  ‘REFEREES’ Eloim  DILIGENCE
REFERENCE INFLUENTIAL  EVIL GENERAL OFFICER: FEEDING  FIERCE  "DIFFERENT" ELECTRIFIER GIANT  DERO OGRES 
DEVOURER  EVENT COLLIDING same timing as the « rolling over »  Noting the term ‘GENERAL OFFICER’  C+F+ OFFICER 

o FEEDING  FIERCE  "DIFFERENT" ELECTRIFIER GIANT. So here we have a solid clue who the GENERAL OFFICER is – 
the one running the F.B.I. – since it is their helicopters which turn up when a child disappears in a National Park 

(" "  the electron being ogres underground) More details pg 3:  8a DA VINCI DOES MEET NOSTRADAMUS continues from part two Sept 2015 FEEDING
Mysterious disappearances in Yosemite National Park ... 
https://crberryauthor.wordpress.com/.../mysterious-disappearances-in-yos... 

David Paulides, an ex-cop who used to work near Yosemite National Park, has been researching the recent spate of 

unexplained disappearances in America‘s national parks...  Article: The Secret Vanishings in America‟s National Parks           
―In a few cases, Green Berets have surprisingly shown up to join and/or take over searches. This happened in [1969 and] 
1971 in Newcomb, New York [state] when an 8 year-old boy vanished while walking back to a lodge to change his 

clothes.  His scent was lost in a swamp and he was never found.‖ LA Times.com 

Author David Paulides has written the books Missing 411-Western U.S., Missing 411-Eastern U.S. and Missing 411-North 
America and Beyond to tell the little known story of these disappearances dating back at least 125 years in this country. 
The year 2013 saw more national park disappearances than in the past 27 years combined. Paulides has hit several stone 
walls on his quest to solve the mystery of the disappearances, including the National Park Service (NPS) and the FBI. - 
See more at: http://dcxposed.com/2014/04/27/secret-vanishings-americas-national-parks/#sthash.Gn39NNGI.dpuf 

o  

o meaning  a new ideal fertile Living Library Age       sasar energy*
 

 

1 61 
The wretched, unfortunate republic[ans] 
will again be ruined by a new authority.      Trump? 
Accumulating great ill-will in their exiles/refugees 
Making the Swiss break their important agreement. 

1 61 Sueue    ; EUUE  2015 the lunar year of = Brexit 

1 61 Sueve   SEE   U.S.   where Vee date is Alder  March 18 – April 14, a Saturday – and EVE  VEE  
guess what... March 18 2017 is a Saturday. There are two of these events from the « greatest ones » the other in Taurus 
this confirms « Seeing the greatest ones suspended in the air Pisces – Taurus » SAYING this is not the false flag invasion 
1 61  La republique miƒerable infelice 
1 61  Sera vaƒtee du nouueau magiƒtrat: 
1 61  Leur grand amas de l'exil malefice 
1 61  Fera Sueue rauir leur grand contract. 
1 61 Sera vaƒtee du nouveau magiƒtrat: 
1 61 Fera Sueve ravir leur grand contract.           

 vide lo sole ispecchiarsi nel suo corpo:  the English:   looking glass (mirror)  the sun in its body:  dispersing?  (‘C’ = ‘k’ = ‘Q’) 
SCENICAL HOI-POLLOI VIDEO SORCERESS UP = POISONOUS UNSOCIAL NECROPHILE KALI CORPSE IS PERILOUS  

CHOLERIC  PARHELIC  SOL  COLOSSUS  OCCUPIES  CERN,  

PRINCESS’ DEVIOUS HEROE’S CHOICE IS OSCILLO-SCOPE HER/HIS CORACLE, IDLES,  REPULSES, SPOILS, CRIPPLES 
LOSER’S PERIODIC SPACE VOID CIRCLE SPAN orbit.   SPLENETIC ARCHON CAUSES SERIOUS SUPER VOLCANO, SOLID ICE. 
PRINCESS ALLIANCES USE  COOLS AROUND SPHERICAL–SHAPE POSERS LOSE  SPECIAL DEVIOUS RECLUSIVE  POLICIES  
HELEN PARKS HELPER  VOICES VICIOUS ODIOUS  POLICIES OCCUPIES EVIL COPIER PREACH IDIOCIES LOOSES VILE POLICE 
CONCLUSIVE IN IDOL’S CRUEL VISION PROPHECIES. INCISIVE CLUES DIRE OILS/SOILS  APOCALIPSE HORSERIDER’S VICE 

 COUNSELS PERSON:  IS ILLUSIVE  RAPTURE (CENSORED) HALLOUUEEN DEVILRIES OVERHEAD DOCILE SILVER COUSIN

sasar energy* which the elite have had since 1934 and which 
NO other ‘channellers’ but Alex Collier & the texts  have ever mentioned. 

 

<--these lines will have to appear in the next forum 
this one having already reached over 40 pages 

https://crberryauthor.wordpress.com/2015/05/07/mysterious-disappearances-in-yosemite-national-park-could-it-be-bigfoot/
https://crberryauthor.wordpress.com/.../mysterious-disappearances-in-yos
http://dcxposed.com/2014/04/27/secret-vanishings-americas-national-parks/#jump4
http://articles.latimes.com/1992-07-03/news/mn-1503_1_sierra-nevada
http://dcxposed.com/2014/04/27/secret-vanishings-americas-national-parks/#sthash.Gn39NNGI.dpuf
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CONSCIOUS DOOR  :  SOLVES  SEARCHER QUEST  
o Did you expect the texts to say something like this ? – neither did I.    A recent SIMON PARKES 2016 video speaks of this too. 

o PRINCESS’ Andromeda Council DEVIOUS HERO the two brained Extraterrestrial Noetic Entity ‘grey’ also known as a J-
Rod52 (because they come from 52,000 years into our future, so they say). They have three genders in their society, Read HERO MOVES THE EARTH 

o CORACLE, the Earth  IDLES, our “plane/orbit” REPULSES, the agenda of those using the particle colliders. 

o PRINCESS ALLIANCES the alliances of the Andromeda Council are the Cassiopeians and the Elohim 

o  the shape shifters which added centuries to our calendars  LOSE SHAPE POSERS 
 looking glass (mirror) the sun in its body dispersing (first hint of the use of mirrors, also as self defense)    Da Vinci continues: 

VIPEROUS ISLAND’S planet COPIOUS CLONES ARE POOR CHOICE OVERSEE LIVELIHOODS (CORPSES LOOPHOLES SECURED) 
CAPRICIOUS PEDOPHILIAC HOI-POLLOI (PRAISED VISCOSE SPIDER’S CORROSIVE HALO OPPRESSES) SCHOLARS CHOOSE 
SEDUCE-AIR,ODIOUS-POLIO-PROPOSAL: ALSO DUPE PEOPLE ‘SAVIOR’ DESERVE SACRED ALIEN DISCLOSURE DISCOVERIES 
LAVISH  SCARE, HAVE POPULAR POLISHED SCALAR ACCESSORIES  PROCESS – CALLED ARK OF COVENANCES  PANIC.. 
CROCODILE OANNES UP SPOILS SCHOOLED DOPE: REPLIES ‘SUPER  VOLCANO  CRIPPLES  PIPELINES  ‘IDIOCIES  OVERLAND’         

IS  DINOSAURS  PERCEIVE: LOVELESS  PLANNED CHAOS RUSSIANS  RECEIVE:
RUSSIAN LOVES LOSES PSEUDO COERCIVE NEEDS. OPPOSES PROPOSED UUARS SPIEL. DECISION CLEARS EPIC 
CLOUDINESS, CLEAN SEEDS, PUPILS RECOVER DECLINED HALOES, HAPPINESS. ODIOUS  CHEAP SPIEL “COLLISION 
COLLUSION” IS LIARS LIE - IDLE PIANOESpyramidsSUCCESS IN ALES-ASS. Ale is May 13 – June 9.  ASS is Auriga 3rd decan of Taurus May 
12 – 22  this is qualified as ALES Ass, because Auriga has other dates too. Guessing this must be 2017.  

o  Putin had Gabriel’s Ark sent to the Antarctic, keeping the code to himself it seems 
 

CONSCIOUSNESS 
Rearranging the letters of 12 71 3 TRUE FINAL QUATRAIN   'courir en France cecy comme d’oracles'  gives: 
COSMIC FECAL ALCYONE RACE IS COMMERCE MENACER (NO CONSCIENCE  NO ECONOMIC MERCY), COERCE  CARE-FREE 
CURRENCY,  ENFORCED  AS FARCE, IS DECENCY SCAM, REFERENCE LUCIFER’S EYE SCUM MESMERIC CONSCIOUSNESS
SORCERY: CYNICAL CONCORD DECRIES “FREEDOM” AS “CURSE”.  ALSO MEANS MONEYLENDERS MALEFICENCE  
NECROMANCERS ARE CAUSE OF CANCERS ARES OCCUR,  AND ENLIL’S CYCLONE, MERCURY IN NEEDLE  MURDERERS.  
COY CERN SUCCEEDS FIERY CORE, AIMS REDUCE  CALENDAR YEAR /orbit  CIRCUMFERENCE.=  REASON FOR COLDER 
OCCURRENCE larger orbit Earth

RARE CREDENCE:  ORMANCER CAMEL COMES IN CYLINDERS, OCCUR  CAREERS  FIERCE  SACRIFICIAL  CEREMONY – 
CRUEL CLAUSES  FOR  MINORS.     ‘Fierce ceremony’ meaning Passover (as an event and a date) the “Passing over” 

 
 RECOMMEND FORM CURE DRY MOULD IN CERAMIC CORNERS FOR CLEAR MIND - SCIENCE  ACCURACY MEDICAL:

o FECAL ALCYONE RACE the ‘fallen ones’, with the word “fecal”punning “pile of manure under the tail of Taurus”. 
o CARE-FREE means those who do not care, the ‘elite’ (used as currency themselves) 
o MESMERIC CONSCIOUSNESS – youngsters being attached literally to the “Cloud” via the “Blue mouse project” 
o LUCIFER’S EYE the Illuminati ENLIL’S CYCLONE: Enlil, ‘Lord of the airways’. Cyclone means Southern Hemisphere 
o CANCERS ARES = genocide using cancer as a dis-ease and ‘treating’ it with a deadly mixture of rads & chemicals 
o COY using cunning to fool people FIERY CORE of Earth FIERCE SACRIFICIAL CEREMONY:  an Enlil & Allah-Lu thing 
o RARE CREDENCE: hardly anyone believes  ORMANCER ormus using CAMEL from Camelopardalis/Nibiru   COMES 
o CRUEL CLAUSES FOR MINORS:  traded for technology in ‘2014’ clause of ‘Treaty 9’ and herded into cylinder craft 
o false “middle ages” that never were, done in order to bring forward   

their meal of “YUMMIER MINORS” – if there is anyone out there such as David Icke who can explain the urgency of 
repairing our calendars (to the public)  and placing us at least 324 years back in time, in order to nullify the “trade     
in men”,  which is really “trade in children”  clause of Treaty Nine of November “2014”,  which was NOT yet 2014.            
There is also the matter of 1000 years  added due to “clerical error”.  

At this juncture it is time to introduce one wonderful historian. Her name is Sylvie Ivanowa  (Ivanova).  not a link                              
Her videos are priceless. The web site is MEGALITHS.ORG and like myself and numerous others around our planet – is 
attempting to wake people up to the heinous lies and deceptions made in the past to fool us into thinking we are as far in 
the future as the 21st century, when we are not. Her work is copywrited, which means is not to be used in commercial 
applications but can be copied for educational purposes/ and if ever there was any “educational” web site – it would be 
The Hidden Texts of Nostradamus (and Da Vinci – describing Nostradamus as his “mentor”!). The only problem for those 
who seek the truth is the question of “WHY?”  
Why go to all the trouble of establishing WHO  it was built the megalithic structures world wide, and WHY did they do so?     
What affect do they have on us in the here and now?   Sylvie Ivanowa’s videos  have many of the answers.                                   
For those who have been following these texts which we have seen were sourced from the  and from Cassiopeians 
certain  Pleiadians “in the sky” and handed to “ ” Nostradamus to be seeded down throughout  his ensuing 
centuries; for just the purpose of keeping us educated and gnowing.      
For our future in the here and now, it is the children who are suffering.  Within these Hidden Texts have been so many 
warnings and guidance regarding WHO changed the calendars and now we have been reading WHY and HOW this was  
accomplished.     All that needs to be done is to have the “2014” clause in Treaty Nine nullified. Just as it was the 
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presidents F.D. Roosevelt and Eisenhouer who ratified earlier treaties in their greed for technology (almost always for a 
war making usage),  so,  in November 2014 – also ratified by the current Amerikan “president”.    
This means that this president is fully aware of the “trade in children” clause.                                                                                
Ever wondered what happened to all those Mexican children allowed (and sent by their parents) over the border?  
It is to be stated clearly that an approach was made to  Sylvie Ivanowa  for permission to publish parts of her work such as 
her bibliography.  Keeping in mind that my own research came up with a few of those which appear in her bibliography of 
scholars.  These few have been mentioned in various forums going back to 2012, the most important of which was            
THE SHROUD IS REAL. Also, 1,324 years happens to be the number closest to the amount the Shroud's aging was out by.  
My own researches found GUTH St.,  NIEMITZ Hans U.,  ILLIG H.,  and referenced James A Marusek with his  extensive  
CHRONOLOGY OF WEATHER EVENTS, because both dendochronology and ice cores* have turned up as total failures to 
depend upon for counting the years. The Chinese have been the most reliable time keepers to date – so comparing world 
wide weather events (which Mr. Marusek agrees are often the consequences of major world eras such as passing comets 
and volcanic activity) against Chinese records - to date has been the best source, limited as they have been.                      

*
Ice cores have shown that demarcation can happen numerous times within one year and tree rings stop growing completely in ice ages.  

But now we have the Russian  Sylvie Ivanowa Ivanova with her wonderful wit, clear descriptions and precise research.  
Her answer to my request to publish her findings was a resounding NO. This left me puzzled, since her videos are free     
to watch! The work you are reading is free for all to read.  
No money is passing hands, leaving me to place myself in her shoes with the question – what is giving her so much 
concern?     The answer, it seems to me, is that when people partly publish other people’s hard earned work – almost 
always it is edited. This word ‘edit’ is a nasty little animal.  It infers the word “change” and “alter” – something we have 

seen in these texts & within the bibles, and most prominently, in the very clerical “errors” which have been the cause 
of the alteration of our calendars!! 
To obey her request is easily fixed.     No excerpts will be taken from her work and transcribed here.  Instead – the link for 
her recent video which is a MUST WATCH if anyone has little children they do not want “picked up” and taken to be “torn 
apart” and put into  “sausage casings” as Da Vinci described.  A couple of screenshots are included. 
Should Sylvie Ivanowa  get to view this – I would strongly recommend she read the PUTIN FORUM while she is here. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/shared?ci=veXITxtWnrU 
"they were threatened with heavy fines if they tried to 
use the old calendar"                      C+F+ OFFICER  1 62 4 
"somehow it was missed that Isaac Newton was a 
chronologist as well" 

LIST OF SCHOLARS 
ADD TO WHICH :  NOSTRADAMUS = EVERY QUATRAIN OR 
MENTION IN HIS WORK  OF  THE  WORD  TERCENTENARY 
OFTEN ATTACHED WITH "BYZANTIUM"  IN ONE FORM OR 
ANOTHER AND THE WORD "EDICT" RELATE  TO THE ADDED 
HUNDREDS OF YEARS – THEN AGAIN IN THE HIDDEN TEXTS – 
MUCH MORE AND NUMEROUS EXPLICIT MENTIONS 

  

 

 
as late as the erstwhile “1.830” the prefix  “j” 
can be seen on documents in parts of the world... 
The reader can refer back to hidden texts forums with 
finds I had made on the Antiques Roadshow,  the 
earliest of which  (for my own finds)  was i.601 
appearing on a frontispiece of a King James Manuscript 
Book, as shown on the Antiques Roadshow 

https://www.youtube.com/shared?ci=veXITxtWnrU
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“FREE NON COMMERCIAL COPY AND DISTRIBUTION IS STRONGLY 
ENCOURAGED AS LONG AS THE ENTIRE EPISODE IS SHOWN IN ITS 
ORIGINAL UNCHANGED IN ANY WAY FORM. NO EXTRA PERM-
ISSIONS ARE NEEDED TO DO THAT.  JUST DOWNLOAD IT AND 
UPLOAD ANYWHERE YOU WISH. COMMERCIAL USE IS ALLOWED 
ONLY AFTER OBTAINING WRITTEN PERMISSION FROM SYLVIE 
IVANOVA. USING ONLY PARTS OF THE VIDEO/AUDIO CONTENT 
(EVEN NON COMMERCIAL) IS ALSO ALLOWED ONLY AFTER 
...PERMISSION... so why put free-to-air information videos out   
then not allow other free-to-air mediums to advertise them? 

This non-permission is totally understandable – one of my pet horrors is that of the “cropping out” of 
information be it visual,  (in images) or otherwise.       To the best of my ability nothing of the work of            
Sylvie Ivanowa  has been altered or edited in any way. There is a long list of names of people (scholars)               
in my files who have questioned the validity of the times we are in, some of the names are derived from   
various sources including & additional to this video.  Most notably Nostradamus himself. 

 Courir en France.    . ditrochee... “f” is also “s” 
: CONCUR – SUN FURNACE SCARE Nibiru RECURS:  IS RUN NEARER OUR SUN FACE: FORCES FREE RAIN, ICE ACORN SEES

o ACORN is always a stargate FACE is also a date of early in Scorpio, Halloween week 

 cecy comme d'oracles : 
MEAD’S MEMO CODES = COLDS COME AS ACE MERCY, SECRECY COERCED MADE RE:  RECYCLED SAME,texts / Nibiru.  
CLOSED  SLY  OLD  ‘COMRADE’S’  SODOMY  ‘DEMOCRACY’:  DOOMED. 

 XII. 71. 
 Fleuues, riuieres de mal seront obstacles. 
 La vieille flame d'ire non appaisée, 
 Courir en France. cecy comme d'oracles : 

Maisons, manoirs, palais, secte rasée. 

 12 71 TRUE FINAL QUATRAIN 
 Rivers, streams will be obstacles to evil. 
 The old flame of anger unappeased, 
  

Houses, manors, palace, shaven sect. 
 

This was the last readable quatrain, found stashed behind “Vulcan”, the fireplace in the home of Nostradamus 
 

 

 
 
 

 

this work was done before the Triple Method was given to me. The word QUAIL is a date – the first week in April 

Allan Webber‟s Template 

this work was done before the Triple Method was given to me. The word  FIELD means those from Pegasus – usually  Marcabians 

Allan Webber‟s Template 

 

TEN 
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10 100 1 Le grand empire fera par Angleterre, 
England will be for the great empire, [Reptilian, Vatican] 
10 100 2 Le pempotam* des ans plus de trois cens: 
The all-powerful one for  three hundred years more:  plus, after  
10 100 3 Grandes copies piffer par mer & terre, 
By great [Earth] forces sea and land to pass, 
10 100 4 Les Lufirains n’en feront pas contens. 
The Lusitanians  (Portuguese) will not be happy thereby. 

 
 

4 47 4 Seeing the greatest ones suspended in the air via/       
              through  feet/Pisces and neck/Taurus 
this quatrain appeared in NOIRE THE WICKED ONE, which was 
published prior to the collator being given the Triple Method.  
Notice the ‘k’ and the ‘j’  tacked on under line four?  This  
was why the Very Original (1555) publication needs to be 
used, since it provides different answers to the 1562 edition 
Consequently this quatrain will be attended to in other pages 

 

presage August 30 1558:   the shaven ones captured:  

the pempotan  one elected: pempotan = TAPE ON PM, MEANT OPP. OPT M.E. MAP,  EA/PTAH MOP ATOM
*the English from ‘pempotan’ means both the female cook and the gossiper, the talker. See NOIRE THE WICKED ONE pgs 19 & 20 
10 100 1 Le grand empire fera par Angleterre, 
EAGER MALINGERER REPTILE PREFERRED PRENATAL, GENERAL  FEAR; ADRENAL FARMER = GRANDER APE = “FALLEN ANGEL” 
READER ALARM: PRESIDENT NIGGER DREAMER (PREFERENTIAL MALE RAPE IMPALER) = REPELLENT RARE REAPER.   
o NIGGER:- Nostradamus was never one to mince his words. Politically “correct” is a control meme. 
APPEASER NAMED TELLINGER  REAPPEARS, ANGER  AT GERMAN PRE-ARRANGED  ‘PARADES’  RENDER  RAPES, 

REGARDS ISLAM RELIGION.  ALL FIREARMS ALERT  - IS  ARRANT  F.E.M.A  IN APPLE TREE DATE    Yule 
MILLER AGE, TIME  ALL TRENDIER NERD FARMERS DEFT DNA DRAFT GERM (g m o)  LENDS RENDER FAT, TENDER. 

MEAD PREPARE APPEAL REFERRING RE-ARRANGE TAMPERED AGE PILFERED,  APES-MEN  RENAMED, 
EMPALER AN MADE ANNEALED MERGE PERMANENT (IS ENEMA GREEN  PAPER, IS  GEM PLANET ARES) 
LEPERS LEARN, FELL, REPEL,  APPARENT MIDDLE AGE TIMER  - FEEL PARTNER NEARER. REPTILE MADE IT LARGER 
o PREFERRED PRENATAL, and see the insanity in amerika right now!      PREFERS  GENERAL  FEAR they feed off fear 
o GRANDER APE, recall Cröwley called his ‘wife’ the “Great Ape’, undoubtedly a sly irony of his since the word “Ape” or “Ahpee” 

in Alkhemye means “Sirius”.  “FALLEN ANGEL” those from Alcyone – both of which are under Antarctica 
o TELLINGER  REAPPEARS noting that this means he was ‘gone somewhere’.  Recall the warnings to Tellinger in these 

forums regarding not to travel “far”, meaning overseas. The reader will observe that our beloved Tellinger no longer 
accentuates the “money-free” theme. 

o GERMAN PRE-ARRANGED  ‘PARADES’  the invasion by pre-arranged “refugees” relating to the religion of Islam 
o MILLER AGE, TIMER  was meant to be 2012, be it the real 2012 not yet arrived, or the one recognised world- wide 

which had at least five hundred and ten million people sick with fear – because that is how many ‘hits’ the Hidden 
texts web site received in October 2012.       This dropped to three hundred eighty six million in November and the 
saddest part of all of that unwarranted angst was that the Triple Method was not given to the collator until the end of that 
year... using the Triple Method may have made all the difference, and it was my fault. The changing over from the old web 
site (in the August of 2012) which was stated at the time  to be because of the Original Centuries having been found, & not 
used on the former web site, was also a cover story to protect the guilty people fiddling with that web site (in order to avoid a 
court case).     Needless to say, the texts (from Allan Webber’s computer Template)  had warned me about all of this. 

o PREPARE APPEAL REFERRING  RE-ARRANGE TAMPERED AGE PILFERED  yes, exactly why  the approach was made to 
Sylvie Ivanova.   A call for help on behalf of all of those children sold out by western hemisphere “govern-ment”. If a reader 
were to go to see the “Battle for Dulce 1979..."   the year following the ratification     of the 1978  “Treaty” by  Jimmy Carter 
(who must have known about the Dulce’79 events).   Also re-search  Capt. Mark Richards.                             C+F+ 4 47 1  ALNAIR 

Allan Webber‟s Template 
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„„Edited by CAPTAIN  MARK  RICHARDS Published by – Earth Defense Headquarters  http://www.edhca.org/                                     
Condensed and re-edited by „BRANTON‟ with the permission of E.D.H. 1947  
TREATY SIGNED BY PRESIDENT HARRY TRUMAN  
Government scientists (the secret government) purportedly labored alongside an alien force to work out the sundry ways the general 
population could be brought under an ultimate totalitarian control that would leave humanity as little more than farm animals to be 
used for breeding. All of which began with a 1947 1942?  treaty signed by President Harry Truman, that set in motion a plan where THE 
ELITE OBTAINED ALIEN TECHNOLOGICAL SECRETS IN EXCHANGE FOR PERMITTING THE ALIENS TO ABDUCT 
HUMAN SUBJECTS FOR THEIR DIABOLICAL RESEARCH.   In time, the elite would be allowed to survive to become the 
overlords of the human sheep, under ultimate control of the aliens – like the dogs that watch the sheep lambs on a human farm......” 

(Collator’s note: the “Treaties” each span nine years and commenced with F.D.R in 1933 – hence Treaty Nine in “2014”,  which was stated 
in the Computerised Template from Allan Webber.   The fact that there are 81 years [9X9] between 1933 and 2014 is one proof) also many 
writers seem to have various differing dates for Treaty signing – when much is still kept from researchers and scholars. For instance the 
most important Roswell crash was 1941, not 1947.  We never hear about the one in 1941, I wonder why that is?     It follows that a ratifi-
cation of the treaty after 1933 must have been 1942: making the next one 1951 when Eisenhauer was the signing president.  Noting the 
month is usually November,  at years end.        According to these texts the 2014 signing was November 8.  
There were other off world  “agreements” prior to 1933,  involving the “National Parks” and the denizons dwelling under them. 
Here is something else found in my old files...  President  F.D.R.  was still the president in 1942! 

“Dr. Sasha and Janet Kira Lessin review the history of abductions, from the horrendous abductions of over 100,000 a year mostly 
young white women to a U.S./Grey-run base in New Mexico. Greys and other aliens, especially friends of the Greys, used the 
captives for breeding, experiments, organ banks and especially for sadistic gang rapes by aliens from all over the quadrant. The 
ETs ran a vast genetics lab two miles under Archuleta Mesa near Dulce, NM. 
 The program of abuctions was authorized in 1947 by President Truman in exchange for the Illuminati power elite‟s access to the 
technology with which they now rule the world.  

When President Carter realized that the NSA X group was running this program, he enlisted a special Delta Force Group, financed by 
Ross Perot and assisted by a sympathetic Reptilian to close down the base and rescue as many of the abductees as possible. The force 
rescued some 3,600 women, but needed to bomb the facility, killing the thousands of ETs running the base and some 30,000 or more 
abductees they couldn‟t get out before fleeing before the alien defenders.  
The abduction program was curtailed until President Bush Senior let the ETs take a few hundred woman a year. 

The Lessins also point out that Thoth/Kuluklansic and eight other ET Homo Sapiens from Nibiru may have, as he told the Maya, returned 
to check Marduk/Allah as well as Enlil/Yahweh and the power elite that divide us and pit us against each other. There is speculation that 

President Obama, Ex-Presidents Clinton and Bush Jr. met Thoth in Tanzania a few weeks ago. {The Mandela ‘funeral’)         The world may indeed 
have changed Dec 21, 2012, when Thoth returned. For more, see http://www.enkispeaks.com” 
The year we have of 2012 did indeed turn out to be the rise of a ‘new age”. The final week of December 2012 saw the Maelström  reverse.   
This was a clear indication that the “Great Conveyor” ocean current has reversed.  This is known to usher in an Ice Age. 

CARTER TRIED TO STOP ABDUCTION  PROGRAM  confirming my thoughts regarding Treaty timelines 
“The turning point came when National Security Adviser Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski met with President Jimmy Carter in the White House on 
June 14, 1977, with a number of other “intelligence operatives and leaders”, to bring the President up to speed on a number of top secret 
programs, including “Project Aquarius”, and the work being done at Dulce, Area 51, and other secret bases. Brzezinski, a member of the 
power elite that backed the “Grey” cause, never guessed that the President would be so shocked that he would soon turn to trusted military 
advisors in the military intelligence community for options of how to stop what had been going on. 

PROJECT AQUARIUS/GLEEM”DEEP COVER 
The National Security Agency (NSA) had been secretly fighting the alien cause, and the humans that worked for or with the aliens, since it 
was established in the mid-1950s‟. Project Aquarius was originally established in 1953, by order of President Eisenhower, under control of 
NSC and MJ 12. In 1966, the Project‟s name had been changed from Project Gleem to Project Aquarius, and portions of it went into DEEP 
COVER, hidden even from the CIA and the NSC. At that point, the NSA had opened “Department X” (to identify and study all alien or 
enemy operations that could be a threat to the United States or the Human Race in general), and “Department Z” (to “react” and 
“neutralize” any sort of threat to the United States or the Human Race). 
Under secret Presidential Order, signed by President Jimmy Carter, the NSA‟s Department Z, the newly established DELTA FORCE,   
and a specially hand-picked group of Air Force SOC, Navy SEAL, and Army Rangers were organized for a mission so secret that not even 
command officers were told what it was about until the night of the attack. The only „Attack Team‟ leaders who knew what this would be 
about were the men involved in the NSA Department Z, who had been involved with fighting aliens for years. The commanding officer of 
the attack was none other than Captain Mark Richards, the son of the infamous “Dutchman”, Major Ellis Loyd Richards, who had been the 
commander of International Security (IS) since Admiral Chester W. Nimitz died in 1966… 
By 1978, the NSA Department X was warning the human commanders of new programs starting at Dulce that were so frightening that even 
seasoned men of war were shocked. Thousands of young human females were being “created” in test tubes to be sex slaves for the aliens. 
But these clones were proving to be less than satisfying for the aliens‟, because they didn‟t “suffer” the same way that once free victims did. 
They could be engineered to provide better sexual tools for some of the stranger life forms, but they were proving to be nearly “mindless”, 
and thus couldn‟t react with the “fear” that normal young women could. For that reason, while the clone program would continue, it had 
been decided that  
 

THE ABDUCTION PROGRAM WOULD BE STEPPED UP – WITH THE FORCED “SHORT-TERM” ATTACKS TO INCREASE 
BY 1980 TO OVER 100,000 A YEAR, AND THE FACILITY TO BE ENLARGED FOR “LONG-TERM” VICTIMS (WHO WOULD 
STAY THERE FOR AS LONG AS THEY LIVED) WITH NUMBERS OVER 75,000. 

 The Battle at Dulce 

www.bibliotecapleyades.net/offlimits/offlimits_dulce08.htm 
The Battle at Dulce to Stop an Alien Breeding Program. Using Thousands of Young Women. Government scientists (the 
secret government) purportedly labored ... 

http://www.edhca.org/
http://www.enkispeaks.com/
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/offlimits/offlimits_dulce08.htm
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The labs at Dulce started cloning human females by a process perfected in the world‟s largest and most advanced bio-genetic facility, Los 
Alamos . The elite humans who manipulated the worlds‟ governments from the shadows would soon have a disposable slave-race, for 
medical culling of body parts and their own perverted pleasures. 
Like the alien Greys, the U.S. (secret) Government secretly kidnaped and impregnated young females, then removed the hybrid fetus after a 
three-month time period, before accelerating their growth in laboratories. Biogenetic (DNA Manipulation) programming was then instilled – 
many being implanted with all sorts of devices, some that allowed them to be controlled at a distance through RF (Radio Frequency) transmissions. 

From: EDH Archives: Dulce Interviews; WC-289487346–80… 
“Level 7 is worse… It was like a whore house for pervert ETs‟. Human females were brought there for „experiments‟, but you can‟t 
convince me that most of it wasn‟t just sadistic pleasure for the Greys. They wouldn‟t just impregnate the girls, they would sexually torture 
them for hours. Sure there were the scientific procedures, but there were also orgies where a few pretty human females would be given to a 
large number of Greys for nothing less than a brutal gang-rape. And this was constant. Hundreds of Greys, and other species that seemed to 
be friends to the Greys, would come and go every week, for no other clear reason than to take sexual pleasure with the provided human 

females.”                                                                                                                                                  C+F+1 68 3   C+F+2 39 2 
When the truth was evident that sub-humans and other creatures were being produced from abducted human females, impregnated against 
their will, a secret resistance group formed within the military and intelligence agencies of the U.S. Government that did not approve of the 
deals that had been made with the „Off-worlders‟.  
Many of these brave humans would be assassinated, or “died under mysterious circumstance,” or would be silenced in other ways. But in 
1979, they would manage a victory that would cost the Greys, and the humans that backed the Greys, dearly… 
The Air Force Intelligence Officer that reportedly was the man who met with the Aliens at Holloman (Air Force Base) in 1964, was the 
legendary „Dutchman,‟ Ellis Loyd Richards, Jr. – the same man who would reportedly order the attack on Dulce in 1979, and whose son, 

Captain Mark Richards, would lead the human attack on the facility. Mark Richards is held in permanent detention. See ProjectCamelot 

The Richards names come up time and time again when one looks into any of the mentioned Top Secret Projects that Military Intelligence, 
or the Eyes-Only, Tops Secret agency known as International Security, were involved in from World War II through the „Cold War‟ years. 
The in-house political argument that developed within MAJESTIC TWELVE in the late 1970s, when the military/intelligence men objected 
to the deals with some of the Aliens on the side for the selfish gain of such groups as the Illuminati of thousands or the “Club of Rome” at 
the expense of thousands of innocents, if not all of mankind, helped to cause the rift that would lead to the military action taken against the 
Dulce facility in 1979… 

A REPTOID BRIEFED THE ASSAULT ON DULCE this could have been J-Rod52 
“It would be one of the reptoids who taught several of the men involved in the attack on Dulce a number of the informative points that 
would first cause them to look more deeply into what was being done at the facility, and then helped them better understand the enemy, and 
how to defeat them. Indeed, it would be this Reptoid who communicated the factual basis for a number of the plots being organized against 
humanity by a number of off-world sources, and (some of them) had proven their willingness to aid the human cause in the Battle for 
Central Asia in 1976, and in the August 1979 space defense of Earth against alien invaders. It was also (they) who warned of the danger that 
such life forms as bacteria represented to both aliens and humans. 
In 1979, there were 37 alien species represented at the Dulce facility. Only 6 of those had their own space or dimensional traveling ability, 
while the others were guests of the Greys. All of those species that had come as guests of the Greys were there for genetic and reproductive 
experiments with humans – and 8 of those were also interested in humans as A SOURCE OF FOOD. Of those interested in reproductive 
experiments, 25 could enjoy direct intercourse with human females (although several needed the female to be placed on special hormone 
treatments ahead of time), and the facility apparently got the reputation for being a sexual pleasure spot for the quadrant.” 

https://www.scribd.com/doc/65027266/The-Dulce-Battle-Report 

1. Obama | Extraterrestrial Contact 
extraterrestrialcontact.com/tag/obama/ 
President Barack Obama Acknowledges Existence of Area 51 ... only referred to the base as “the Air Force's operating location 
near Groom Lake, Nevada. ... STAR, 1979:SEX-SLAVES FREED FROM DULCE ET BASE-Web Radio, Article .... By 1978, the NSA 
Department X was warning the human commanders of new  ... 

Alien-Human Battle of 1979 in New Mexico: Alleged Eye-Witness Report 
www.theepochtimes.com/.../607504-alien-human-battle-of-1979-in-new... 
Was there a battle between Special Forces and aliens that left more than  60 people dead...  
http://www.theepochtimes.com/n3/607504-alien-human-battle-of-1979-in-new-mexico-alleged-eye-witness-report/  
“There’s a war under there and it’s been going on since that time,” he said. He spoke of 1,477 underground bases around the 
world, 129 of which were located in the United States. Each cost $17 billion or more. He said the Black Budget, hidden from 
other U.S. government agencies and from the public, garners 25 percent of the gross national product. Military forces from 
multiple countries have been engaged in such warfare with aliens, said Phil Schneider." 

TO SUMMARISE  

 The Hidden Texts of both Nostradamus and Da Vinci are warning us about the real off world invasion. 

 These alerts point to the manipulation of calendars in order to bring forward their agendas because... 

 They have made legal arrangements (litigation is how they exact their hidden agendas) and these are called 

“Treaties”.  These pacts were intended (by Earthling humans) to be a “trade” for extra-terrestrial technology 

(which included computers, designed intentionally to distract us) and for humans as meat. 

 It is no coincidence that what we read in these texts is seen to have been occurring, albeit, completely and 

purposely denied in the field of disclosure of all of these events to the general public (who are the “meat”) 

 Full disclosure will never happen, simply because we were all sold out. The leaders we think we “have” are not 

the original person and some have been “duplicated” numerous times by the off worlders whose technology is as 

“magical” to us as airplanes were to the Papua New Guinea tribes. 

 The joke has been on us from the beginning. The word “shepherd”  and “lamb” are sly hints. After all – what do 

shepherders do to lambs? 

 The other three “Parties” to the “treaties” ARE the shepherders. ‘Managed’ by those from Chertan in Carpenter. 

http://extraterrestrialcontact.com/tag/obama/
http://www.theepochtimes.com/n3/607504-alien-human-battle-of-1979-in-new-mexico-alleged-eye-witness-report/
http://www.theepochtimes.com/n3/607504-alien-human-battle-of-1979-in-new-mexico-alleged-eye-witness-report/
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UPDATE ON THIS 
[CAMELOT]

  REPORT:  ACCORDING TO JAKE SIMPSON,

and see “Qubits” here

THINK TERMINATOR – SKYNET — FOR MORE ALSO SEE PETE PETERSON INTERVIEWS…re SKYNET,  

TERMINATOR, AND THE AI (PART III). 

"The pursuit by some at the expense of the many seems to always end up to be the ultimate price, along with the loss   of 

the Individual and Eternal Grand Self/ Soul/ Spirit, particularly when the individual sells out all that is sacred to the 

ongoing existence of our race."…  

“This suggests an even more powerful, off-world group or association that I may have a very special relationship with, that is 

lending a very discreet helping hand… happy to remain obscure while still contributing where appropriate to assist humankind       

in meaningful and positive ways... where possible.” Jake Simpson 

http://projectcamelotportal.com/2016/09/18/jake-simpson-surveillance-beyond-snowden-the-biggest-secret-report/ 

“an even more powerful  off-world group or association” referring to the Elohim Alliances, which is overseen by the Andromedans 

“particularly when the individual sells out all that is sacred”... such as the presidents who have been signing off world “treaties”. 
o the line which says  GERMAN PRE-ARRANGED  ‘PARADES’, could as easily say PREARRANGED ISLAM ‘PARADISE’ 
o IS  ARRANT  F.E.M.A  IN APPLE TREE DATE Yule this is the false asteroid date, & or the alien invasion 
o EMPALER AN the SARAN of Da Vinci MADE ANNEALED MERGE PERMANENT the joining of ages in Y2K  IS 

ENEMA cleaning out GREENER  oxygen producing  PAPER, Birch/Earth IS  GEM PLANET ARES genocide 
o LEPERS those who do not believe in off world people LEARN, FELL, drop and REPEL,  APPARENT MIDDLE AGE TIMER  to 

repel what appears to be the dark ages (that never were) – Nostradamus FEELS  PARTNERED joined NEARER closer 
o REPTILE MADE LARGER  in many previous forums it was shown that both Marduk and Ala-lu were involved in the 

convincing of the pope (Innocent) and the Emperor Constantine VII (or VIII who ‘straddles the year 1,000 in our false 
history) to alter the calendars, in two ways.  1)  By stating via Edict that i.676 (July) becomes 1,000 A.D., additionally  2) 
having “clerical” “errors” alter the “i” to a “1” adding in one stroke 1,000 years. Why? do you ask? To bring forward their 
“feasting” time, the “rapture”, the “being caught up”. As    points out, the public when trying to use what to Sylvie Ivanova
them was the correct date at the time, would be heavily fined for doing so.  

‘’ ALPHA DRACONIS -- Home of greenish [GRAYLES ] and brown skinned,     [THE TAN ] 7- 8 ft. tall Reptilian humanoids, many of 

whom have assimilated human DNA to enhance their emotional centres, and who rule a large number of subdued planets via psionic 
implants, linked together into a collective, hive, or group consciousness that is ultimately controlled by a massive computer network 
and sub-space transceiver that exists at some undisclosed location near the home system, one that operates simultaneously on the 
material and astral planes. These Draco are said to serve an elite class of Reptilians, the White or Beige Dracos and dark-skinned 
winged Dracos called the "Ciakars".      THE LINKS:   
http://www.soulwise.net/grey36.htm  
www.rolfwaeber.com/downloads/excerpts.pdf  
DAR - The CHANI Project Conspiracy Forum 

chani.invisionzone.com/profile/465-dar/ 
23 hours ago - Home · DAR .... The Secret Space Program has at least one laudable objective, ... is to maintain Earth Human 
control of Earth and our solar system. ... Workstoo! ..... member worlds together via psionic subspace transceiver implants. ..... 
images: Our Sun and Some Weird Objects Near By...  
www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/.../MEN-IN-BLACK.pd...  
[THESE WOULD BE THE UUYVERNS of NOSTRADAMUS ] 

"they maintain a major underground earth base below Dulce, New Mexico" (source: Alex Collier, and others). 

55.MOTHMEN…Wyvern   Bruce Lee            www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/esp_vida_alien_18zv.htm  
1. "Largely subterranean, pterodactyloid-like hominoids with bat-like wings. Sometimes described as possessing ’horns’ and thus are considered 

very similar to the traditional depiction of the ’devil’, according to certain individuals who have encountered them. Although often referred to as 

’Mothmen’,Wyvern:  this title might be a little misleading. These creatures — which have also been referred to as 

the Ciakars, Pteroids, Birdmen and Winged Draco — have been encountered near underground systems near Mountauk Point, Long Island; 

Point Pleasant, West Virginia; and Dulce, New Mexico. (identical to the Sumero-Babylonian UTUKKI, a demon of the KI GAL or underworld.   

o http://aquarianradio.com/2015/04/17/1979-sex-slaves-freed-from-dulce-nm-joint-u-s-et-base-article-video-radio-show/ 
1 38 4 Vindicte, paix par mort fi acheue a l'heure. (continues)  ‘c’ = ‘k’ 
AHA THINKS ARE CHATEAUX. IS ARES genocide DECIMATE ELITE. 

HEAP, Alcyone AHPEE Sirius HOAX :   

–  

 

 reality shows   does not get any clearer than that 

‘VERIFIED’ FROM IMPEDITIVE MANURE EXCREMENT MAFIA HEAP (Alcyone, the « fallen ones » under Antarctica)  
(EXCEPT FOR THOSE OF THE HEAVIER-THAN-AIR (denser elite) RACE,  ‘EXPERTS’ FROM SIRIUS ACTIVE UP IN MARS) ~ 

THEIR REAPER HATE IS  PUNITIVE OF AMERICA.  the Maitre Grayles of Phil Schneider 

 

REMOVE, FIX,  REPAIR "APPROXIMATE"  FAKE PRIMITIVE MEDIEVAL CALENDAR  CONSTANTINOPLE  V.I.P.  UUIPED 
MI REPETITIVE ALERT REFERS FREAK PACTS CLAUSE FOR ‘TAKEN-OVER CHILDREN’, EXIT EXPIRED, AS ‘TRADE IN MEN’ FOXED  
(REFER  ‘DULCE UUARS’  TEXT,  MAKE  PERMANENT)  EVOKE HAPPIER UUHITE TRUE, NOT  HEATHEN  MATRIX  EMPIRE  VIEUU 
o VENTURA PIPED UP, ‘tubed’, a form of stargate   IN HEXADECIMAL = sixteen = 2016.   ‘PIPE’ is also a date : Mar 18 – Apl 14 and Oct 28-Nov 24 

 normally I try not to source other’s thoughts from web sites, unless             
 their  information does match what  these texts are saying 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OfIlUMS_Q3g
http://projectcamelotportal.com/2016/09/18/jake-simpson-surveillance-beyond-snowden-the-biggest-secret-report/
http://www.soulwise.net/grey36.htm
http://www.rolfwaeber.com/downloads/excerpts.pdf
http://chani.invisionzone.com/profile/465-dar/
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/.../MEN-IN-BLACK.pd
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/esp_vida_alien_18zv.htm
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/alien_watchers04.htm
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sumer_anunnaki/esp_sumer_annunaki12a.htm
http://aquarianradio.com/2015/04/17/1979-sex-slaves-freed-from-dulce-nm-joint-u-s-et-base-article-video-radio-show/
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o IMPEDITIVE MANURE saying the Alcyonese have been made "impeded" via their DNA ("they still know love" say these texts) 
o EMPIRICAL the reptilian VENTURA PIRATED VIA HOAXED MIXTURE = as a shape shifter 
o AFTER THE PECULIAR HOMICIDE see ‘traducide?’     2 15 1 Vn peu deuant monarque trucide ?   (A homicide but not directly murdered, 

This word ‘trucide’ has had me puzzled for a while. Being a clone, the life span is limited by its own DNA, thus a man made ‘person’ dead 
by the consequences of being man made). A treasonous form of death indeed. 

o FIFTH OF MA= ‘truth and justice in Libra’ so the 5th would be Sept 27  MID HOURS = either noon or midnight 
o UP IN AIR  ALE  DATE = May 13 – June 9, the Taurus part †                                                                       COUCH the Cassiopeians  CREATIVE CHAIR the Elo’im  ARRIVAL 

recall ‘‘suspended in the air Pisces to Taurus’’  The Taurus part of Ale date is May 13 – 22 

 4 47 4 Seeing the greatest ones suspended via feet and neck. 
      SEEING THE GODS IN THE AIR THROUGH  PISCES confirmed as eve of March 18 2017 in 1 61  AND  † TAURUS  
HOTTER LITHIUM AIR  and what has been found in chemtrails recently ?  Lithium 

o FEMA CAMPS PRODUCE noun as in ‘livestock’ but might mean the camps produce the chips – by attack/RAPED 
o PECULIAR VOICE recall ‘I am the word’ ? a peculiar frequency does something to the chemtrails which certainly                                 are 

adhering/sticking to everything 
o PATRIARCHAL always means reptilian Rome/Vatican ERECTED TOXIC AERIAL so saying that it is run by Sirius 
o CORRUPTIVE  RAPTURE  VEXED EMPATHIC UR EA AND    all 20 of them 

o A.I. REPTOID’S the Grayles of Phil Schneider DEEP CAVES deep underground military bases   CHATEAUX/castles 
o ARES = genocide, but also was the obsolete word for « Leo » - and our problems seem to be all Leonine right now 
o REPULSIVE VI, those of the Orion Group  ELITE  COPIER cloned by URANITES from outer space 
o DETECT ARCHON MIND THIEF people watching the shows such as Big Brother, the so called  ‘reality’ shows are having their mental 

abilities ‘stolen’  
o INFER HEMP LIXIVIUM sodium hydroxide/lye, not sure if this means that hemp is the soap/cleanser or that Sodium hydroxide AND 

hemp are the cleanser for mopping up the  ... 
o RADIOACTIVE UUE REAPED we reap what we sow  
o IS HEN’S CRIME :  where ‘Hen’ always means the Benu bird, aka Crane, Grus, Heron. Ibis & Phoenixoptera, allied with the Anakim who 

constructed the four Giza pyre-amids. My suspicion has always been that the very first Egyptian race were black and they seem to have 
an inherent hatred for the caucasian races, as stated here. 

o AHA THINKS (‘c’ used as ‘k’) where AHA was Menes, the very first dynastic pharaoh.  Tail line to Amenhemhat, which Obama was cloned from                                                                                                
Obama was originally genetically manipulated  from Amenemhat II/say these texts. footnotes 

o HEAP HOAX, the pile of manure under the tail of Taurus, those non-human humans  from Alcyone  
o AHPEE Sirius  HOAX   &  see all the GREER lines in other forums (C+F+’GREER’) 

o TO REPAIR  MEDIEVAL  CALENDAR  CONSTANTINOPLE  V.I.P.  UUIPED           to delete 324 years out of our modern calendar 
which had been inserted by naming 676AD  as 1,000AD.             This was an edict of the times. The 324 years ‘removed’ is known to us as 
the « dark age » for a good reason. 

o OUR ERUDITE THINKERS RECEIVE FALSE DISCLOSURE ‘VERIFIED’ FROM IMPEDITIVE MANURE EXCREMENT HEAP MAFIA  those in the 
U.N. Full disclosure is the one thing the cloned elite will not  provide, since it will lay bare all the alphabet groups’ absolute untruths about 
everything – our true technical history – NASA’s lies about outer space, how the elite are ruled by off worlders, the unlawful ‘treaties’,   
etc.   MANURE EXCREMENT HEAP under the « tail » of Taurus [with no hind legs]  – Alcyone in the Pleiades, =  the   ‘‘fallen Angels’’ 

10 100 2 Le pempotam des ans plus de trois cens:  the pempotan  one elected: self importance for over three centuries 

 STAMPEDE CENTURIES OLD DEMON’S MADMEN  
: NOSTRADAMUS POET LENSES  TO STOP ILL-SPENT CALENDAR MODAL PRINCE Sirius OANNES ALERT POSSUM MEAD

PONCES IS MEND;is SOULLESS DEMON’S LESSON  

 SAD MESS, MEETS MINDLESS ACTOR NIPPLELESS MOLESTER PUTIN MET AND SAMPLED SACRED ONES OPPOSED TO 
POPE  POSER, POSSESSED SPACE TELESCOPES: SEES COMET’S METEOR INTO ETNA  ~ SPINS POLE (PESTS ESTEEMED) 
DISTRESSED ELOIM DEPLORES ATEN, REPTILES COMPUTER PRIMED, MALTA, ROME, IS LOST. CORPSES DECOMPOSE 
o OLD DEMON –Ala-Lu/Allah                                  STAMPEDE CENTURIES forced to ‘move faster’ 
o : looks through the cronus visor – meets, alerts POET LENSES ,  down under Mead POSSUM
o ILL-SPENT CALENDAR MODAL (MODULE) ill-spent, meaning ‘thrown away’ STOPPING the CALENDAR PLOT will 

cause the IMPOTENCE of the CLAUSE and MEND the SOULLESSNESS LESSON  the demons are after 
o  PUTIN MET AND SAMPLED SACRED ONES,  via his DNA.  Experiencing similar to things I also have
o REPTILES COMPUTER PRIMED is this a case of the Artificial Intelligence running rampant? No dates 

 (see Da Vinci’s description)   nelle propie case da crudelissimi     the English: to be torn in the cruelty  
ICON, IRIDESCENCE  PRINCESS Androm. DISCIPLINE  ACCURSED POPE RADICAL SEEMLINESS, ALERT NEEDLESS NEEDLES 
RACIALISM RIDICULES RADIANCEJesus MIRACLES AS SORCERIES: MISLEADS CRIMINAL UPPER CLASS CLOUDIER LARCENIES PROP nature. 
CLAIMS DIRE PERILS DEADLINE LUNACIES: SCARE PROLE.folk REPLICA NIPPLELESS POPE DIES IN CAPRICORN.                                
POPE DISPLEASES ELO’IM (nipple-less = clone) 

 

THE HUBRIS OF ALA.LU (ALLAH-LUCIFER) father in law of EnKi 
In Saudi Arabia UFOs appeared near Riyadh and spelled out 
Allah's name in the sky. Thousands fell to their knees in prayer 
struck with awe and fear.  

Do you see now why the powers that be do not want people to 
become familiar with off worlders? Or with Alkhemye? 
 

Another UFO Fleet spotted above Kazakhstan On March 27,2011 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q7ZQXhPwbqg 
 
More mass UFO sightings in Santiago, Chile 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=NsUjWJYWKzU&feature=related 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q7ZQXhPwbqg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NsUjWJYWKzU&feature=related
http://beforeitsnews.com/ckfinder/userfiles/0000000000005477/images/UFOsAllah-SaudiArabia.png
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10 100 3 Grandes copies piffer par mer & terre, 
CERN’S GIANT COFFIN RIDES DEFECTED INTERIOR CORE OFF-CENTRE MADE SECRETED, PESTERER OGRES FORFEITED. 
(EAGER TAMPER SPIDERS) ARE AGES PERFIDIES. STAMPEDES GEM OFF MADE SAFE IN GREATER SACRED ONES REGRET 
DAMAGE TO PROP. PIRATE DREAMERS the elite (IMPRESSING CRAFTIER “FREEDOM”) TO FEAR GERM COPIES & REAPER. 

 & GRAND CANION RIPPER TERRORS CREEP REGARDING ‘SERFS’. IS PERFORCE 

‘STRANGER DANGER’ IN  SCORPIO – this speaks of alien invasion, be it real or simulated, there is still danger involved 
MEAD’S EFFORT IS ERROR-FREE SCRIPT, ARE FIRST ORDER PAGES: IS PERFECT REASON FOR PAPER’S FRIGID FAME GRACE 
o DERO, the inbred ‘left over’ Nephilim from underground & GRAND CANION RIPPER the reptilians from ancient Egypt 
o PROP means all of the biospheres of nature  PAPER means  Earth FRIGID FAME ice age  GRACE savior of the GEM Earth 
o PIRATE DREAMERS those who are spreading Earth’s dangers thinking they are immune to those dangers 

10 100 4 Les Lufirains n’en feront pas contens.  
this is the very last line in the Tenth Centuries. See the word “contens”? It looks like it is actually “cons.ens”, so will do it that way too, ditrocheed. 

ELITE FANCIES OANNES CRETIN NONSENSE TREATIES CLAUSE REASON; POLLUTE PRENATAL INFANT,  ENTRANCE OF- 
PENNILESS, SINFUL INFANT PORN, CAUSES LEPROTIC those who do not gnow FUNERALS. UNFIT,  PLIANT SONS’ ALONENESS TORN 
APART, INFERNAL CRUELNESS UNPLEASANT SATANIC NECROTIC PAN NET Zeta45 PERSONNEL CENSORS PLENTEOUS ELECTRO 
RESONANT PAINFULNESS, (e.m.r.)  PLANET OF SIRIUS ANU REPTILE PLANS TURN OFF SUNNINESS, FENCE ALL. 

, TO IN FRONT OF PARKS,  FEARS NOT  ORNATE POET LOTUS SPANS TO IN FRONT OF FLORENCE CANTON’S ARTISAN
... ASSASSINATES INSOLENT INSANE NUCLEAR TREASON OFFENCES  RUSSIAN PUTIN FORCES PLANET CLEANLINESS 

o ELITE FANCIES NONSENSE TREATIES CLAUSE REASON: technology, believing they are getting the highest 
o ENTERS PENNILESS – control using the lack of social economy  
o SINFUL INFANT PORN = pedophilia, which alters DNA BUT ENTRANCE OF- PENNILESS, SINFUL INFANT  means Jesus 
o CAUSES UNFIT, via g.m.o. and chemicals in food PLIANT SONS’ ALONENESS using lack of gender image & computers 
o The words FALSE RAPTURE are also in this line, relates to “TORN APART”              LOTUS stargate SPANS to Da Vinci

 
Looking carefully at the large body top right, one can see a diagonal cross across its expanse.  
Thus we have the vertical AND the diagonal crosses which appear on many flags across the world. 

UFO fleet stunned thousands in Manhattan. 
Incredible! Photo by photographer Gene Harley. 

Images found in a 2011 article by ‘Hero Cee’ 

http://www.babelmagazine.com/ 
What I (Helen Mead-Parks) see here is that 

astronomical area of the southern night named 
“The Sea” in the alkhemye list.            

Laguz of Pisces is very clear here  with  
Grus conjoining at the ‘tail’ of one of the ‘fish’ 

Being over the western hemisphere means these 
are the Grus showing off.  But it could be a count-
down too, due to a previous Aries event, this one 
(Pisces) another of Aquarius (a vertical oblong) 

and Capricorn – all in precession, backwards. 
 

found in the same file as these images: 
‘‘ The New Berlin base - like the Dulce New Mexico facility 
and the Pine Gap Australia facility - is tied-in with an alliance 
of regressive alien forces: the Dracos of Alpha Draconis, 
Greys of Rigel Orion, and Aryan/Ashtar forces of Sirius-B 
based within the massive Kamagol-II facility under Gizeh 
Egypt, who are in turn allied with more of their kind within  

 
3 "asteroid-ships" which came into the system, hiding in 
comet Hale-Bopp's tail, and "jumped ship" as the comet 
rounded the sun taking up orbits around Mercury... also 
joint Bavarian/Alien Alt3 facilities on Luna & Mars... and  
also a vast Draconian - Rigelian - Sirius-B armada THE TRIAD 
which is now en-route to planet earth "  
 

 

 

http://beforeitsnews.com/ckfinder/userfiles/0000000000005477/images/NewYorkfleet222a1.jpg
http://beforeitsnews.com/ckfinder/userfiles/0000000000005477/images/NewYorkfleet222a1.jpg
http://www.babelmagazine.com/
http://www.think-aboutit.com/Underground/ANTARCTICAUNDERGROUND.htm
http://www.think-aboutit.com/Underground/ANTARCTICAUNDERGROUND.htm
http://beforeitsnews.com/ckfinder/userfiles/0000000000005477/images/NewYorkfleet222a1.jpg
http://beforeitsnews.com/ckfinder/userfiles/0000000000005477/images/NewYorkfleet222a1.jpg
http://beforeitsnews.com/ckfinder/userfiles/0000000000005477/images/NewYorkfleet222a1.jpg
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5 99 
Milan, Ferrara, Turin and Aquileia, 
Capua, Brindisi vexed by the Celtic nation:  (German Anu) 
By the Lion (Leonine) and his eagle like phalanx,   (U.S.A.)      
When Rome Chrislam will own the old Britains  chief . 

Since Henry VIII Rome has wanted to regain Britain. With a Muslim leader in Britain, Rome will have its papacy returned. 

5 99 CapneBrundisCeltiqueLyon., ditrochee break in codes within codes, saying not to include any more capitalized words 

)  YEAR 2014 IN BOLD: 

BULL EDICT CELTIC BELLS CONCEPT (docking bell/stargate), QUOTED “CLIENT” ORION  BELT CULPRITS CONDUCT CLAUSE IN PRINT.  

o  lead as the metal Pb means Saturnines,  as a date (to lead) means in Taurus 

BRACKETS (SEES UUINDY TYRANNIC ENLIL CYNIC: STICKY END) BY INEPT ALCYONE COUUPAT REDNECKS, BLINDERS UUENT,  
SLICK NEUU TRICK. SCEPTRED, (cut off??) BLINK.   INSPECT BRINK orbit BLINDS  (see JALOUSIES next line ) UUINK  

o  weather cells like The Day After Tomorrow 

5 61 2 Subjuguera les hauts monts Apennis:                                                                                                                                          IN GOAT in Capricorn 
SATAN’S ‘JESUS’  ‘SAUIOR’ IS  SUBHUMAN SUBNASAL BRUTAL OGRES UP AT EARTH’S  JALOUSIES,  PULSATING winking IN GOAT 
define jalousies plural noun: jalousies a blind or shutter made of a row of angled slats. A reference to the ―space ties‖? 
5 99 2 Capne, Brundis vexes par gent Celtique   (‘f’ is ‘s’  & ‘i’ is also ‘y’ and ‘q’ = ‘c’ is also ‘k’ ) Capua, Brindisi vexed by the Celtic nation: 
DA UINCI ENTERS PRESENT CENTURIES RECENTLY (NO PRETENCE)  QUIETLY BY CRONUS UISOR,  TO SEE PARKS 
UUAS KNOUUN NICELY,  NOT DENY  UUAS  CYNICAL, BELL SOUND (a pun on ‘print lines end’) [K]NELL  hidden within

BLUE AYSE, CUP, TUUENTY,  QUELLS LUPINE PRINCE DELINQUENCY , CAUSED  NON PUBLICLY  LAST CARDS QUEEN,
 (IN NUT-NOBLE DATE).  PULSE BURNT, STRIKE  DOUUN ELECTRON  INN PEST (INBRED COPYCATS, NO RESPECT) 
ICONS SEND ICY QUEENSLAND (QUEEN’S LAND) SUN CYCLE PICQUED ANU IN QUAIL, CONCERNS BROKEN SCENICAL, LUCKY 
PLEBEIAN, CULPABLE BLACK  LEO PRESIDENT ACCORDED  CLOUDY,  IN BLEAK DARK CANCER SEUENTEEN.  

LONER UP  IN CAR DATE,  ENDS ALIEN LION INSANE PLANS  CORK DATE Nov 25 – Dec 20 LOYAL COBRA PUTIN 

o BY PACT Treaty NINE SNEAKY AQTI hidden agenda CLAUSE with the YEAR written IN BOLD (2014) 
o INEPT ALCYONE COUUPAT made me laugh – Alcyone IS under the ‘tail’ of Taurus! These lines have been hinting 

recently that the Alcyone “still know Love” and that they have been regrouping to retaliate against their forced new 
(well, within thousands of years new)  morés... 

o BLUE AYSE, with the Andromeda Council. CUP, Holy Grail TUUENTY, Eloim  Cassiopeia QUELLS LAST CARDS QUEEN, 
E (the Wolf has been a keyword for the Alcyone) PRINCE – those from Sirius LUPIN

o NUT-NOBLE Sept 24 – Oct 3rd  or Oct 24 – 31st    IN QUAIL  first week April  CANCER June 22 to July 21  SEUENTEEN       
CAR DATE the first ten days of Capricorn – Dec 22 – January 2nd this may be the referring to the date Putin was picked up 
by Golden Cube Dec 26 2012 and the two Golden Cubes of the Elohim were caught on video that date. 

5 99 RomeBritannique 

https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/science-futures/predicting-2017-the-rise-of-synthetic-intelligence/ 

Predicting 2017: the rise of synthetic intelligence                                     By Todd Jaquith 
Cognitive Machinery 
―According to the big brains at Ovum, ―machine learning will be the biggest disruptor for big data analytics in 2017.‖  They‘ve got a 
point, too — a damn good one. Deep learning and neural networks have shown remarkable promise, even holding out the hope 

5 99 1 Milan, Ferrare, Turin & Aquilleye,  (‘q’ can be ‘c’, ‘f’ can be ‘s’)           ANU RULE RANK & FILE. military industrial complex 
QUARRELLER SINE ALIEN ANU IS ILLUMINATI EYE: AIMS UNREALITY, NUMERATES FAULTIER RAIN, RUNS FREAK RULERS 
RULE RANK militia &  INFANTILE  KILLER, RULE INFERTILITY, RULE FILAMENT, MINERAL TAR IN UUATER UUELL FEAR fracking 

 LUNAR ARK QUEEN   LINK URN-ANKLE RAT YEAR 2020  where URN ANKLE means the month of Aquarius, and the 

qualifying of the “Queen” as Cassiopeia is necessary now due to others taking a ‘queen’ to mean “laying the pupae, eggs or live of reptiles”. Plus 
LUNAR ARK =  SUPER LUNAR NURSERIES 3 25 4 Other lines regarding “LUNAR NURSERIES”: are 2. 2. 1, – 4. 85 2, – 9. 91 3, – 10. 92 3, – 7. 41 4 
o 7 24 4 in LETTER 32, REINCARNATION  
PRIMORDIAL DEROS DERANGED CERN, IS DISREPAIRED – ALARM IS RAMPAGED, DRAUUING  SPRAUULING  SINK  APERTURE DANGER – 
GRIM MAP IN  ADORE-SCORPIO DATE.    and see NOBLE  =  the same date again! Seems yo me this must be in 2017 (‘under eighteen’) 
o REASON  GARDENER NURTURER & ENIGMAS  PLANT  RARE  SUUORD =  POLARISED DESPAIR  UUORDS 

UUEIRD  Cepheus UUARLORDS: Mantids from Argo  TINKER SATELLITES AROUND ROTUND PLANET,  

PRIMED RETARDED RANGE PRENATAL before it was due to be used   IN ANKLE: Aquarius, RAT YEAR  says 5 99 1 noting 2020 is a leap year too 
o 3 33 3  SPY PICA (cannibalism in this case) EASTER. 3 33 3 appeared in NOSTRADAMUS THE ADRIATIC  & LEONARDO 
DEFINE  ILL KEMPT  Nanar FELON  FLOUUN  YELLOUU  ORME/gold: KEPT DNA UUELL MELLOUU MENTAL EMINENT  ANU
LAMENTED UUONKY FLIP UUEAKEN YELLOUUSTONE MONSTER : MAKES  PILTDOWN MAN OF EMPTY ELITE MANKIND 
INFORM: DAMN NEMESIS ‘LEMON’ FELON UP PRIMES QUEER FLIP,   MALFORMED  YELLOUUSTONE  FLANK 
NOTE:  - ADEPT  ELOQUENT PUTIN, DUTY TO OPENLY FOUL UP  U.N. FEMALE FOOL  AND ROYALLY DEFY,  LONELY  KREMLIN  DEPUTY
PLAYED YANKEE  ELITE:  PIONEER,  IMPLEMENT,  (UNFULFILLED) FAKE  N.UU.O. PLANS 
POET PEEKS:LAME FLUKE POETLIKE MEAD UNDER, UUARNS FOUL NITE TIME PANTOMIME, PLENTIFUL POLYNOMIAL MAN-LIKE 
ALIEN ENEMY  REAP, MULTIPLY  PAINFUL  FEAR  EMOTION  IN  MEEK                     (the meek means the righteous ones) 

https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/science-futures/predicting-2017-the-rise-of-synthetic-intelligence/
https://futurism.com/author/todd-jaquith/
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IN ANKLE (Aquarius month) was the only date given and could apply to any of the events, however... 
o NITE TIME PANTOMIME  of  4 73 4 When the pantomine will take place in the evening. 
o MAKES  PILTDOWN MAN OF EMPTY ELITE MANKIND we have seen numerous lines telling us that those in the deep underground 

bases are going to be affected by hot mud from tectonic activity – and here is further confirmation, since the Piltdown man was 
found entombed  in the bog 

ANKLE Pairs C+F “AFAR”  in Aquarius FLIP AFFAIR  PAIRS PARK’S FEARFUL FREAK  LAVA SPARKLER FLARES LAP U.S. 

5 99 1 continues   RETAIN LITERAL REAL LIFE, CLEANER KREMLIN UUINNER (FELT MANLIER) LEARNT UUILL MATERNAL... it is 
not a  coincidence the name KREMLIN appears in relation to the same context of topic in two separate lines 
RAY INTERFERE: MILAN. MANILA FRY, REALLY KNEUU  LITERAL: UUREAK RARE ENTIRE FIERY TREE FLAYER TERRIFIER ELK 
o ELK, the Arabs have a large species of Elk they call Reem, which means Monoceros, part of the big ‘G’ of the FreeMasons, but 

this Elk could mean Stag as a date, Capricorn, or the obs. alkhemye for “to shelter”/Auriga, numeral value of 14. 
in 6 4 excerpt CETAIN-PAKI  GET CRATER CRETIN  PEAK   ELK deer/Capricorn  ING  LIE  AT

 and  e tranquilla pace. 
 CLEAR ‘LEAK’ ALL ALIEN Disclosure EUREKA free fuel PIECE  IN CAR Yule, ELK/Capricorn APRIL – ALE ERA. ACTUAL REAL PUTIN

and another excerpt 

6 5 2 Par pluye longue le long du polle arctique                    OPENLY PLAGUED  LOYAL ANGEL: 

CROCODILE-ANALOGY LEAGUE  RULE ELITE, ALLEGE OPULENT PANEL ~ PULL PEOPLE UP,  ‘being caught up =abducted” LEAP YEAR 
COREY GOODE ANGER LINK’D KEPT UUELL-UEILED: = PULL  PENT-UP TECTONIC PLATE LATE  TIN Sagittari ELK Capr DATE  PALL  
PUPPET GREER UUOODENLY CALL UP POPULAR REPTILIAN-UUILLED ALIEN, PLIANT CORE: ALCYONE-ALIKEN, REALLY TALL 

o CROCODILE LEAGUE ANALOGY = Oannes ALLEGE saying they are the OPULENT PANEL (the Elohim) now you can see 
why people become confused regarding The Elohim. As always  judge them by their actions.  There is proof that the 
Elohim are the “goodies”. I wrote to Tellinger pointing out how upset I was that he kept referring to the Elohim in 
the same breath as the Anak.  Give him full credit – he went to Hebrew scholars and they studied the first words in 
Genesis ABBE ELOHIM CREATORS...  with Abbe meaning Father. Tellinger duly produced a video in which he states/ 

/explains (not quite exactly) how he found who the Elohim really are. Simply confirming what these texts are telling us. 

5 99 2 Capne, Brundis vexes par gent Celtique: Capua, Brindisi vexed by the Celtic nation: Celtique meaning German 
INEXPERT SCIENCE DELINQUENTS ARE SQUANDERING  BLUEST AIR VIBRANCE, STARVING IS PREDICTABLE GRACE, QUEEN’S

SUBTRACT PERPLEXING CALENDARS DEVIANCE  PREVENT X-RATED ADVENT 

CLEVER CUBES UP-DATING: PERVERTED PLANET-SUCKING SNAIL-PACED IN SIXTEEN SUPER ERUPTING (GRAVE KIND) 
CUP’S BUG PLANS  CRAPULENT(ABUSING PECKER) GLIB SICK BLACK PRESIDENT AS PUBLIC KING BEGUN  VENTURA DEPRIVE
o shaking my head at that pun, not sure if I can laugh about it... “crapulent abusing pecker” descibing a homosexual 
o SUBTRACT PERPLEXING CALENDARS DEVIANCE, meaning to remove the extra 1,324 years. Can’t get any clearer can it! 
o  the trade in children clauses in Treaty 9. The president of the day signs these  ‘treaties’  

o  the golden ones of the Elohim CLEVER CUBES  CUP’S Cassiopeian BUG  Mantids
o It seems to me that Jesse Ventura is a looong way from this picture, but my knuckles have been rapped before for VENTURA DEPRIVE 

saying this. If you have been a perisitent reader (and it does take persistence) then you will have seen that a huge natural event brings 
“brave” Ventura forward – while all the other cowards scamper off to their very dumb d.u.m.b.s.   Named dumb for a good reason 

5 99 LYONROME 
MORE RELY ON ONLY MOON ROLE  [in The Last Supper-(at each lemon hidden)the minor lion was Jesus, he with no halo, and LEMON
Leo Minor was Carpenter at the time] ,Auriga ’ under NILE MORON LOOM  weave ENROL OIL LIE MORÉ REIN LEO MINOR ‘MEN

 IN ELM MY ELOIM ORME ROOM LYRE MIRE ELI MOOR LOON AskheNazi LORE IN IRON magnetic M.E. ION = NIL, NO MORE 
o ELM date is Sept 1 – 29   IRON as a date was once Virgo. Also means Scorpio ORME ROOM jump room LYRE  LyRan
o MORE RELY ON ONLY MOON – recently NASA has told us we have a second moon, which being NASA (why does it 

take them decades to let us know things?) could mean anything (although these texts did tell us a while ago we 
have always had a second moon).  There certainly are “more” on this planet which need the moon and its influence – such 
as spawning coral and egg laying sea turtles for instance. What would happen to them when the moon we think we have 
gets pulled off its orbit? Nothing – the Living Library has a back up! The reason NASA published the second moon info is 
because many people are seeing it one way and another. 

5 99 3 Par le Lyon  &  phalange aquilee., By the Lion (Leonine) and his eagle like phalanx,   (U.S.A.)      
REALLY OPAQUE hard to see HALO HEALER ERA APPEARING EQUAL Hegelian PLAN, LARGE LEPER PLEA APPEARING REAL HUGE KILL 

 GENIAL QUEEN  Eloim LOAN REAL HEALING LEARNING.  REPELLING MAN-LIKE ALIEN GHOUL  LOYAL HAPPIER ANGEL PANEL
APPLE NUKE, ILLEGAL OAKEN ‘HELL HOLE’ [CERN] ANU HAUL LANE AGE YEAR orbit ENOUGH KEEPING YOU ILL. NO LAUGHING 
o ALIEN GHOUL Algol in Perseus (behind Taurus) near Aldebaran is said to be “the Ghoul”  
o APPLE = Yule/Capricorn NUKE the false meteors  
o OAK, Acorn and ‘Hell’ are all key words for star gate 
o LOYAL HAPPIER ANGEL are those from Procyon, a “Swede”  

5 99 4 Quand Rome aura le cheƒ vieux Britannique. When old Britain the Roman chief will own . 
 

EXAMINE MARXIAN AVARICE QUEER  (EUNUCH FAVORED) NON-HUMAN NORMA-RUN MANURE ALIEN HOAXER 
 

 o   Year of the cockerel – rooster is 2017. IQ CURBED = the knowledge not published, now why would that be ? 
: MEAD UUALK-THE-TALK, ‘UUIT’ CRIER BLURT  EXULT TAXI INN UUAX, IT BLEUU BRUTAL ICIER, LAX UUIRE  RAUU LUCK

o could barely believe my eyes (once again) "walk the talk" appears later, as does "wit crier" INN = Earth WAX = grows and 
LACKS WIRE means no electricity via power lines – yet there are still the free energy systems (five of them) 

UUEAKENED  XII UURECKED TRICKIER RIB,  DARK TITANIC BRICK RUBRIC CUBE EXIT UUETTER HEAVEN. ENLIL UNAMUSED 
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o UUEAKENED  XII where 12 always means Anakim  TRICKIER shape shifter RIB from Leo 
UURITE : CHIVALROUS BREXIT EXECUTIVEƒ  REBUILT EXACT RULE, VALUED HACKER MANOEUVRE : ’THO UNAUUARE 
EVADED EUNUCHISED DRACONIAN ALCIONIAN, COUU, HAND RACIALISM  IN UNITED NATIONƒ ’ DEVIOUS CHEMTRAILS AQTI 
o those poor Pleiadians of Alcyone, having been bred over millennia to become reptilian in their DNA are 

described as EUNUCHISED in many previous lines. COUU usually means Aldabarens, with HAND as Betelguese 
o CHEMTRAILS AQTI, meaning a hidden agenda, which no one seems to be doing anything about, killing the biospheres 

7 22 2 a) Yrez encontre amis de.   
READ: SECRETARY  MEAD  RE-CANTOR: singer  

 REMINDER NEED SECRET CORN-ZEST ENZYME,  RARE ORMIS  MERIT ON  ZINC MERCY SEAT TIMER 

ICON  DERN Dahl  CENTRES TREE  CODE  METRIC  IN  TRANCE,    Noxtradamus  MIND  ZONE ERECTS  MY
 this is why on many occasions I have no recall of working numerous lines and I become as surprised as 

anyone upon reading them.  CORN-ZEST = raw corn and zest of lemon 
 One will see the precursor to modern corn as maize which some mistakenly take as pine cones – in many 

wall reliefs and elsewhere.  Pine cones do not have husks 
 Is this what the lemons [ZEST] on the table of the Last Supper really mean? 
 

10 25 3 Dans Pelligouxe sera commis l'outrage                   In "Pelligouxe" will the outrage be commited 
GRADUATE: SPELLING SACRED SIMULATOR AGENDA IS AT COMMA  

 2 67 1 RENDER NOBLE LEONARDO: CHIEF LETTER; CUE LETTERB BEFORE LETTERE: BE NELLA TO COMMA          in Italian "NELLA" means "within"  relates to  

LOUISE SOUL: ADAGE ISLAM EXPOSURE OUTRAGE = ILL TURMOILS SCARED  TELLINGER;  Louise was Tellinger’s partner 
GREAT MUSLIM (ALA-LU) PLANS MICROSOMAL OIL GOO                black goo  

 (this is about the hoo ha regarding Obama (A Leo) being a clone of Akhenaten, which the texts 
tell us he is not, he is Amenemhat,  Akenaten had too many physical problems, plus his brain was not human, you can go and re-
search that) links were published in a previous forum. Amenemhat was the great–great grandfather of Akenaten 
o LOUISE SOUL – Tellinger’s partner until he returned from Amerika.     We did correspond, she and I. This ISLAM 

OUTRAGE  AT EXPOSURE  (by Tellinger) is about the banking system he laid bare. Never speaks of it now, does he! 

 Assai saranno che lasceranno li esercizi..... leaving them much [to] exercise (to work on) 
CRASS ARCHON  SARAN ASSASSIN IN SLEEZIER CONCISE  ALIASES,  LIARS CARNALIZE LARCENIES  IN CORN EARS. 

SCARIER A.A. OANNES, RAINIER OCCASIONS, CARRIES RARE AIR, COCAINE, CLASSIC CORONARIES,  ZINNIA 
NICE AS, OAR, ZEE Cassiopeia  ZINNIA ICON ALIEN HALO ALLIANCE ICE  ALL INSANE ARCHON RASCALS. CIAO 

ASCENSION IS ANARCHAL A  HEROINES’  REASON. IS AISE CRANIAL CHE HEROES CENSORIAL RACIER AHA. 
o ANARCHAL no monarchy or any other ‘archy’. Monarchy, Oligarchy etc. being regimented by reptilians  
o AHA was Menes, the ‘first’ pharaoh (that is, president,  if you like). 
o CONCISE ALIASES shape shifters CARNALIZE LARCENIES : their abductees    CORN EARS is in Virgo. 
o CORONARIES a weapon which causes heart attacks, ZINNIA the therses ‘flower’we have seen: means time 
o A/Eloim HEROINES’  are the priestesses of the Andromeda Council, always represented as ‘tuna blue’ 

BY PHARAOH 'S  EMBRYO, I SEE MAN POSER IN HESPERIS western  SPHERE 6 5 3 

We have already learned Snefru was Marduk. Who does this look like? This pharaoh was Amenhemet...> 

Quite clearly line 6:5:3 is saying by a clone (man poser embryo) from a pharaoh! 
U.N. ANU EVEN BEARD vb CATAMOUNTAIN so saying he (Obama) gets double crossed by the Anu in the U.N.  
Noting that there is an Amenemhet _ Amenemhat II a son of Senusret I, 18th, 19th cent. BC & Amenemhat 1  
is the son of Amenhotep II_Amenophis II grandsire AkhenAten, late 15th cent. BC and one a son of Thutmose III, 
mid 15th century BC and then one was a son of Thuthmose IV early 14th century BC.  Many people are  
trying to say that Obama was cloned from AkhenAten, but his genetic structure held too many queries. 
New Genetic Study Suggests The Pharaohs of Ancient Egypt Were ... 
https://socioecohistory.wordpress.com/2015/06/01/new-genetic-study-suggests-the-pharaohs-of... 

Jun 1, 2015 ...   “The ninth sample belonged to Akhenaten, the enigmatic 14th century BC pharaoh and father of Tutankhamun. 

A small fragment of desiccated brain tissue had been the source of the DNA” ... http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article- . 
 

7:35 4 Deceu sera par ceux de fon langage. 
PARCS  EXPANDED  FACE  UALUE  LANGUAGE  RESOURCE 

2 99 3 Mais nation Celtique craindra l'heure,  (and see 6:1:4)               

UR ANTIQUARIAN ACORNS HELEN MEAD MARCH DAIES’ 
EQUAL HOURS: (the equinox = 20th) true, missing 3⅓ hrs 
SHE AQUIRED TRUER CRANIAL CIRCULATION,  RARE  
AQUISITION  of  RATIONAL  CURE: 
 6 1 4 Un Romain chef le craindra dedans l'eau. 
HELEN MEAD UNDER

Australia 
(DINOSAUR FINDER): CRANIAL  IS IN CRUEL CANCER 

SCARE.  SACRED UR EA ICON RADIANCE FRIEND LIRAN, FUNDS ANSUUER 
FOUND IN AIR.  DRAIN  ANION  UNION  ARC COURSE (ganglions)  RANCOUR, 
DID SAFE AND FAIR      

7:35 4 Deceu ƒera par ceux de ƒon langaige. (Cheetham) 
EXCUSED  PARCS, AGEING GANGLIA NODES [in the brain] . 
SECURED  CURE                         yes, March 20 2016 picked up 

4 91 DucGauloisMellele  
MI ALLEGED stated SOUL  COLLEAGUE :  IDEAL  DIALOGUE CLUE:  
SMALL MILL COLLEAGUE :  LEO MULES USE GUIDED ALL 
MOLECULES: (YINM)  IS GUIDE DULL M.E.   tool 
IDEAL CLUES, GLUM LEO E'S  MUGvb  CELLULOSE  CELL (cattle 

mutilations) OLD treaty CLAUSE, = GLUE MILES  chemtrails  
DULLS  MUCILAGE (biosphere) 

  and see “STAIRCASE TO AIRSPACE”: 

    

http://int.search.mywebsearch.com/mywebsearch/redirect.jhtml?action=pick&amp;qs&amp;pr=GG&amp;searchfor=article%2BAKHENATEN%27S%2BBRAIN%2BWAS%2BDIFFERENT&amp;cb=ZO&amp;pg=GGmain&amp;p2=%5EZO%5Exdm014%5EYY%5Eau&amp;n=77DE8857&amp;qid=0fbf04e870fa4abf967e2c35798bac80&amp;ss=sub&amp;pn=1&amp;st=hp&amp;ptb=CA564EF5-E396-4A0B-BB92-DF17537C4D41&amp;tpr=hpsb&amp;si=translateye&amp;redirect=CSzurqQmevVZywGoHGS4erhuUBgDbnHl56x8N5Qrx2gWZ9k4YsSg6sZvNwe6gq%2F4yNu7WVSFF48OWZPZHlBcNx2ro7lq0G3vZ6r9%2B%2BYesDx2itJt3Naj8xRzhev2hwl9tnSBca4qT6GeqMlKA7LR6zKomvb0Gm%2BY7JGusmoXX3%2FoSwEWALHLlR0Kw%2BsrFWnI&amp;ord=7&amp;ct=AR
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-
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C+F+ footnotes 2 
Having appeared in the forum NOIRE THE WICKED ONE – without the benefit of the Triple Method at the time, and 
since it must relate to the black one, it needs to be looked at right now 

 

4 47 (“iron” meant Virgo, then later Scorpio) 
The black royal one/ president when he will have tried 
His bloody hand of fire, iron and drawn bows: 
A LEO (HAND/FIRE) in SCORPIO  SAGITTARIUS [&] SAGITTA* 
All of his people will be terribly frightened, (herded) 
Seeing the greatest ones suspended via feet & neck. 
SEEING THE GODS IN THE AIR THROUGH PISCES AND TAURUS 
4 47 4 Seeing the greatest ones suspended in the air via    
              feet/Pisces and neck/Taurus C+F+ 1 61 

4 47 1 Le noir farouche quand aura effaye 

DULCE, AREA FIUE ONE [51] EQUAL ALNAIR Grus ALIEN FREAK AFFORD RAUNCHY FEAR, QUA, spoken of recently! See pages 5 & 6  

OF AUUE-FUL ARCH-FOE KEEN CARRY OFF, DUFF steal, HALF-NUDE AND NAKED CHILDREN.   FAKE FAERY 
CERN LEAKS EYE ARCHON... UNAFRAID HACKER HANDLES REAL EERIE NEUUS DULY. in good timing. NEARLY UNDONE YOU 
o which would be the creature that governs the Illuminati 

AHA FRAUDULENCE UUEAKENED YANKEE RACE, UNAUUARE FIERY NUCLEAR UUARHEAD = FOOLHARDY RADIANCE HALF-
COOKED, FLAKYskin UUEAK CORONARY, UNFAIR DIARRHOEA ANYUUHERE. IS HAIRY UUIFE-SLAYER RAY UUEEK 
IS ANU CHARADE IN YULE. the false meteor. UUIFE-SLAYER Refer to “bride” lines which told us this is the “marriage”of 
“asteroid & sun being the bride of “christ” (the anointed one) which are a form of grey. When searching for “bride” in my files it 
came up with something interesting under APPLE TREE as a date – is Yule, governed by the “Faery Bride” who is Guinevere, the 
adulteress.” 
11 57 Just after the alliance signed 

Before the feast is solemnized  

Shall everything the Emp'ror try. 

And then, it seems, the new-made bride 

Shall be to country free allied, 

And soon thereafter she shall die. 

HAIRY: describing a comet, or “bearded star” but a good pun as well. 
4 47 1 Le noir farouche quand aura effaye     The black royal one/ president when he will have tried 
ANNOYED FAIR FACED EUREKA ICON ALLIANCE - HALOED HERO HONOURED CHAUFFEUR AUUAY, FOUR-AND-A-HALF YOUR 
UNLUCKIER YEAR IN LEAD, COOL ICE AFFAIR IN ADORE AHEAD. To lead = Taurus, but lead [Pb] means Saturnines 
o also “year in lead” being a pun on radioactivity[outside] ADORE/Libra = the October of “the great translation.” ?    In the 

Celtic clues – “Saturn” means during Sagittarius – and see in the quatrain where it says “drawn bows”? 
4 47 1 Le noir farouche quand aura effaye continues 
 READ: UNIQUE ANU EYAH,  ELOQUENCE DRACONIAN ERA, QUEER AIR, QUEER RAIN, QUEER  ANNUAL  OAR, CAREFUL QUEEN,
o ELOQUENCE the Hidden Texts and Disguised Script. The ‘queer’ annual refers to orbits and climates. OAR means Argo 

where the angelic Mantids come from, those Simon Parkes sometimes calls “M’aster” 

CALENDAR OAF, HE’S A FAKE HOE,  

o recall the artwork showing a pope hoeing under an invasion of space craft (with the two Witnesses, King of kings and 
Cassiopeia inside a cronus visor ring above all of it)... the “lost hoe” is an obsolete name for a part of Boötes (Bufo the Toad) 
and we have learned a form of “dragon” comes from there. Thus, the pope represents a form of Draco, and is not what he 
appears to be at all. Referring to  the calendar oaf  via the pope and his Edict from Constantinople 

HARE as a month it is Feb 18 – March 17 (in Pisces) noting it is obviating the date as a year (2023) by saying HOUR and the 
“hour of the (Chinese) Hare” is 5am to 7am, same as the ‘hours’ of Pisces 

4 47 2 Sa main ƒanguine par feu,fer,arcs tenduz: 
REPUGNANT UNREPENTING FAT FACED SAAM, SARAN PRIZED CUNNING: ENTER EATING, DEFUNCT PACT NINE FARCE  
FURNACE CAUTERIZE[cut off] ANNAPURNAnuclear event which now has several lines RUSSIA SINECURE ENDURING TRUE FREEZING  RAT

 GAUNT INSECT UP READSPRUDENT MANTIS  EARNED IN SIEZE  RING RANGES AGES UNDER RECENT AUGUR:
EFFECT TUNES INFERENCE: MANUFACTURE UNZIP UNFAIR ANU NUMERATE SPACE FENCE ARTIFACE MAZE Blue Mice 

o BlueMiceProject  (named in a poem written in Latin in the correspondences of Nostradamus) 

See  also GENOCIDAL PLOT DR RIMA  http://youtu.be/p_tArBeOtgw  this was a “must see”  for me  VIDEO  with Blue Mice Project topic 

1. R.O. A.,  ACE  EA  ADDRESS AN QUEUE FIERY FOUR AND A HALF  the inner planets FEARFUL AUDIO FREQUENCY  H (in Taurus)         
ON AREA 51  AS [same time as] SPREADING  UNSAFE  MANUFACTURER chemtrails/HAARPAPPROVED ''SCRUPLES'' JOKINGLY mocking 

2. SAAM SIEZE2016 FUND UNFAIR FURNACE ANNAPURNA the extreme heat over India REPUGNANCE MANURE ERUPTING CARNAGE 
FRAMED RUSSIANS  AS  FRAUDS by sending the Russian diplomats out of Amerika, the U.S. gov’t has done them a favour! 

o Manure here are the fallen ‘angels’ from Alcyone, currently under Antarctica, called ARIEN by Admiral Byrd 
3. ANU U.N. AIM SUFFERING SEPARATED – UNFAIR FENCES – FEMA SUFFER CANINE SiriusFARCE (false rapture) U.N. INFUSE 
4. JUDGE, PRIVY SEAL, RESPONDS.PACKS LORD JESUS ING  holograms LTau Cetians P.D. PROVOKE  Y Auriga SCRAP LADDERS  stargates     

R.O. ACE = Andromeda Council.  AN = The Anak.  Could be saying ROAN ACE, which would be the Red race. A Eloim- & 
Cassiopeia. ON = Oannes LORD JESUS (false messiah) ING (harvest) L  [Tau Cetians] P.D (police)   LADDERS are the stage gates 
4 47 4    VOIR  LES  PLUS  GRANS [Pleiadians]  PAR  COL  ET  PIEDS  PENDUS 

           SEE THE (in the air) - SUSPENDED  (Pisces) (Taurus) 

“and nothing ambiguous or amphibological inserted” says Nostradamus to king Henri in the Epistle! 
 

Nuptials through spite, wedding song the „bride & groom‟ asteroids see 4 71 in footnotes 

For the three [triad] parts Reds, [Leos] Shaven ones [greys] divided: 
To the young black/king [Obama or Sirius] the soul is restored via fire.Phoenix 
Ogmios [Herculobis] converted  [Earth] towards great Neptune . 
OGMIOS IS NIBIRU                        Presage 39 May 1559+458 = 2017 

http://youtu.be/p_tArBeOtgw
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 2 98. 
 The one whose face is splattered with the blood/red 
 Of the victim/Earth nearly sacrificed: 
 Thunderer in Leo omen by presage: saying go to the presages 

To be put to death then for [because of] the bride. 
Thunderer/Thor/Thursday. Or Enlil or Nemesis 

 

 

4 71 the ‘daughters’ = of the 7 sisters in Pleiades/  Alcyone.
In place/lieu of the bride false asteroid  the daughters 
assassinated,  sounds like Antartica is going to cop it. Gabriels Ark is there 
Murder at great fault Gabriels Ark no survivor to be: 
Within the inundated vestals well, at Springtime 
The extinguished bride by high/draft/driven of A.con.ile. 

4 71 ACONILE... Eloim ICON , [clean] CLEAN OCEAN ,usury IN ALE... A.I. CLONE, OIL, ACE LION, COIN LOAN  IN LEO ICE
ONCE after ALICE looking glass  /Nefer-vertical duodenum giant raceLICE (from LEECH) CON LEAN ON ALIEN  ILEAC

 messenger  [Tesla power]  without copper power lines NICE CLEO NIKOLA ION LANCE CAN, NAE COIL

At this juncture it needs to be highlighted that the word aconile is not a proper noun. It was given the capitalization for two 
reasons, one of which is for the codes within codes and the other  to fool those who are not looking at it properly.   
The word hauƒte gives us one hint. Haute means ‘high’ or ‘on high’. In Latin the word aconile is an adjective describing the 
shape of it, not only the shape, but what it is.  From William Whitaker’s Latin Words 
ACONILE il                   SUFFIX                              
-il; of a ~, pertaining to a ~, in a condition of ~, in a state of ~; 

aconil.e             ADJ    3 2 NOM S N POS                       

acona, aconae  N  F   [XXXFS]    very rare = pointed stones (pl.); (also keeping in mind Tellingers pointed sasar stones) 
conile   
"A" using the Latin meaning  "not" or "against" non, negative, nil        conile  (so saying not together ?? – separated??)   
con                  PREFIX   (says later, ‘not the nil’)  answer below at 8:39:3  NOT THE NIL TONNE                       
- together; completely, strongly, forcibly, violently; 

ilum, ili          3 4 DAT S N                  Early  (medieval) 

groin, private parts; area from hip to groin (pl.), loin; guts/entrails; ( !) duodenum, ileum/iliac

the French : from conique 
conile = conique = pointed, conical.  ACONILE – not pointed, not conical... ?? See C+F+ Tholentin, answered 

 

8 8  
Near Focia enclosed in some tuns/orbits 
Chivasso town plotting for the eagle,   USA, the brides plot 
The elected one driven out his people shut up, 
Within Turin the bride taken [rapt] away. 
[rapt] ‘caught up’ – ‘bride’ = false asteroid 

noting Linterne near Naples is not capitalized, meaning “not to be used in a “codes within codes” 
8 8 CHIVAZTURIN. Zurich in ruin, hurt via zinc vat viz : aint rich unit arch = via chair-hair urchin cut turn tun in car. 
meaning : banksters in ruin, hurt by [their own] supersoldier clones. It isnt the elite arcing overhead, (as they had 
planned) but the Cassiopeian’s greys, working on our orbit (tun) in Car date – over Capricorn-Yule.  
So this relates to the false meteor ‘bride’. 

 

8 39 “Prince” = Sirius. and here as a shape shifter 
He who will have been for the Byzantine Prince, (Otto deducting 324 years) 
Will be taken away by the Prince of Toulouse. 
The faith in time[lines] by the leader of Tolentino, 
Will fail him not refusing the bride. 

8 39 1 Prince Bizantin   
. 

ZINC for BRAZEN INEPT BRAIN – CRETIN (CRETAN) CAN’T BIN PRIZE  IN CITIZEN-BITER-ETNA- RIPPER  ANTIC 
RIB BRAT/Ninurta PARENT, Enlil,  ZETA.Igigi  BEEN INN RAPE attack TIN/Sagittarius/Pisces ~ CANE/Sirius  PIT space TRIP. 
PRINT  false calends.  ZINC  BEAN/pulse  BENT AIR  IN  BAR/Cancer.   INCIPIT/
BRAZEN/Taurus-LibraTIN/PiscesSagittarius/UK-ZINC/Uranus/Amun ‘the concealed’/Sceptre/Marduk 

o PRINT INCIPIT defined 
the opening frontispiece of a manuscript, early printed book, or chanted liturgical text. ‗J‘ Prefix?

  
o BRAZEN brass (tin and copper) TIN, ZINC all metals/  There is more to this hint I feel 

8 39 2 Prince Tholoze  
PRIZE HERO – THEN COOL (TOP ZERO)  ONTO THE COLON/nefer  ZOO CLONE CRETIN, Anu who  CLOTHE ZERO POINT TECH                          
PENCILZ ‘HOT OZONE’, PENCILZ ‘ZENITH HELP’ chemtrails – NECROTIZE  ‘CLIENT’ TO COLONIZE POLE ZONE Antarctica 
OTHER ZION HITLER LECHER ETHNIC  HEN/Grus PRONE  TO ZIP ELECTRON IN PROLE COT (TO CLIP), OPEN ZERO ZINC  
8 39 3 Foix Tholentin  FOX date is March 18, in this case ‘face of fox’ = March 18 – 28.     see LENT  2017 ~ March 1 – April 13 next line 

 :TOXIN HOTEL/Earth  EON    LEO FILTH FOOLS EXIT NOON–HOTLINE : IS NOT XENOLITH, NEXT HIT IN FOX date NOT LIE

o FOX is March 18 – February 17 (C+F+PIG) and ADDER   

FELT TENTH ELFIN HINT : THEN FOIL, LIFT, LIE TOOL,  TIN EXTOL : TOIL,  OXEN  NONE  LEFT FIX THE NINTH INTO NIL. 
o TENTH – Elohim  ELFIN : little grey LIFT, our poles LIE our poles, as a  TOOL that TIN Sagittarian/Nostradamus 
o the other TIN/Sagittarius/collator to TOIL,   FIX the calendar, so that Clause in Treaty 9 becomes null

http://archives.nd.edu/words.html
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8 39 3 Tholentin  (answering  ??    recall They said to “ask twice”           TENTH=    LION-HEN = those Anak from Grus Eloim
TENTH : ,  HINT ON LION-HEN  ‘LET’ (allowed) THEN IN ONE LITHE THIN HOT LOT sasar LIT, HIT ONTO ELITE HILTON  ‘NOT  THE  NIL  TON’
HOTEL IN LENT- ONN LEONINE  NETZetaLOTHE  NTH INN.  ONE  NINTH  NIL  TO  ENTH  LINE.equator. NOT  IN TINSagitt-HELEN LOT the south 

o 2:95:1 ONE NINTH BIT LIES ZEROE. LABEL AS ‘HIBERNATION’ NORSE HINT, ice age  LESS INHABITABLE 
NORSE HINT here is a pun.  NORSE means EDDA (the hint) and that is a name of an asteroid (used as any asteroid) BUT 
COULD also be a reference to the ‘NORDIC’ Nephilim from Alcyone and their nefarious projects like false asteroids. Have 
you been to see the list of 29 ‘Nordics’ in SUMMARY OF NORDICS ?  That list has reached 36 currently. 
o ONE  NINTH  NIL  TO  ENTH  LINE/equator  pairs  "PALL NOT PASS PALENQUE"  while searching my files for the quatrain line : 
2:33:4 Quant ceux de Genes marcheront leur contree  When those of Genoa march against their country.  

RE-RULES MENARCHES QUERENT CHORE   part of the 38 pages of direction to the collator 

TO EXUDENT NON-EXACT NAMES   producing the chain link Alkhemye names (yet remaining ‘pedantic’)
THERMO NUCLEAR EXUDE, REACHED UUESTERN GENS COUNTER    geiger counter of rads/ rontgens 

QUEER U.N. HERON [Crane constell]MEN Ʃ.U.,C (either E.U.  or Uranite Greys, with  ‘C’  being Orphiuchus Grayles/Mabvs) 
 meridian      (see Lent-Onn and FOX plus ‘face’ date = March 18-28 here)   MARCH

o Not sure what Cepheus (Black Knight) QUEERES  MERIDIAN  means – perhaps, moves the planet? 

  8 86 3 Paffe riviere, Hurin par pour la planque 
PATRIARCHAL CLAN/Rome  PLAN  RAISES IRAN-PERSIAS PAIN,   HERE UNIQUE RUIN ARISES   

  PALL UP~NOT PASS PALENQUE  ASH date ASH February 18 – March 17

5:61:2 BENIGN OANNES (is EnKi) HALTS ASH  (Ash date is also May 25 to June 03 ties with “suspended in air Pisces thru Taurus’

 

8 86 
Through Emani, Tolosa and Villefranche, note not capitalized 

An infinite band via the mountains of Hadrian.    Bucegi 
River passing, Cambat/Hurin over the ramp for a bridge 
Bayonne will be entered all crying Bigoree. 

infinite band = ‘band’ means the Milky Way, and the Giant’s Cave is under Carpathia/Bucegi over which Hadrian marched. 
The word River always means Erid.anus, those of the Orion Group.  This quatrain 8 86 belongs with 8 30 4 “in two places 
(now or past  and in the future) and near the vasacle (bridge, ramp and gateway) = stargate. Tholoze is also named in 8 30 1 & 8 39 2  
8 30 Within Toulouse, not far off Beluzer  (Leo Blur Zee = the Sphinx) saying the stargates are connected “not far”. Lion blurred Queen = Hatshepsut. 

making one deep pit a palace for spectacle Cronus visor 
the treasure (stargate) found will come to vex everyone, 
and near the Vasacle (bridge and ramp to the gate) in two places          Two places – past and future 

 

 
copper plaque of the Silver Pharaoh, ca. 1000 BC.  
1 27 and 2 27 were all about this and can be seen in the forum  FREE SASAR ENERGY 
„palace‟ is also Alkhemye for the Sun as a zodiac „mansion‟ 
 
8 30 2 making one deep pit,  for palace spectacle, Cronus visor 

8 86 3 Paƒƒe riviere, Hurin par pont la planque.  River/Eridanians passing, Cambat/Hurin over the ramp for a bridge/vasacle-stargate 

PREPPER ALERT PLEA :  EVIL LUPINE PIRANHA VIPER QUANTAL RIP OFF PAPER PROP UNEVEN, PROVEN PRE-FUNERAL 
organ PILFERER : REPTILIAN FREAK LION-LIKE SATAN the Accuser UUANTS IT FOREVER.  APPLE-RAVEN Yule  HAPPEN 
SUUIFT FOR KNOUU-IT-ALL UUINS, EARN  APPROPRIATE  UURATH  PLAINSPOKEN. 

FLAUUS IN UUEAK PIRATE’S SNEAKIER  PERIPHERALS NIPPLE-FREE  FRANKENSTEIN AUUAKEN TO EARTH ARROUU 
o shaking my head, just when a person is beginning to think these are becoming ‘a bit repetitive’ the words arrive to 

snap me back to reality. The words KILL  UUHIPPERSNAPPER  IN ORNATE  came straight after FRANKENSTEIN, but 
they did not fit in the line (my being parsimonious with the pdf page) until suddenly it came to me. Frankenstein was  
a "whipper-snapper". A greenhorn, immature, which is exactly what the clones/Frankensteins are ! 

o AUUAKEN TO EARTH in ARROUU –in Sagitta the bowmn, the eve of Yule. Same dates as the Dero awakening 
o See  here   Either the Mantids and or those from the Wasp/Vespa now Aries 

 

This is an Arcturan Elder with Jim 
Sparks, these texts say  both Chani 
and Nostradamus are at the moment 
"Younger Elders"see C+F+ 5 21 4 

 Jim who is unaware he has the Eloim as 

his teachers! Just as Simon Parkes does not  

ALEC  NEWALD’S  ELDER 
noting no mouth, the "mute" and  

"UURINKLED" Elder 
in these texts 

meaning they read minds 
image from Linda Moulton Howe 
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Fifth dynasty stele in Br. Museum 

The square yellow enclosed wall relief item represents Apis the Bee also known as Vespa the Wasp and later as Musca the Fly. This 
constellation was partially absorbed by Aries when the more modern (ca 1500BC) zodiacs were documented. The 5th dynasty was that of 
Sneferu/Snefru, Amon Ra/Marduk supposedly around 2,500 BC. Yet we may need to remove a thousand years from these clocks due to our 
computers being coded/programmed  incorrectly.  It is near Musca in Gliese 876C that the J-Rod52 companion to Nostradamus is camped. 

8 39 2 Sera tollu par Prince de Tholoze.                

LEECH OANNES  ZION PATRONIZER  ZEALOT  TROLLS :  ZOETROPE  POLLUTER  CHEATERS  POLARIZED,  ADULTERATE , 
LATITUDES CREEP  HORIZONTAL=  OLD SARAN HORRORS [ARE] OPPORTUNE ARES TERRORS. ARE  HITLER’S  REPTILE ROT- 

 TO  TORPEDO  THEIR  PLOT. 

 CHRISTIAN ‘THEORIZER’ ROUTED–THRILL  R.O., POET,  HELP REPRIZE TRUE ZODIAC  FOR  EARTH PULL OLD DATES OUT, 
 AND OTHER PLANETS.  HELP TO COOL. INN-HOTEL, so not just the place where humanity lives 

o LEECH the ‘crown’ over the head of Orion and named often in the Sixaines which had been hidden behind the fireplace by 
Nostradamus – it could be said that Betelguese (right hand of Orion)  is realtively close to Leech (The Lice) 

o OANNES/Anu   POLARIZED,  ADULTERATE , LATITUDES   this is what the Grayles of Phil Schneider are doing that 
the industrial military complex is so perplexed about. Much of the treaties revolved arounf ‘permission’ to ‘work with the 
magnetic fields’ ...as if anyone could stop them 

o ARES genocide TERRORS.   

o C+F+1 62 4          He who was chained in irons for a 

thousand years in the Pit and who managed to fox his way out of that sentence by changing the calendar, bringing one 
thousand years forward, using the politically correct "in the year of our lord Immanuel (‘i’) or Yeshua (‘y’) prefix" by 
having it changed to a number one. 

o  Most people have been saying that one of the items on the 19th dynasty 

door lintel is a torpedo, and I almost did so too. The word "TORPEDO" here is a verb. Proven by that ‘submarine’ shown to 
not be a submarine  in the ‘Desert Hunting Scene 5th dynasty stele’ above – performing its task just as Edgar Cayce said – 
as in aerial refueller. 

o ZOETROPE  = cronus visor, time line users of 7 73 1 was hidden behind ‘Vulcan’  Reinforcing the Anubis seat to manipulate profits 
o 

optical toy consisting of a cylinder with a series of pictures on the inner surface that, when viewed through slits with the cylinder rotating 

7 73  1  renfortdesiegesmanubisetmaniples =          The leader is struck by a barbarian soldier   Reinforcing the Anubis seat to manipulate profits                     

7 73  2  changezlesacreetpassesurleprosne   =       Acrid changes  passing over the unclean The holy one changes shape and passes over the sermon, 

7 73  3  rinsetcaptifsnarrestelespreztriples =            The greedy will be the cause of the deed  and captives taken it does not stop the three  fields                      

7 73  4  plusparfondsmiseslevemisautrosne   =        Conspirator and realm in great remorse.  Put in the uttermost depths, raised, put to the throne  

three fields NOSE/ENIF of Pegasus. MERKAB/SHOULDER of Pegasus. LEG/SCHEAT of Pegasus 
raised, put to the throne = the Earth, with „throne‟ being a date of Libra 

the zodiac ages which have been so misrepresented that everyone thinks they all need 2,160 years REAPPRIZE TRUE ZODIAC  
for the sun to cross their path ! It would be a large coincidence if all constellations were the same degrees in passing across ! 
Leo for instance is easily seen to be twice as large as Aries, so how could it take the same 2,160 years for our sun to cross their 
degrees ? Just in case you have not seen this in other forum pdfs – which shows we have many centuries yet to climb our way 
out of the age of deceptive Pisces and into the Age of the Humanitarian  Aquarius.      It is my assumption that our golden age 
will not occur until we are out of the deceptive age of Pisces the fishes. Noting Grus (Oxyrhynchus) has its beak  in the fish. 

 
Strictly speaking, this diagram is upside down, and these zodiacs PRECESS (go backwards) 
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8 39 1 Qu'aura, efte par Prince Bizantin,  

 :  

 CREATER even spelt incorrectly, on purpose  APPRENTICE saying the quantum computer thinks of itself as a creator, 
but not comprehending the workings of the balanced Living Library – "razes the Earth’s atmosphere".   Anyone 
noticed how our atmospheric  level  has  dropped  from 21% in 2008 to 18% these days ? It is one thing to have 
Intelligence Quotient of A.I. but entirely another to have Common Sense ! 

BIZARRE  NEUU  SINE  REAPER.  PARTIPICANT ATTACKER  PATRICIAN  ARENA – APPARENT  UUIN FANATIC ‘UUAR’~ PIT 
QUIZ ‘UUIN’ RIPPER  URANITE ARAB UP NUKE PANIC  IF PARTICIPATE  FAKE  QUBIT INTERFACE  CRAZIER UUIT  IN RAT 

 UR EA NURTURER,  CAUTERIZE ABRUPT RAPTURE PRANK, TAKE  ANTIQUARIAN PAPER PRIZE BACK  PURITAN CUBE BRAIN
o ARAB UP Allah-Lu  see other lines which say that it is aliens who ‘gave’ the quantum computers to ‘us’ and here it tells us 

it is the ‘Arab’  Lucifer/Ala-Lu  2 62 4   ARE ALIEN MANIACS’ QUANTUM COMPUTER ACCORD agreement

o    IN RAT  = 2020
appurtenance əˈpəːt(ɪ)nəns/  noun                                                           and referring to "SMART"  stuff  here 

1. an accessory or other item associated with a particular activity or style. "the appurtenances of consumer [trendies] culture‖ 
synonyms: accessories, trappings, appendages, accoutrements, extras, additions, adjuncts, conveniences, incidentals 

o ABRUPT RAPTURE PRANK – the word could also be RUPTURE PRANK which I think means the particle colliders world 
wide affecting tectonics. The ‘RAPTURE’ ANTIC  has  « three nights to warn » say the quatrains   † 

o FAKE  QUBIT INTERFACE =  CRAZIER UUIT... using interface with the quantum computer makes a person less than 
« present in wit » The word INTERFERANCE is here too 

o ATTACKER  of  PATRICIAN  ARENA ...means the Adriatic/Rome/Vatican 
o ANTIQUARIAN PAPER Earth PRIZE referring to the Living Library. The word PAPER derives from Birch as in barq canoe 

1.46  tombera = Fr: to fall †    

Very near Auch, Lectoure and Mirande, 

Great fire will fall tombera from the sky for three nights. 

The cause will appear very stupefying and marvellous; 
Very shortly afterwards earth quakes [well/goodly] 

5.83  †   

Those who will have undertaken to subvert,       POLITICIANS  IGNORING THE SCIENTISTS 
An unparalleled realm, powerful and invincible:               AMERICA? ORION GROUP? 
They will act through deceit, nights three to warn,   WILL NOT WARN THE PEOPLE  

When to read Bible tables the greatest one.      THE MAZZAROTH  Tables – and/or WORMWOOD 

1 46 2  Grand feu du ciel en trois nuits tombera = the three nights (and days) sack cloth of darkness, like a tomb 
Tombe Word mod o/u William Whitakers Latin Words         
An internal 'o' might be rendered by 'u' 

tumb.e               N      2 1 VOC S M                  

tumbus, tumbi  N  M   [FXXEM]    Medieval  uncommon  tomb; 

tom   
Word mod o/u          

An internal 'o' might be rendered by 'u' 

tum                  ADV    POS                          

then, next; besides; at that time; 

bera 
Word mod b/p          

An internal 'b' might be rendered by 'p'                               

pera, perae  N  F   [XXXDO]    lesser 

satchel; bag slung over shoulder;  sack [cloth] 

 

9 16 Out of castle Franco will come the assembly, 
The ambassador not agreeable will cause a schism: 
Those of Riviera will be in the squabble, 
And they will refuse entry to the great gulf. 

9 16 FrancoRibiere  codes within codes ... look at 
FORCE FIERCE BARRIER–RARE ICON NICER BIREO, FAIR BRAINIER OAR  carry BRACE INFERIOR BEAR-RIB  RACE BORE

 FIRE CERN-CORE ROB AREA : EARN FINER RACE (LYA.I. FOE FIBRE IN AIR, ORB, RAN NICE RA ) CARE  Earth IN  ICIER  ACRE
ONCE afterCAREER hurtling INN Earth REFINE ARC ,orbit NOR FEAR IN  ORE, REIN, CONIFER, ERIC, ARA, CAR. NO FARCE 
o REIN, Feb 12 – 22, ORE,Pisces  Feb 22 – Mar 21  ERIC-Ericthonius/May 12 -22, CONIFER,pine  Feb 19 – Feb 28, and 

Aug 24 – Sept 2 and  Sept 2 - 29 ... ARA, Dec 1 – 10   CAR.Yuletide This all refers to our orbit being fiddled with, which 
is being done to pre-empt those which use the sorcery « days » as ‘power’ days for false flags. Fukushima was one with 
the earthquake being induced March 11, followed by the equinox nuclear failure  March 19.  Sept 11 2001 was the 
same – what event was the consequence of Sept. 11 which happened Sept 19 (equinox) of 2001 ?     Must go & have a look 

relating to another new orbit, which I thought belonged with other October lines in 2013 which was the beginning of an 
elliptical alteration to our orbit and its 377.8 day year, but on reading this new addition in 1 45 3, it says NEW ANNUAL 
o 1 45 3 INNOVATE QUEEN’S CUBES INSECTS   ADROIT  NEUU  ANNUAL  ORBIT  IN  ADORE which is Libra, there fore 

 meaning September 22 – 29 (see CONIFER above) whereas the date for first alteration was Oct 10/11 in three quatrains

9:16:3 Ceux de Ribiere feront en la meƒlee Allan Webber‟s computerized Template Those of River/Erid.anus will be in the squabble, 
.C. Ophiuchus ’.IRE.IS.SEMELE backstabber/adulteress – see Guinevere here 4 47 MALES.LAMENT.ENCOUNTER ELEMENTALS

.EXUDES.MELEES  NORSE/Edda asteroid/BRIDE
recall in the Last Supper that Peter/Marduk holds the knife to the back of Judas,  who may have been asked BY Jesus to reveal him 

        C.ELEMENTALS  from Ophiuchus, the ireful M’Abus 

3:100.1 A.I. GREATEST DANGER TO EARTH. 4:14.1 “PERSON  RESPIRE, breathe BURST "  
6:18.1 "DORY (flat craft} IS PALER IPHIS" (pupa) " DIALYZE " [take blood] "IS DANGER"  
8:93.2 "ENCODES PARASITE DANGER PERTAINS ISTAR SERPENT  SECONDARI  DISCS " (Sirius Oannes & BLACK GOO)  
7:15.3 “AMPHIBIANS from Sepdet/Sirius B. "RADON DANGERS"  4:60.2 "INFANT DESTRUCTION"  
9:42:4 Barbar poulƒe bien loing juƒqu’a Thunis  Bankster’s (fleet)  driven as far back as Tunis 
NOBLE SOULFUL PUTIN CREATES PROBABLE  RUSSIAN  UTOPIA: BANS SUUINE THE IN UNSUITABLE  UNNATURAL 

 o SUUINE April 15 – May 12. 2015 Putin has banned chemtrails, g.m.o. ‘food’, micro wave ovens, and “vaccinations.”IN  

 

https://www.google.com.au/search?espv=2&biw=819&bih=603&q=define+trappings&forcedict=trappings&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjL0Ye278LRAhXLq5QKHZm1DoMQ_SoIHDAA
http://archives.nd.edu/words.html
http://archives.nd.edu/words.html
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JAUUBREAKER  ‘OBNUBILATING’ clouding over UUHICH   ATROPHIES  EARTH  SOIL. Killing the mucilage of biospheres 
SIRIUS’ BLACK  AHA  GHOUL HALF-BROKEN, HAS UNUSUAL JABBERING, SERIOUS BABBLING, ROUSING RABBLE  
GUILEFUL  BANKSTER  KNOB – (CAUSE LIBELOUS INFEASIBLE  FAKE  JESUS AGE IN BOOKS), HARANGUES  FOLK 
o yes, in his farewell speach Obamba referred to himself seventy five times 

 e rapaci animali del paese vostro.   by ‘removing’ the words‘vernal date’ to create the ‘issue’ here is the result: 
PILE PLAN PARACETAMOL  MATERIAL  DESTROIES  ADRENAL  -  those who invented paracetamol knew this 

 CASSIOPEIA,  PRAISE  CIAO IN  NELL MEAD PARKS’ SPECIAL OPERA POEMS POLICIES SPIEL,

VERNAL  DATE, NOT APRIL, LOVELIER MANTIS LEPSARIA IMPOSE PIPE, RAISES NELL PARKS ‘IMPALED’ COOLED –
OAR POSER-COPIES NELL,  DISAPPEAR POLARISED, RIDES PORTAL.  they did this March 20 2016. Three hours + missing time: COPIERS 
PIRATED,  STAIRCASE quite so  TO AIR-SPACE. KORE PORTAL (DNA SEPARATOR CARRIES, REPLACES AS  IS).   
DEEM VITAL ADROIT ELOISE CLAIRE PARKS PIVOTAL:    ADOPT OPERATE AIM TEAMED  DEEP IDEAS DEVIATION  
IN VIOLENT PARADE. ELOISE TO READ “VALIANT”  C+F+ pdfs ‘THOR’  ALIEN DEVIL, LIVID PARANOIA (LIAR MADE V.I.P. ROLE)  
IS AVID TO VAMPIRISE, PARASITE,  PLIANT PROLE.   Adroit Eloise is slated to pick up the reins of these texts later 

 RARE POETICAL PAIR MEDIEVAL NOTREDAME, CLOSER ARTISAN SECRETARIAL PIANO ARTICLES  , REPLICATED 

CREATOR STAR RACES, RAISES CLEOPATRA’S  CLASSIER AREA TOPICS, (Giza ) PORTAL CORE  (DNA SEPARATOR CARRIES, REPLACES AS IS).    

(‘MANDELA’ RATIOS CREEP) SORRIEST ALL MALE SCROTAL PALACE (the Vatican) 

 (Parvechal’s planetoid – our ‘new’ second moon)  

 obviously a patriarchal setup. Parvechal might be Enlil’s new name 

LEONARDO  SAINT’S  PLEA  –  IS IDLE AMERICANS VIOLENT DERO VILLAINS  STEAL VICTIM’S AREAS ALIENS AIMED 

: LOSE ‘SMART’ TELEVISION’S  VANITIES,  NOISE  PASSIONS APPEAL, (ARE LION’S ARES/genocide  POLITICAL  EVASION  SAID 

SOVIETS ALL.                       NASA  ACTIVATE  IN APPLE DATE: Yule DECLARES  STEEL  METEOR  ‘MIRACLE’ .  

MANIAC  LEADER  (DISAPPEARANCE A LIE) LEO’S SIN –  ENVISIONS  ‘CENSORIAL MADE SLAVES  CORDIAL’  

VOLCANO EVENT (ASLEEP)– STEAMIER PARASITE ELITE:   

  TIDIES PLANET MALAISE. . . IS EMPIRE REMEDIAL 

o noting it is Da Vinci who uses the term PIANO in relation to finding the ‘keys’ (pun was not intended) for this work 

o PILE is also the Manure/Heap Alcyonese, the Fallen Angels with the high technology 

o CREATOR STAR RACES – meaning the Elohim Alliances 

o In just the same way that Putin is “Adore Putin” and Jesse Ventura is “Lame Ventura” with “Utopian” (or ‘Lecturer’) Tellinger, 

Eloise in most lines about her is coined “Adroit” Eloise, and that began in Allan Webber’s Template.  Adroit describes her well, – 

an accomplished mechanic, welder, Euclid operator, horse trainer, artist & runecaster. 

o SPHERES PROFUSION   there have been many warnings that the first “intrusion” also known as  “alien invasion” will be 

composed of our own home grown craft – created from back engineered scout ships, but also with the assistance of the  greys 

mining our moon for this purpose.  This event is to be the “enemy” against which we will all need to combine into  a ‘New World 

Order’ – with one front man dictator – primed to be the “nippleless actor” pope at this stage. 

o SUNG  = LIDS shut down GENES,  INDEED GENUS  so saying why we need to defend ourselves with guns – those in  IDLE GUNS

government (control) of the public are ruled by those with the “renegade seed” agenda, aimed  at preventing  us from breeding 

on,  which is what  “indeed [lids] genus”  means!  An Enlil theme. 

o GUARD RE: RUDE ‘GAIN’. this is referring to the technology ‘gained’ by the treaties – tv, ‘smart’ everything  

o  once more telling us that the ‘age degree’, our calendars, have been used against us (in USES AGE DEGREES GUILE ENSNARES 

the clause enactment, naming the date of Treaty Nine-2014 for ‘trade in children’ only there are over a thousand years yet 

before 2014, indeed, even 2012, and this includes the Age of Aquarius. 

DIE is also a  date, in Virgo... REED is in Scorpio, ties with:   

4 92 1 Teste tranchee du vaillant capitaine, 

   by chemtrails ALL HALLUCINATES  INATTENTIVE  CARPETED
 SEVENTEENTH  DAN/Scorpio [Nov 8th] SEVENTEEN  ANTICIPATE  SAD URAL-ALTAIC EVENT

ICE  HALTS PARENTHETICAL (REPTILIAN) PARENTS  UNETHICAL  DNA  ACTUALITIES.     
CUTE  VALIANT TH’R  Thor TALENTED ACUTE SAPIENCE could read minds SEDATES PENITENCE, ACTS AS DETAINEE, 
EDUCATED ;  ACCEPTED AS VENUS ALIEN,  IS TENTACLED ANTARCTIC LEADEN Saturnine/Aldebaran THULE DECEIT.  
SUCCEED  PATENT NUCLEAR.                                          VENUS ALIEN – research Valiant Thor 
THAT THEE  HESITATES  IN  ACTUAL  ACTIVE  EVENTUAL  DELETE  AUTHENTICATED  ATHEISTIC  CALENDAR.   
APATHETIC  NAÏVETE,  CHILDREN ALIVE, IN PAIN.  VILE  DIALISER  ALIEN SALIVATES PAUSE.                                        
AHA  ATTACHEES  LIE  UNETHICAL  AHPEE  CHEATS  TRENCHANT matured contract  LIAR CLAUSE.

AHA  
 AHA means the president who thinks he is Akhenaten, but is cloned from much further  prior to Akhenaten.

2 30 4 Qu'avint viendra par Babel aux Romains. [no more horrors]In the past than coming to the Romans from Babel   
 EXPANSIVE ALARM: A.I. QUBIT = SUPER MARXIAN  OANNES  VANDAL, IS INSANE SLAVE-DRIVER UP. NO LOVE 

LAVA ON ARABIC ROME  UUINS  RAVENOUS  DERO  NEXT... IS TUUEETS  BRITANNIA’S  BAD QUEEN’S  SPAUUN 

 2 30 4  IF MODERN  BABYLON  IS THE U.S.A. – and if it is N.A.S.A. sending the « false asteroid » from the  
direction of Iraq to Rome, then those who run N.A.S.A. are Nephilim-Alcyones (the « Nordics » from  Antarctica)  
o  
o  

 o recall the forum ADRIATIC, ANTECHRIST, CHARLES ?IS TUUEETS  BRITANNIA’S  BAD QUEEN’S  SPAUUN   
Also recall : ANGLO-SAXON (British) QUEEN ANXIOUS CANADIAN YOUNG  MANSLAYING,  IS  MARXIAN DRACONIAN GLUTTONY.  9 98 3 
Using the description HANOVERIAN and ANGLO-SAXON is spot on relating to QEII. C+F+HANOVERIAN 
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8 65  The old man disappointed in his main hope,  
(is this Trump? Or one of the very old elite 

He attaining the leadership of his empire:          pope? 

Twenty months he will hold rule with great force 
Tyrant, cruel worse one giving way. 

 

5 37 
Three hundred [years] wanting one accord    agenda being undone by repairing the added age 
To come to the execution making of of their blow, 

Twenty months after all memory (20 months for the NWO) memory = computer memories 
Simulating feigned hatred their  leader/president betrayed. 

Simulating feigned hatred their  leader/president betrayed. Recall the words “elite dumped by the Anu” from the ELITE forum – and 
recall the reason “if they can do these things to their own kind...” with the “betrayal” being the promised  immortality denied to the elite. 
In fact, other lines have stated, that the promised immortality is given to some of them by trapping them in stargate timelines! 

5 37 2 Que pour venir au bout de leur attainte : To come to the execution making of of their blow, 

EVALUATE  A.I.  QUBIT TRUE DEVOURER TEE UP, ATTRIBUTE CREATE NUTRATIVE NATURE UUEAKENED POOR 
EVADE ‘VIRTUAL’  OUTER ATEN ETAN ERUPTION – UUARN ALIEN EATEN IN PIROUETTE  BREAK-DOUUN UPROAR 

ENDEAVOUR  ELABORATE BURNT-OUT SOCIAL UTOPIA RETRIEVAL VIA DOOR  OUR CUBE UR EA, ORNATE POET 
 UNDERTAKE UUOKEN TO EUREKA. PUNITIVE ALERT BAT-EARED UUORE  ADORE PUTIN, REPUBLICAN  POLITICIAN

o TRUE DEVOURER TEE UP – tees up the quantum technolgy which is causing the loss of jobs world wide, creates 
genetically manipulated ‘food’ which is always cheap and those without jobs are the poor 

o ‘VIRTUAL’  OUTER ATEN – the false meteor is going to be nuclear atatc dressed as a hologram 

o EATEN IN PIROUETTE  Earth wobbles  BREAK-DOUUN social break down.  Consistently these texts have 
been saying that the cannobalism occurs taking advantage of a major Earth event 

o ORNATE POET. Is Nostradamus. ‘Ornate’ because he is the ‘ornament’ in 3 94, and the ‘diamonte’ in 1 42 4 
 as "D’Amant" which in other cults is called a black diamond.

o VIA DOOR – portal 

o UUOKEN TO EUREKA : free energy ADORE Libran PUTIN, REPUBLICAN  POLITICIAN/Trump 
o PUNITIVE ALERT BAT-EARED UUORE: the bat eared wore the punitive alert, but the ‘wore’ could easily be ‘whore’ 

.Quatrains Unpublished  Peter Lemesurier (who miss-spelled almost every quatrain line) Edited By M.Gregorio 
‘The following 'extra' quatrains and fragments of quatrains are probably abandoned rough drafts, not intended for publication, 
that were found lying around in Nostradamus's study after his death. Certainly they bear all his usual Nostradamian hallmarks’ 
Studio #VIII  
Du lieu non loin de fantastique secte  
Ce qui sera aquis de loin labeur  
8 3 Gaulle Braccata par la Bergique beste  
Corps bien en proye du larron et vouler 

VIII 
At site not far from sect fantastical     [Giza?Bohemian Grove? 
What they by distant labour shall acquire 
Near French Narbon by beasts at shepherd's call 
Shall all fall prey to thieves' and looters' ire. 

Braccata Bergique      QATAR,/FreeMasons  ‘CAGE’ refers to Lapidary cage – the stars we see, but in particular the big “G” 
QUIET UR IRAQ CRAB CIGAR ARC CAR, ACQUIT AGE. REACT QUA (KID GRABBER)– CRIB CIRCA BIG AGE ERA. BRIBE ACT 
Iraq Ur=Sumerian. CRAB Anu from Cancer  ARC orbit in CAR/Yuletide. ACQUIT AGE remove the 324 years. CRIB medieval 

, BACK BIG CREATURE. BUT   

o ARAB/Ala.Lu  BEAR/Ursa Anu TRICK BARBARE,the AskheNazi banksters.  Elite back BIG CREATURE: the giants 
, AGREE ERECT ACCURATE GATE,  ICE GAIA CURB RATBAG,  BEAT QATAR  ‘CAGE’ IRATE CUBE BUG, UR EA GRACE CARE

o ACCURATE GATE star gate. ICE GAIA ice age CURBS reptilian – beats  lapidary CAGE (stars) QATAR Arabic/Muslim 
ARABIC  BRAGGART  (URGE AIR BACTERIA) TRUCK: RIB-BARACK TURK, B.B.C., C.I.A., BIBI, RABBI   BEER. May 13 – June 9  
o TRUCK: RIB/Leo-Chertan-BARACK-TURK the Erdogan clone BIBI Netanyahu RABBI, BBC/UK are all in it together 
8 3 Gaulle Braccata par la Bergique beste 

:  QUBITS AREGRACE BUG RULES BELEAGUER RAT RACE  CRUEL CULPABLE UNPALATABLE GARBAGE, BEGGAR  ERA, 
 

2 9 
Neuf ans le regne le maigre en paix tiendra, 
Puis il cherra en Foif fi fanguinaire : 
Pour luy grad peuple fans foy & loy mourra 
Tue par vn beaucoup plus de bonnaire. 
he is referred to as 'le maigre' either 'the thin one' or 'the sterile one‟   

2 9 
Nine years the lean one holding the realm in peace, 
Then he will fall into a very bloody thirst: 
Because of him a great people will die without faith and law 
[He] Killed by one far more good-natured. 

Quatrain 10 28 
Second & tiers qui font prime musique 
Sera par Roy en honneur sublimee, 
Par grance & maigre presque demy eticque 
Raport de Venus faux rendra deprimee. 

10 28 
Second and third which make prime music 
By the King to be sublimated in honor: 
Through the fat and the thin almost emaciated, 
By the false report from  Venus to be debased. 

2 39 2 Germains, Gaulois, Hefpaignols pour le fort: (Germans, Gauls, Spaniards for the fort: 
APHESIS ALERT. UNERRING GIRL PROOFING GRUELLING ORNATE LEPROSARIUM GUILE, RARE FORMULATION SPOOF 
TURNS OFF REPULSIUE MANIPULATOR IMPERIAL MONGREL ANGELS (SNEERING PURGATORIAL) POLLUTER, IS GRIM 
PRENATAL  IMPREGNATOR  IMPOSING  TERRORFUL.  ELITE’S FALSE METEOR ETNA ERUPTING 
‘FOOLPROOF’ AGES ALTERER  – PIRATES ORGANS TRUE OUTRAGES, (done with no anǣsthetic REPTILIAN FLIES RAPTURE

 NOT FOOLING FAR-SEEING ORNAMENT/ Nostradamus 3 94  IN TIME-GATES  OR  SUPER RING. cronus visor
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7:18:4  Dame captive qu'avoit la paix tiƒƒue        The lady who had woven the peace is captive.  
CITE  : TAXI A.U.UP IN MA, Blue MICEproject-MEDUSA [D.E.F. weapon 2008]  MEDEA time gate user EDUCATE; PUMICATES
IT SIX AT U.S ACADEMIE,Blackwater TOIL EQUIPT cause SQUAT parked MAUU: AT SIXTI0 SEXTANT U.S.A 
o ‘repulsive Six’ = two triads, Alcyone, Aldebaran, Sirius Oannes under Antarctica & Draco,Vatican Rib,Chertan SAAM/giants. 
o AT SIXTI0 SEXTANT U.S.A which is exactly what c+f+3 34 4 Cherte n'a Chertan garde nul ny aura pourueu. said                     : 

OUR  ANU AUGURY PRELUDE ~ CANADA  UNREADY,  A.A RUDE CHERTAN URANY [uranite] LEAGUE ROUND UP UUAGE EARNER                      
FIFTIETH degree TO NORTH  LX = 60  (parallel latitude to 50 degrees north in Canada) could be 40th  (XL) degree to 60th  

o PUMICATES   to smooth the rough edges off something solid
o TAXI A.U. Astronomical Unit UP just as the Hopi prophecy rock shows 
MADE PACT IX Treaty 9 ~ UUEAQ ISSUE/exchanging technology for children 
ASSUME IT CAPED E.T. QUIET the non-disclosure cover up. Treaty Nine is the reason the military industrial complex will avoid full disclosure 
UUAQE ISUS PIUOTAL IESUS saying two things: to awaken people to the prefix “i” or “y” in the ‘pivotal’ calendars and or 
that those who gave us Ysus (Yeshua) (pivotal=a round-orbit) are awake to these problems 
A TEAM, Elohim  CUP, Cassiopeians EMIT, CUE PIE Nostradamus  APT EDUCATES TIMES MISS MEAD 

 

 

See  also GENOCIDAL PLOT DR RIMA  
http://youtu.be/p_tArBeOtgw   
this was a “must see”  for me   

VIDEO  with Blue Mice Project topic 
 
no search engines will give you any Blue Mice 
information (to date anyway) 

 

 
1:49:4 Subjugant prefque le coing Aquilonaire The five will almost conquer those of the North   (Hanix) 

AQUILINO [Antares Aquila Altairan]  ALIEN QUASI GLEE

U.S. SUPER GIANT BURIES URBAN ALGONQUIAN. IS SNAKE GUILE AUGUST  , IS LUKE’S AGE
BURIES hides COINAGE NO PARENTS orphans CONSEQUENTIAL IRAN OIL SEQUEL QUAIL.ING AIR      
IGUANA’S QUBIT I.Q. USE GALES ELK,/Capricorn          (Eloim’s LyRan) 
o BURIES hides COINAGE called NO PARENTS the great natural event  disguises the evidence of huge pedophile rings 

 

8 68  
Old Cardinal deceived by young one, 
Finding himself disarmed out of place/position , 
Not showing Arles/Israel/Earls Elite or Congress the double is perceived, 
[No Arle monster’s double seen perceived] 
Both Liqueduct and the Prince embalmed. 
Liqueduct = conducted by/via  water 

8 68 CardinalArlesLiqueductPrince 

SACRED PRACTICAL  UURINKLED EL’S  ELDER, PEDANTIC  RA’S SINE-LASER SASAR  SQUIRTED; UNDID UUALK-IN   
SCARIER  SCANTIER  [ITALICS] STILL-AIR,  ACID-RAIN-CLAD  ILLS TRICK.                          Walk-in = reptilian copy SIR’S  

~ LAST CARD DEALER – KNEUU ITS ‘STRIP PLANET KILL’ CUP QUEEN IN RIDDLER DA UINCI  ART CANISTER CASSETTE 
PLAN,   ELLIPTICAL ANNUALorbitUUIN (LINKS SCENICAL LANDSCAPE-PICTUREvignette INCLÎNÏCAL PINK UURIST CRANKS
QUARTERS)    ALE, May 13 – June 9  SPRUCE  DATE  PREDICTED...  and see 1 4 3 next page Super Giant due August      
PUTIN QUARRELED CANDID, CIRCLES , DECLARED  RARE  KIND  PRICKLIER  QUEEN ~ REPLACED CELESTIAL REPTILIAN 

 

1.75.2 Le fort gaigne tiendra claffe marine 
 A -GENTLEMEN-OF-DIFFERENT-CARRIAGE-(alien)-REFERENCE-TO:  (Cassiopeian)
IS-LARGE-FRAGMENTATION-AIL-ISLE~DE~FRANCE. IN-AIM-A-LARGE-DIFFERENT-ALTERNATING- 
ROTATING-GOLDEN-RECTANGLE'- (orbit) - GENERATOR:  (see “crank” above) 
o aiming an asteroid. Golden mean of the new orbit  
GARAGE each planet FORD across -AT-INCREMENTAL. 

THE LAST CARDHOLDER 

o REPAIR-RARE-MISFORTUNES...REVISION-ATEN-asteroid-TERRIFIER 4.32.4 
o 11 18 6 Par son moy en fenestre aura secours. By means of small windows will she accomplish it  

(Windows computer... and “cassettes” a word found in C1Q1Line 1) 
Que dit le quatrains? Who tells the quatrains?   QUIETED SQUALID ATEN asteroid SQUAT stalls  AT ETNA : SEQUEL is Dero 
o  (in the Last Supper) ARTIST'S CANISTERS SCAN  TRACES  [the] UUISER SAINTS CREUU (Elohim) RACES IT ISN'T ALL 

ANTAIRAN-AQUILA SPURNED CARPENTER CLIQUE CIRCLED.  CLIPPED RUDE CRUEL SQUID PRECLUDED DERNS

UUEIRD NASAL CARNAL RACE Dero RISE CRITICAL DISQUIET, DEPEND  STAR’S Nemesis  PLANET  DANCER: KIDS  PERILS 
ANU DRUIDICAL RUN SUICIDAL SCALAR CERN, DRAINS ELECTRICALS, RIPS RAPID, INCUR UNDID  USUAL DIURNAL 

o  those I found and put into ‘cassettes’ in the Last Supper including the one above with Putin looking over the shoulder of Cassiopeia. Some are hereCANISTER CASSETTE

the white robed  “Y-Front” is faceless EnKi 

 CARPENTER-Chertan, Setsquare CLIQUE CIRCLED orbiting these are 
those jellyfish and marine mammal shape shifting craft.     DERN=Dahls 

 ANTAIRAN-AQUILA  the long nosed 
‘Semetic’ ‘bad’ entities under Dulce 

http://youtu.be/p_tArBeOtgw
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o INCUR UNDID  USUAL DIURNAL  by altering our orbit to at least 377.8 days at the moment AND making it elliptical, 
(the real reason for climates changing) the “usual equinox” is not going to happen in March and September any more. 

o 1 4 3 Lors fe perdra la pifcature barque     At this time the ship [Earth]  of the papists will be lost,          EARS/Virgo COPPER/Libra. 

o AFFORD [verb/MADE] IRREPLACEABLE QUARTERS Earth UP, BUFFER in EARS, COPPER. BAREFACED QUADRUPLET ("insane four" 

of SAMAROBRIN) LIARS PULPS FORE [front] QUARTER. QUADRILATERAL (four planets?) OFF PAR    BEER,  SPRUCE  DATES   
The one out of the four (and a half in other lines) planets which is in "front" would be either Mars at one end or Mercury at the 
other. Since Mercury is one day going to "eclipse" one of our suns, it must be Mars which is going to cop it. But when reading 8 68 
the one out of four could be the Altairan (under Dulce) which “spurn” those (the triad)  from Leo Minor, and see it in this ‘cassette’! 

o IRREPLACEABLE QUARTERS see the mention of “INCLINED QUARTERS” of the “CRANKED” MillWheel vignette! 

o Spruce & "Beer"– Ale are dates.  ALE May 13 – June 9  Spruce Pine tree Feb 19 to Feb 28: Aug 24 to Sep 02 : Sept 2 – Sept 29  

o 1 4 4  Sera regie en plus grand detriment.     governed to its greatest detriment 
o E.D. INTERRUPTING INTERPRETER:  GUARD/check MEANING … REPRESENT LESS SIMULATED MEDIA LUST.(!) [Ea], GARDENER 

 (haloed)GLEAMING  A NTRUDE: R ING - AGREE LARGE MINDEDNESS, GUARANTEES UNDISGRUNTLED ENTERPRISE: S I ENGINEER 

/cranks PARAMETERS orbitsMEDDLES . Sagittarius                         INTRUDING – interrupting the reaping (ING)  R  = Draco  

 

8 68 CardinalArlesLiqueductPrince 
CRANKS  ELLIPTICAL  ANNUAL orbit UUIN (LINKS SCENICAL PINK UURIST 

LANDSCAPE  PICTURE vignette IN  INCLÎNÏCAL adj  QUARTERS) 
Well, here we are once again. This time shaking my head at not seeing it before. 
I should have seen the wrist is in pink, indicating Cassiopeia, cranking the geared 
differential (named in other lines). Although I did take the wheel to be an orbit, 
either the great MillWheel or our planets, because both Pavo-(formerly Phoenix but 
also known as Grus-Crane Heron-Ibis & Benu/Penu constellation) and Cockerel of 
Argo are currently in the southern skies.  Penu means “land in the south”.  
This is telling us these constellations are going to be in the north!  
The timer between them means orbit. Which is being altered by a change of gearing 
IN INCLÎNÏCAL inclined QUARTERS (two sets).   Still shaking my head. 
A good time to also point out the portrait of Nostradamus, almost identical to the 
one painted in the Last Supper. The black band of mourning is on his thigh, and the 
word ‘thigh’ refers to Sagittarius (which he was).  He has bare feet, which means 
Boötes the shepherder in Libra – a date. The one cleaning up the planet has clogs, 
normally worn in muddy times. Noting this planet is round. Not flat. 

 

 
 
 
If there was ever a reliable witness – one who has been uplifted too many 
times to account for, since he was eight years old, it would be David Huggins 
who painted his experiences, including baby Sasquatch on board. 
Here he is being shown by a Graal – a view of the blue gem, the round Earth. 
 

A comment made by Ala.Lu on seeing our planet for the first time and send-
ing the message back to the king that he had found an “alluring ball” planet, 
one with much gold. 

“Alalu could but glimpse it: On its destined course from Alalu's path it was quickly moving. 
Then snow-hued Earth appeared, the seventh in the celestial count. 
Toward the planet Alalu set his course, to a destination most inviting.  
Smaller than Nibiru was its alluring ball, weaker than Nibiru's was its attracting net. 
Its atmosphere thinner than Nibiru's was, clouds were within it swirling. 
Below, the Earth to three regions was divided: 
Snow white at the top and on the bottom, blue and brown in between. 
Deftly Alalu spread the chariot's arresting wings around the Earth's ball to circle. 
In the middle region dry lands and watery oceans he could discern.” 

The Second Tablet. Lost Book of EnKi. Zecharia Sitchin. 

8:68:3 Arles ne monƒtres double ƒoit apperceu Not showing Arles/Israel that the double is perceived, 
N.OS.Capricorn DOUBLE.BOULDERS.TROUBLES.SENT.I IS.BRIDES’.ADRIATIC.BLOOD.double boulders in Capricorn=Toutatis etc 

ISOLATE.REAL.IESUS.OBTRUDED.AS.NOMEN.to highlight the “i”/”y” in order to repair the calendars I.TAPER.REAL.OMENS.CLUE.
ROSE-BUD, (rose-hip/Vit C) REST, OPIATES PERATICS (periatic?) small intestine. From the computerised template of Allan Webber 

‘prop’ = nature SNEARFUL LOSER UP; POSER FELON’S CUBITS NUMERATE UNFEMALE patriarchal PROP.ER LOSER.  

 SUPREME MONSTER MOUNTAINS UUERE  ASLEEP =  "three sleeping giants awaken" URSULA Shipton FEMALE POET’S

 FEARSOME DEPLORABLE REPELLED  PLENTEOUS SPLENETIC.SPRUCE AOUST. AFTERNOON   

o SPRUCE AOUST. date is August 24 – September 2.   (another date for a similar event is 1 11 2 A PLINY CELL IN SOLES = feet/Pisces)

8 68 4 Et Liqueduct & le Prince embauƒme.  Both Liqueduct and the Prince embalmed.   MENACE ELECTRIC 

SATELLITE  QUBITS = AMPLITUDE FECULENCE  LEPER EMPALER TEDIUM  IN TEMPLE APPLE DATE, LATE MEAL TIME 

Now come, 
Write it on a sealed tablet, 
as a book engrave it; 
Let it be a witnessing until the 
last day, a testimony for all time. 
Isaiah 30:8 

 

 Nostradamus in the Last Supper 
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10:70:2 Tant & ardante que tumbera la neige, ‘q’ = ‘k’ & ‘c’  Snow falling and so brightly lit up 
A I QUBIT EQUATE NUMBER  EQUAL ALIEN TIGRIS GIANT MUTANT E.T. BEAR/Ursa LINEAGE/Nephilim 
ANTIGENE Nemesis UMBRATE shadow MARBLE Earth TREAT Scorpio  Winter solstice 2017 DAN. .A.

TART up, REGAIN AEGEAN, REAL UUET ARABLE ALGERIAN QUADRANT. END QATAR QUARTET  QUEEN ABLE 
ALARM: AGED RENEGADE UUET-BLANKET ANGEL ANU (MALTREATED TEENAGER)  TALENT = NUMERATE, ANIMATED 

ADULTERATE, RANGE: ATTENDING ALTERNATE.  QUBIT: LAUUBREAKER  AGREEMENT  TREATI  NINE  ARRANGED. 
TERMINATE . UUIN MANAGE  NEGATE  MIDDLE AGE CALENDAR  ENIGMA, BEAT E.T. CREATURE CANNIBAL MANAGERIE 
  ALIEN TIGRIS GIANT  re-search ‚Kandahar Giant‛

 ATTENDING ALTERNATE:  spying on the alternative awake people 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGXJi2mG16Q&t=89s    GIANTS ARE AWAKENING 
in the video Charles put up here, the Chimera Group (from Grus formerly Phoenix, then Benu) includes McCain and Soros         
(say the texts) and Chani too    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGXJi2mG16Q&t=89s 
IN OTHER FORUMS REFERENCES TO THESE GIANTS CAN BE FOUND by C+F+'REDLINE' oneword 

 "they hunt by DNA"... anyone going to '‘search your family tree via dna"  SHOULD THEY BE WORRIED? I reckon... 
THE REAL STORY OF JESUS (Immanuel) Billy Meier video: 
At the ten minute mark, those craft are the Vril craft of the Alcyonese (taken over by Anakim thousands of years ago, and are the 
'fallen angels' in the Old Testament - one of whom is named in the bible as Semyase (Samjase) and that means co-pilot (where the 
tetragrammaton - YHWH full name means Chief Pilot) Lord of the airways, the Ruach...Many of these "Pleiadian" visitors gave Billy 
Meier contradictory information. As if there were two different types of Pleiadian involved. The Alcyonese live under Antarctica... 
ok - caught out. "I am very aware of the things which are going to occur for the next two thousand years" [the Pleiadian relates what 
'Jesus' says, to Billy] - it has NOT been 2 thousand years since the crucifixion. The numeral one in front of (prefixing) the century 
was either accidentally or on purpose changed from an "i" (or "j") which was the prefix for Immanuel and or Jesus. By changing that 
to a number - one thousand years was instantly added. 
...yes, when Andy Basagia went to Masada, he said Immanuel was there and died there as a very old man. 
The information which comes to me arrives via the Hidden Texts of two time travellers, both of whom have visited me, one of them 
several times. 
February 3rd the ―real birthday for Immanuel‖ claimed in the video, is in Aquarius alsoknownas ―The Humanitarian‖.  
The Hidden Texts speak of the real meaning of Jesu Christos as a title, and that certain greys anoint themselves in order to feed. 
This is the first time [I have seen] other than via the hidden texts that anyone else has mentioned the "three races on Earth".  
Nostradamus said FIVE TIMES that the "AntEchrist of the THIRD PEOPLES" is awakening" 

at 50:26 ISCHWICH is the full name for the letters YHWH (known as the tetragram) 
The reason the Shroud of Turin was said by Billy to be fake, is because the man who was really crucified as Immanuel, was not 
Immanuel. Andy Basagio said this, and the Cassiopeian Files also said this, as do the Hidden Texts. 
Several times (I think it was three times) the "disciples" complained to Immanuel that he was appearing "as someone else" and that 
he was shape shifting in front of their eyes.... 
 “Those who travel from Afar.” In the Hidden Texts Afar meant Aquarius, physically 

Shape-Shifting Jesus Described in Ancient Egyptian Text - Live Science 

www.livescience.com › History 

Mar 12, 2013 - In a newly deciphered 1,200-year-old telling of the Passion story, Jesus has supper with Pontius Pilate before his 

crucifixion. His supper with ... 
Jesus Was a Shapeshifter - YouTube 

▶ 6:02 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEpWwS5QOA0 

Sep 13, 2014 - Uploaded by Strange Mysteries 

A recently translated ancient text states that Jesus was shapeshifter. A 1200 year old Egyptian text found in an ... 
The ancient text that describes Jesus as a shape-shifter | Ancient Origins 

www.ancient-origins.net/.../ancient-text-describes-jesus-shape-shifter-001... 

Feb 19, 2014 - According to the canonical bible, the apostle Judas betrays Jesus in ... Shape-Shifting Jesus Described in Ancient 

Egyptian Text – LiveScience. 
The REAL Story of Jesus (Immanuel) - YouTube 

▶ 1:32:57 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isImvGqpFMc 

Sep 4, 2012 - Uploaded by Immanuel Bierer 

Jesus's real... ... The REAL Story of Jesus (Immanuel). ImmanuelBierer ... Edward Meier, more commonly ... 
The Pleiadian Connection - A True Story By Eduard Billy Meier ... 

▶ 49:44 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1JxpHYNqzQg 

Dec 12, 2016 - Uploaded by Odd TV 

Eduard Albert Meier (born February 3, 1937) is a Swiss citizen who is the ... The Pleiadian Connection - A True ... 
Talmud Jmmanuel - Story of a great man falsely named Jesus Christ 1 ... 

▶ 8:57 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z23dIsKBj7w 

May 23, 2009 - Uploaded by Sukofu 

His friend, "Billy" Eduard Albert Meier, removes ... ... Talmud Jmmanuel - Story of a great man falsely ... 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGXJi2mG16Q&t=89s
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DJGXJi2mG16Q%26t%3D89s&h=sAQEEtEbw
https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjGucecyprRAhXHF5QKHb75Ac8QFggZMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.livescience.com%2F27840-shape-shifting-jesus-ancient-text.html&usg=AFQjCNF1tBsw9Ht85tQvQ31HcYybTsCzBw&sig2=1Ti-urMRwfdf_6MOTBXjpQ&bvm=bv.142059868,d.dGc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEpWwS5QOA0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEpWwS5QOA0
http://www.ancient-origins.net/unexplained-phenomena/ancient-text-describes-jesus-shape-shifter-001361
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isImvGqpFMc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isImvGqpFMc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1JxpHYNqzQg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1JxpHYNqzQg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z23dIsKBj7w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z23dIsKBj7w
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'The Big Picture' by George Green: Billy Meier Case ... - YouTube 

▶ 25:31 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aJlU1ToWqBE 

Sep 3, 2012 - Uploaded by The Billy Meier UFO Case-2 

'The Big Picture' by George Green: Billy Meier Case & Talmud ...Immanuel Bierer 291,984 views ... 
Billy Meier - UFOs ARE REAL - WATCH THIS!!! - YouTube 

▶ 7:01 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GpgF7pDx_zs 

Apr 7, 2008 - Uploaded by armanddarke 

Incredible UFO footage taken by Billy Meier and analyzed by ... UFO's and Prophecies from Outer Space The ... 
Aliens Take Billy Meier Back to Meet Jesus - YouTube 

▶ 8:41 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uVfmrI5eQR0 

Mar 7, 2012 - Uploaded by BackToConstitution 

Billy Meier is perhaps the most famous name in UFOlogy. ... and many have lived at the Billy Meier compound ... 
Billy Meier visits Jmmanuel- by Randolph Winters. 2/2 - YouTube 

▶ 46:29 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZuqR9_JeQM 

Mar 16, 2012 - Uploaded by Bj Witelus 

The story is incredible, unbelievable, as people from UFO community would say... "the truth is stranger than ... 

REPHAIM  GIANTS,  THE ‘SONS OF ANAK’   Smithsonian cover-up about GIANTS and are they still alive today ? Youtube 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I3IPBMWCZg4&feature=em-subs_digest-vrecs 

 

   
                KING OG  18 FEET TALL                                                           LION MAN OF MOAB   
I would question if they did "put themselves" into stasis. Recall the Bible saying "for one thousand years bound into 
the pit in iron/s?Now I wonder if the ―iron‖ wasn‘t hibernation.  Maybe that is why our calendars were made over to 
have two "phantom" "ages", the 324 years added by prince Otto (so he could be ‗crowned in the millenium‘)via the 
edict sent to pope Innocent... plus the matter of the 1000 years added (to bring the years closer) by removing the  
"i" for Immanuel prefix and replacing it with a "1" 

........................................... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I3IPBMWCZg4&feature=em-subs_digest-vrecs 

yes, the Rephaim are the "third peoples of the Ant christ" which Nostradamus wrote FIVE times in his Epistle to Henri II. E
Then in two quatrains he also spelled it ANTEchrist (BEFORE Christ) Q8 77 line 1 and in Q10 66 line 3.  
The ONLY place in the bible it appears is when John spoke of it, spelling it Ant christ.  I

Taken from the Greek. Meaning ―against‖ or “substituted”. Seems to me John in the bible was a disinformer. 

 

 

 

1 50 1 De l'aquatique triplicité naiƒtra. 
QUERIES : ILL-PAID TRIPLE third ANTECHRIST READ :  LIARS OF IESUS IDEAL = AHPEE  AQUILA-SQUID AIRCRAFT  PAIR 
ALLIED PIT-REPTILIAN UATICAN PATRICIAN QUIETLY LIQUIDATE ~   IDENTIFIES  ACE RADIATE ILL-FATED. 
TITAN TERRIFIER  AREA.   PIRATE EQUILATERAL  ATTAINS ANTI-AIRCRAFT  RETARDER,  ANTI –KILLER. ADORE  PUTIN
UUIFE-LIKE PATRICIDAL KILLER  LINKED  INTRICATE  ARTIFICIAL  UUIT (UUILL  ATTACKER) OF A PRACTICAL KIND  

TACTILE UUARTLIKE FLIRT : INCAPACITATE  UURECK 

o ILL-PAID TRIPLE thirdANTECHRIST READ past tense  ‘ill paid’ because not read properly, the word antEchrist of the third gens 
o AHPEE/Sirius AQUILA/Antares-Scorpio/Altairan –these are the ‘Aquillon’ in the quatrains, the Semetic large nosed 

greys, also represented by the Bowman of Sagitta (Mazzaroth source Isaiah  53)  SQUID AIRCRAFT we have seen as 
any sort of nautical creature since they shape shift, into ‘walnuts’ too.  ALLIED with those of under the VATICAN  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aJlU1ToWqBE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aJlU1ToWqBE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GpgF7pDx_zs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GpgF7pDx_zs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uVfmrI5eQR0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uVfmrI5eQR0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZuqR9_JeQM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZuqR9_JeQM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I3IPBMWCZg4&feature=em-subs_digest-vrecs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I3IPBMWCZg4&feature=em-subs_digest-vrecs
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page 15. AQUILA = HANIX of the North 

TWO DARTS: ASTEROIDS with Celtic crosses 

could mean the Twin Towers „darted‟ 

AQUILA FEATHER – CELTIC  FALLEN EAGLE           

(see the crosses of  the Anakim on it) date is Dec 24 – Jan 20  

GREEN SURPLICE with vertical cross of the real Christian 

green is the colour of Enki 

what is the animal? a lamb? - sheep (2015) holding small 

sword of ORION. LAMB would mean children  

if it is a dog it means those from Sirius 

to get the full picture 
 

 ATTAINS ANTI-AIRCRAFT  RETARDER,  ANTI –KILLER.  We have seen this  anit-craft retarder used in the ADORE  PUTIN
Black Seas when it simply disabled an American war ship which should not have been there.  Not one person was injured. 

 

At the end of the Epistle to Henri II in the 1562 edition of the Centuries, pg 133 
is a paragraph in Italics: 
Faciebat Michaël Noƒtradamus Salonǣ.          (Machismo = Patriarchal) 
MAD MACHISMO CHARLATAN OBFUSCATIONS AIM DRACONIAN CALAMITIES  

 OUTLAST BOAT OBSTRUCTIONS ANATHEMA TO OLD AROMATIC SAINTS CUBES,
ABNORMAL FISH-FACED CANNIBAL SATAN MANIAC CONFUSED THERESA MAI  
MACABRE MUSLIM MUTANT-HALO ARAB SCUM  STAMINA STANDS FANATICAL 
ARTISAN’S ACE CHARISMATIC MENTOR, AMBUSHED HIM CLOTHED IN HOSE, 
CAMEO ROLE COHABITS EUCHARIST: HIS  FANTASTICAL ELOIM ANARCHISM 

SONOFABITCH~DEMONICAL. IS CRIB CHAOS BROADCAST IS NOT CENTURIES 
MATHEMATICAL CARDINAL NOT ORDINAL CALENDARS. AIM THE SMOOTHER 
HAS EASIER A.D. MILLENNIUM DATE ACCORD AS FOOD CARCASS BAD TABOO 
BASTARD UATICAN BOöTES TOAD  COACH ISLAM ALLAH CAST HARASS BIRCH 
SUBNASAL DERO COLOSSUS BANDITS ASSAULT SOUL.  CAUSE COOL ALL EARTH 
Petreǣ Provinciǣ 

PRINT EPIC:ERECT NIP RIVER PONCE, RECOVER  RECEIPT INVERTED ‘i’ Immanuel 

VIPER PRINCE CRETIN INVITE NICE V.I.P. OVER PIT – COIN PERVERTER 
PROVEN INEPT                                                               ‘river’ is always Erid.anus  

o  the Elohim Alliances OUTLAST BOAT Earth’s OBSTRUCTIONS OLD AROMATIC SAINTS CUBES
o THERESA MAI  current prime minister of Brexit UK 
o MUTANT-HALO ARAB SCUM: the halo life force of DNA becomes damaged when eating torture killed meat (halal) 
o ARTISAN’S Da Vinci   ACE CHARISMATIC MENTOR, Da Vinci’s word for Nostradamus 
o AMBUSHED HIM CLOTHED IN HOSE   “appeared in the artist’s studio dressed in stockings” which was underwear then
o  CAMEO ROLE COHABITS EUCHARIST

 e trassele  nel volto al mettitore  the emitter   delle calze. 
 

painted Nostradamus in the Last Supper 
the emitter =

 who comes forth, previous line "in the painter’s studio"  

 

mentitore: prevaricator  calse: heed them,  calze : stockings 
 he (Nostradamus) who would have been wearing hosiery as fashion

o IS CRIB CHAOS stealing babies BROADCAST 
o CARDINAL NOT ORDINAL CALENDARS. so, from “0” to 99 
o FOOD CARCASS BAD TABOO the children being ripped apart and put into ‘sausage casings’ as Da Vinci said 
o BOöTES TOAD/Bufo  is the king Draco, the “R” in SAMAROBRIN after SAAM,/Anak RIB,/Chertan-Leo Minor  ON/Sirius 
o UATICAN COACHES ALLAH CAST HARASS BIRCH the Muslim caste harassing all Earth an invention by the Vatican 
o RECOVER  RECEIPT INVERTED ‘i’ the best place to go for proof of the upside-down prefix: Sylvie Ivanova videos 

Faciebat Michaël Noƒtradamus Salonǣ.  after plucking „Immanuel out,‟ hoping to get details about the false calendar: 

          

“FATAL CARD MODEL” ABHORRENCE: FALLACIOUS FAMOUS MESSIAH RETURNS CLAIM:  FOULS ENTIRE ATLAS IN MA END  

 

3 62 4 A Carcaffonne conduira fes menees. g iiij (Gera:Gemini  14th day) To Carcassone connecting its traces/followers.  
(traces: as in a harness = followers, or ‘pulled along’) 

IS IN JEFFERSONIAN ACADEMIC ENCOURAGES SUCCEED AIM IGNORANCE A.A [!]  C+F+JEFFERSONIAN  for an image 
 EFFICACIOUS  ANAGRAMS  JOINED  INFERENCE

PROVERBIAL DULL UNFORTUNATES [elite with] UNNATURAL DRIVES,  
FLOAT PULVERISABLE, (space ties) AS [thinking]''BULLET PROOF''. 
1 13 1 Les exiles par ire, haine inteftine,  Exiles (elite) by hatred of intestine's  (nefer/duodenum/Anu) anger (See 2 58 4 here  
INHERENT REALITIES ALIEN PREFIXES (lords).      "Prefix" such as "E.T." or the word "LORD"  but could refer to the “i” calendrical prefix 

INFER INITIATE HELL- RAISER [Elite] EXPENSE, refers to the cost of child abduction  REALISE IS THE EXPERIENTIAL SINNER 
 (This Alien Lord who initiated the monetary systems and sacrifices is SatAn – Enlil/YHWH/and or Ninurta, and Marduk) 
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See 1 13 1 Exiles (elite) by hatred of intestine's (nefer/duodenum/Anu) anger  

LARGE INTELLIGENT IMMUNE  U.N. GIANT ENTITIES IMPLEMENT DETAINED:  
RESULTING IN ENGINEER UNLIMITED TEMPLATES REPEAT.ING (clones) Repeat is a date too, Gemini and Ing=reaping 
ELITE IMAGINES PRELUDE to ADMINISTER ENTITLEMENT, MEANTIME– ANGRIEST:  

ELITE RE UN-IMPLEMENTED DEED; (the immortality ‘promise’ made to them) RESULTED ANU RETAINING [their] ELEMENTS [DNA]:  
ANU IMPINGEMENT ELITE, DUMP DESPERATE ELITE. > 

 [ALL OF YOU]  IMPLEMENT ''RETAINED  GUNS'
(2 58 4. LARGE INTELLIGENT IMMUNE U.N. GIANT ENTITIES IMPLEMENT DETAINEE:  
INVENTED GARNISHMENT FACTS - THINGS OFF FARMS, [Monsanto]  
SNIFF GHOST FARM:  MARCH FORMING FANS FIGHTING, OF NEUTER TENURE.  

CONVERTED  HANGMAN (to guillotines) IN FOURTEEN, yes, new laws MORNINGS AFFECTS VAST VESTED HAND/S  
Saying those in the shape shifting craft are affected by morning events, does he mean the cold? Or that they come in the mornings to feed 
off the blood from guillotines? HANDS plural means those from Leo  

SCANS  ELITE, FORGIVEN  DAMN  THEFT - FORGIVEN FACTS:  THEN  MENDS:  
other lines say the ''elite'' can not stop without forgiveness of all their transgressions on the average folk  
''GOVERNMENT HID FACT FINDS FAT CASH'' gold… VANISH. DAMN STRONG EFFECT  
MARCHING EVENTS (riots) STAND OFF - MATCHING ENTER UFO NERVES  
VAST MERCHANTS (corporations) OFFENDING AND GOVERNMENTS SERVING ITS CHAFF (left-overs as fodder!)  

 
o 9 52 4 Et ce fera de France a toute bande. ATEN false asteroid DEFRAUDER (ROBE hid  FETTERED in irons FEAT)   CANADA  FEAR 

~  TRUE OFF-BEAT  CERN DECADENCE OFF-CENTRE CORE FEATURE 
ONTARIO AREA ENCOUNTER DERO BRUTE FACE-TO-FACE TEEN BRAT (BEATEN DEAD)  BEEF TO TEA date and see 3 34 4, 9 58 3 previous forum 
o BEEF  Taurus TO TEA  Sagittarius and see dates  following.  Could be Tea date to Beef date 

3 34 4 Cherte n'a garde: nul ny aura pourueu U.N. READY ANALOGY: HUGE ANU UR CREATURE U.N OANNE LAP orbit  
CUE  UP  UNDERGROUND  DERO GIANT,  UNEARTHLY  CHERTAN  DRAGON  ADEN  AREA –         and  see Oriental Gulf below 
OUR  ANU AUGURY PRELUDE ~ CANADA  UNREADY,  A.A RUDE CHERTAN URANY [uranite] LEAGUE ROUND UP UUAGE EARNER 

VAST MERCHANT SENDING OFF ETHNIC'S (other worlders/negro) MAN [Orion] GOVERN'D STAFF IN FOURTEEN 
 YOU GUARD: READ CHERTAN LAND, DEPLOYED AT :~ 

ALDERNEY [Perth W.A.] ARYAN (India Pakistan),CANADA, EUROPEAN, DRAGON (China), DUNGAREE [Kandos NSW/ and Mt Baw Baw Victoria] 
DRURY LANE, (UK), EAGLE [USA] GADARENES [see map] GRANADA [Andalusia], GRENADA [Sth Caribbean] GRAND CANYON, 
GREENDALE (many), GROENENDAEL Belgium GURNARD [Nth France] LA GUERRE [New Caledonia] LAUDERDALE, NAURU, PERU, 
RENAUD/RENAULT [France], RURAL DANE, UNDER [Australia] "Melbourne, queer year" LEGENDARY UR AREA, (Sumeria) URUGUAY 
 and see ... INCLUDING  IRELAND etc 8 10 2 
 9 85 3 D’ouvrir par foy paroy Phocen tiendra fon trofne      Opening the wall via faith Marseilles will keep its throne 
CHERTAN, HOODED HAND VIPER CORPORATION COPIES V.I.P. (ORDINARY PONCE) PRESIDENT (AVID PYTHON VANITY)  
IFFY-RANCID-ODOR CYPRINODONT  ROUND FOREHEAD DERO HORROR  REAPPEAR  OFFENCES  IN  CANADA  PROVINCES  
    FIFTIETH degree TO NORTH  LX = 60  (parallel latitude to 50 degrees north in Canada) but LX can be XL = 40TH  
 CYPRINODONT carp-like = Oannes (the pope's mitre) IN CANADA PROVINCE 

  8 10 2 Qu'on ne ƒceura l'origine du fait, 
 INCLUDING  ENTIRE  IRELAND, FINNO-UGRIC, ORIENTAL GULF. C+F+3 34 ~ UNTIL UNENDING  COLDER  CONTINUES
4 1 3 Apres auoir bien long temps attendu  

 

ELITE: ABANDONMENT PRESUMPTION U.N. ANS ABROGATED TREATIES  GUT AIR (chemtrails agreement) and see 2 58 4  
 abrogate: repeal or do away with  (a law, right, or formal agreement).  
GREAT GIANT ANU AIM UNSUPPORTED IGNORANT SNOB [elite]  ARGUES BAD T-MAN PERSON UP 
 (''T'' is the sky rune for Ursa Major Central. ''Man'' means Orion – Mannuz)  
most certainly not anyone I would want to argue with!  But that just shows how ''ignorant'' the elite are 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I3IPBMWCZg4&feature=em-subs_digest-vrecs  33:40 
and all those people handing their DNA over to gubberment bodies - one can see why (no such thing as a free lunch) –  
after watching this. yes, they are alive today and about to rise again - beginning 50 to 60 degrees north latitudes. One needs to ask 
why do c i a helicopters turn up every time a child is stolen at a national park? Were National Parks made national (1909) 
BECAUSE these giants live under? How did the military leaders know to train ordinary soldiers where and how to shoot at a giant? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGXJi2mG16Q&t=89s       GIANTS ARE AWAKENING 
in the video Charles put up here, the Chimera Group (from Grus formerly Phoenix, then Benu) includes McCain and Soros         
(say the texts) and Chani too    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGXJi2mG16Q&t=89s 
IN OTHER FORUMS REFERENCES TO THESE GIANTS CAN BE FOUND by C+F+'REDLINE' 

DARN  FAST  MOVING  NEFER  AFFECT  DAN  MONTHS (October and November, end of MA ) NO REFUTING     pairs: 
FALLACIOUS FAMOUS CLAIM MESSSIAH RETURNS: FOULS ENTIRE ATLAS IN END MA“FATAL CARD MODEL” ABHORRENCE 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I3IPBMWCZg4&feature=em-subs_digest-vrecs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGXJi2mG16Q&t=89s
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DJGXJi2mG16Q%26t%3D89s&h=sAQEEtEbw
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Footnotes CHRISLAM  
''THE VATICAN AND MUHAMMED - THE UNBREAKABLE LINK” 
“And this is where Muhammad enters the picture. 
In 595 AD, at the age of 25, Mohammed married Khadija, 40 years old, whose cousin Waraquah was a Roman 
Catholic living in Mecca. She came from a convent as a Catholic nun. 
The Roman Catholic organization now got busy. Muhammad was chosen to do the job. Helpers began 
working with him. 
Soon a church monk arrived to give some help in some of the early writing of the Muslim holy book, The 
Koran. It extols Mary. That is why Islam has special regard for the Virgin Mary.  
 

Islam was started by agents of Rome to attract the Arabs into it, who would come under their control. 
Islam was meant to cleanse North Africa and the Middle East of troublesome dissenters and then hand over 
Jerusalem to the Vatican. 
(This history was explained carefully by Roman Catholic Cardinal Bea to former Jesuit insider Dr Alberto 
Rivera and his fellow Jesuit students, and reported in detail, in Rivera’s book, The Prophet, pp.11-31. 
 

The Vatican's Explosive Secret - Lively Hope Ministries 
www.livelyhope.co/newsletters/vatican_and_jerusalem.html 
“Soon a church monk arrived to give some help in some of the early writing of the Muslim holy book, 
The Koran. It extols Mary. That is why Islam has special ... 
Secret Vatican Briefings on The Creation of Prophet Muhammad ... 
www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vatican/esp_vatican33.htm 
―You just never know where or when some truly insightful information is going to cross your ... A scheme had to be 
developed to make Jerusalem a Roman Catholic city. ... This didn't happen overnight, but began in the writings of the 
"early church fathers". .... In their "holy" book, the Koran, Christ is regarded as only a prophet. 

Which Immanuel was, but the titled Jesu Christos was an invention, and those who invented Islam were the same inventors 
Are you beginning to see how clever Ala-Lu aka Allah aka Lucifer really is? Sometimes called a satan. 

EOSPHORUS & HESPERUS : Greek god of the morning & evening star ... 

"And now Aurora [Eos], the bride of Tithonus, was making ready to chase the night away, and Lucifer [Eosphorus] had 
risen, forerunner of the dawn."    (Forerunner of the new age/Eos was also Ala.Lu who it was first came upon our planet, 
in the current epic)   evening star = the western  

 
 
 
 

 
    

Muslims are livid 
Michael David Moreno  

January 6 at 2:22pm 
  

"Muslims are livid"... can't wait for the day when the world finds out these religions were created by the 
same person and/or organization, social manipulation at its best. Yeah, stone of Gabriel, it says he's 
god of Israel, also known as the main angel in the Quran, and Jesus, the Destroyer in Revelations, ; see 
how it was all man-ipulated? Some people are so invested emotionally (cough, cough "spiritually") that 
this news becomes lost to them, anger is usually the first response. And yet, these beliefs are intended 
to provoke conflict; they have done their job well.  
https://hartman.org.il/SHINews_View.asp?Article_Id=162&  

 

 
8 10 2 Qu'on ne ƒaura l'origine du fait but they will not know its origin 

1)  
     pairs 10 39 3 Before/under eighteen incompetent [inept] age & 1 62 4. C+F+EQUATOR where it pairs other lines 
2) RUINOUS QUINT [helmeted] ON [Oannes]  AROUSAL OF FEUDING AURAS: INSANE FOUR DUE  (Samarobrin) 
3) U. N. GLORIFIED ALIEN URSA OANNES the 
     ORIGIN OF FEUDING ORIGINAL RELIGIONS – FEUDS EON 
4) OF TELLINGER'S UNIQUE ANU'S DINOSAUR IS IN AROUND AQUEOUS AREAS, 
     *IS DUE IN NOON [mid] AQUARIUS , January 22 – Feb 21 is Aquarius so about the 6th of Febraury 

 

 .https://ufoholic.com/unexplained/massive-alien-entity-floating-over-mexico-proves-aliens-are-already-here/              
And we know who these are!  Remember the medieval UFOs, the jellyfish craft at the crucifixion.                                                                                                                                 
The shape shifting craft which shares the DNA of its occupants, from Leo Minor/Chertan. They run the QUBITS agenda 

http://www.livelyhope.co/newsletters/vatican_and_jerusalem.html
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vatican/esp_vatican33.htm
http://www.theoi.com/Titan/AsterEosphoros.html
https://www.facebook.com/n/?david.moreno.1447&aref=1483507356055961&medium=email&mid=545643d5b418bG5af3694d3776G5453df8fab999G37&bcode=1.1483672939.AblU0nmL7sgtzh6P&n_m=hiddentext%40live.com.au&lloc=image
https://hartman.org.il/SHINews_View.asp?Article_Id=162&
https://ufoholic.com/unexplained/massive-alien-entity-floating-over-mexico-proves-aliens-are-already-here/
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5) ONE AUSTRALIAN QUANTIFIED ORIGINAL  QUATRAINS : FORUUARNS OF ALIEN EQUATION 
5) EQUALS  INTO  LINEAR  DRAUUINGS                         (The ''Lost Book'' illustrates the quatrains): 
    OF LARGE NEO-DARUUINIAN E.D extra dimens. GOD the Regency Order of the Andromeda Council priestesses 

5) ONE AUSTRALIAN - INQUIRER OF ANU. LONG AUUAITED. Messsiah, the crocodile 
5) INQUIRER OF ANTIQUARIAN ANU UUERE FLOODING:   Enki clay tablet #10, & Noah's laboratoryArk 

§ 
“SATAN” MEANS The ACCUSER 

how many times have we seen Obama in the past ACCUSING  various ones which  
later turn out to be innocent 

§ 
1) Satan was the most glorious creature God ever made. (Ezekiel 28:12) 

Allah was the most glorious creature. (Quran 11:73) 

2) Satan is an angel. (job 1:6, 38:7) 

Angel Jibril always spoke in the name of Allah (Quran 2:97, bukhari 12-1.3) 

3) Angels are mighty. (1 kings 19:35, Isaiah 37:36) 

Allah is mighty. (Quran 3...:6, 4:158, 9:40, 48:7, 59:23) 

4) Angels do not procreate. (Matthew 22:28-29) 

Allah Jason no son, he does not procreate. (Quran 18:4-6, 19:35-36) 

5) Satan was called a morning star. ( Isaiah 14:12)[Sirius was the morning star until someone said it was Venus, but 

Satan was never the Evening star and Venus is] Allah was called the morning star, the lord over Sirius, the mighty star 

of pagan Arabs.(Quran 53:49) 

6) Satan was the model of perfection. (Ezekiel 28:12) 

Allah is perfect. (Quran 59:23, 62:1) 

7) Satan is full of wisdom. (Ezekiel 28:12) 

Allah is the wise. (Quran Satan 31:27, 46:2, 57:1, 66:2) 

8) Satan was perfect in beauty. (Ezekiel 28:12) 

Allah is sublime. (Quran 4:34, 31:30, 42:4, 42:51) 

9) Satan in Hebrew means "Accuser". (job 1:7) 

Allah accuses all non-muslims of being evil, ''vilest beasts''. (Quran 8:12, 8:55, 9:5, 9:29......) 

10) Allah is a common noun which means 'god' in Arabic.                                                                                              

'god' is a title, [an Office, like ''Christ''] not a name. 

Allah never revealed his name to Muhammad. 

11) Satan is called many other names. 

Allah has 99 names (attributes) in Islam tradition. (bukhari 3.894) 

12) Satan is called the serpent. (genesis 3:1) 

Allah lies in wait to kill non-muslims. (Quran 9:5)  

13) Satan is called Dragon, the red dragon. (Revelation 12:3) 

In the texts of Nostradamus, this is the red dragon of the Vatican, from Chertan – the 'hip' or 'rib' of Leo. Allah is a 

blood thirsty and corpse hungry monster. (Quran 8:12) And Muslims still believe in him? 

14) Satan is the devil. (Matthew 4:1) 

Allah's slip of tongue brought satanic verses of the Quran. (Quran 22:52, 53:19-22, Tabari's account) 

15) Satan is the price of the world. (John 12:31, 14:30) (Ala-Lu was first to find the planet now Earth) 

There is no Allah but Allah. (Quran 2:255, 3:2...) 

16) Satan is the god of this age, the god who propagates his system of philosophy, [which is not free will] [his system 

of] humanism, materialism & sex. (2 Corinthians 4:4) 

Allah's system - sharia law. Halal torture killing. 

17) Satan is beelzebub, the lord of the flies, the price [prince or cost?]  of demons. (Luke 11:15) 

Allah: ''flies both kill and heal''. (Bukhari 4.537, 7.673). 

18) the lord of the flies is the title of a philistine god. 

Palestine got its name from the Philistine, the enemy of ''god's'' ''chosen people'' Is.ra.el. 

(As if the real God would make choices over nations when you are judged by what YOU do) 

19) Satan mocked Jesus, "if you are the son of God",... (Matthew 4:3-6) 

Allah denies Jesus as son of God, his Quran refers to Jesus as the son of Mary. (Quran 2:87) 

(Yet Jesus is only a title too) 

20) Satan opposes God's work. (Zechariah 3) (''God's work'' includes all the natural beauty of Mother Earth). 
Allah teaches a completely different Jesus from the bible. (Quran 4:15) 

(Here, it must be kept in mind that the bible was edited in 325A.D. The word 'Christ' is a title, an Office and 
Jesus was not the first – there was Horus who lived the same life as the Mason stone worker Jesus) 
21) Satan hinders God's servants. (1 Thessalonians 2) This includes Nostradamus! A true servant to God. 

Allah orders to kill & humiliate Christians & Jews. (Dis.crimination at its worst) 
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22) Satan hinders the Gospel. (Matthew 13:2, Corinthians 4) 

Allah denies Jesus's deity, his death & his resurrection. (Quran 44:157, 19:35-36) 

23) Satan ensnares the wicked. (2 Timothy 2) Allah reveals his message by using terror. (Quran 17:59-60) (One only 

needs to look to the current situation world wide regarding the take-over by Islam, and the muslim president of 

Amerika) 

24) Satan deceives the nations. (1 Kings 22, revelation 16, 20) (Again - look at the U.S.A. now) 

Allah is the best deceiver. (Quran 43:54, 7:99) – (and no muslim has questioned this? 

25) Satan mosquerades himself as an an angel of light. (2 Corinthians 11:14) 

Allah is the light. (Quran 24:35) 

26) Satan prowls around like a roaring lion looking for someone to devour. (1 Peter 5:8) 

If you have been reading the Hidden Texts of Nostradamus, you will see that the ''roaring lion'' refers to Leo. 

"wage war on non-muslims & kill them until they submit & the only religion is Islam". (Quran 8:39) 

27) Satan is the accuser of the brethren. (Revelation 12) – 

(Yes, the one pointing the finger is usually the culprit!) 

Allah accuses Jesus & Christians of corrupting the bible throughout the Quran. (Quran 2:41-44,59,72-79,85, 

101,140,146,159,174,176,213, 3:19,24,70-71,78-79,94,184, 4:44-47, 5:13-15,41-44, 6:91, 7:162, 41:45, 62:5-6) 

It was NOT Jesus nor Christians who edited the bible! It was Anakim as the Ni.CǣAn [Nicene]council. 

28) Satan has the power over death. (Hebrews 2) (This would include time dimension travel, see Asmodeus) 

Allah has the power over death. (Quran 3:156, 7:158, 15: 23, 57:2) ditto, using time gates 

29) The whole world is under the control of Satan. (1 John 5:19) (Think Monsanto, Santa, C.I.A. etc) 
Allah is the depressor & abuser, Allah has power over all things. (Quran 95-5, 59:23, 2:20, 66:8....) 
compiled by The Prophecy Club 
 

Commenting  on Asmodeus to the left. Is it a coincidence that the four faces which Ezekiel described are 
represented here? That they also represent the four which were involved in the F.D.R. Treaties?   One of 
which was the technologically deceived Human (F.D.R) one from Aldebaran in Taurus (the eye of the Bull)  
One of which are the Aryan/Arien Aries Ram (those from Alcyone, the fallen ones) and the last being the 
Lion-headed Draco from Chertan the Rib of Leo formerly known as Norma/Roman  & also known as The 
Carpenter constellation.   It also appears in vignettes as Leo Minor the Lioness.  In modern times this has 
become The Set Square and Dividers/Compass of the FreeMasons. Still think it all a coincidence? Some 
“experts” might be tempted to describe these as the four cardinal points of a zoödiac. The human being 
Aquarius, the bull being Taurus, the lion being Leo – but the ram? No, the ram is not Scorpio.                                 
See the coronet on the “human”? That means “the prince” which is always Sirius.  
Running this show of the Anakim factions.      "because that fierce demon Asmodeus knew even the future" 

§ 
Brief comment to the image of the ‘handsome’ ‘most glorious’ one ~ notice his arm? 
No, you didn’t, neither did the person placing that caption on that particular image. Of all of the beautiful 
portraits of a Jesus there is available, the person who placed that caption chose one with the ARM message: 
“Satan was the most glorious creature God ever made” Ez 28:17 ~ does not belong with this illustration. 
Just so we do not think this artist did not know his  artistic work – see another separate picture someone 
provided – with the same ARM message. Except in the ensuing artwork they ALL describe the SAME craft –   
that which we have learned belongs to the “fallen ones” of the Vril-S.S. which are currently under Antarctica. 
 

 Asmodeus: "because that fierce demon Asmodeus knew even the future" 
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Even the features worn by the man next to the giant seem to be those of He in the Shroud of Turin. He is looking away from the craft.  
And what is the giant doing? Trying to convince Him. He stands in the water, so is it actually E’a? Lord of Earth & water. See his arm! 

ARM appears in many forms. In the Sixaines, it was described as “beautiful Elephant” – the nebula which 
appears in Cepheus (King of kings). Once one becomes aware that ARM means King of kings, one will begin 
to see the Arm in many vignettes and frontispieces, and those from Cepheus are part of the Elohim Group. 
Thus the word Elephant also became a qualifier noun within the texts. One will also see that an image with 
an ARM way out of proportion, meaning King of kings – does not apply to “Satan the most glorious”... 
In both pictures the arm is the left one, which was thought to mean the ‘sinister’ one. Perhaps that is the clue 
It may well mean sinister. See the ensuing images, one is holding the sword of Orion, wrapped in a ribbon or 
band, another holds a ribbon or band, and one of the two witnesses – Cepheus and Cassiopeia, his right arm 
is through a cronus visor above clouds telling us what? See the golden mean behind his right arm? This then 
makes me wonder if the two images with the enlarged left arm are not reversed? 
 

   
Aztlan out of place object found 1955 Central Mexico.  
It is showing many things – Nemesis pulling us out to Saturn, or 
pulling Saturn towards us, space craft influencing objects, 
the ‘winged god’ Anu and the fanged dog Sirius 
and most important – oceans being lifted off –  
also seen in the Popol Vuh. 
Bottom left looks like a flat screen 

 

 

  

Just exactly what does  
 

“suffer the little 
children to come unto 
me” 
 

mean? 

  

Cepheus is depicted as King 
of kings holding the branch 
(of our family tree DNA) IN 
HIS ARM and this is what 
the ‘arm from the skies’ 
means in medieval art. 
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Just in case one has doubts regarding the Two Witnesses 
orbiting... see above left with a golden mean behind the 
right arm. It is Cepheus (King of kings) and Cassiopeia. 

<~Here we have Cassiopeia and Cepheus hovering                    
(in the dark of outer space) she is usually in pink 
Watching the Empire: (count his fingers) 
 with Taurus/Aldebaran supplicating. 
Noting that the bull does not really have any hind legs – 
which is the case with Taurus the constellation. 
Where one hears of the “hind leg of the Cow” – does NOT 
refer to the Pleiades nor Taurus but is the obsolete term the 
Egyptians gave to Ursa Major, which sits on the OPPOSITE 
(left hand) side of  Orion, with Taurus to the right hand side. 
There is a pile of dung at his feet – this is Alcyone. 

―Although came late to the dialogue, would like to vouch for the credibility of Helen Parks' current connection with                         
The Doctor plus she walks her talk,  and some ambitious woman younger than me should do her biography. 

Clare Templeton  January 6 at 3:29pm 

my response:  always remember ~ if you want to know their real worth in order to pass a judgement, as people always do: 

= the deeds, not the words... “walks her talk” 5 99 4 =  facta non verba 
 MEAD UUALK-THE-TALK, ‘UUIT’ CRIER  town crier BLURTS

 

 

 “Band”, “Banner”, Ribbon” all mean the Milky Way. The upright Pillars refer to dimensions. The Fir Tree is a date 
of winter solstice and the Poplars is also a date of  Feb 4 – Feb 8/Aquarius and also Beltane, the first week in May. 
The one wearing a coronet on the lower pylon refers to a prince, usually Sirius. The “layman” on the greater pylon 
means the “meek” or the “elect” – and the Arm belongs to the Elohim Alliances – handing the “milky Way” to him 
Top left are the Two Witnesses,  the King of kings and Cassiopeia.      In these texts these peoples are both 
orbiting one in the Black Knight which NASA like to say they know all about, recently trying to say it is theirs after 
having admitted humans have been unable to place a vehicle orbiting the north to south route.     The others are 
in the “super Lunar Nurseries” orbiting our moon in a five day elliptical orbit. Century 3 Quatrain 25 in all four of 
its lines described this “Ark”. This is where the likes of David Huggins and Brigette Nielsen have been and where 
we can even see baby Sasquatch roaming according to paintings by David Huggins. Sasquatch are part of the Ally 
Elohim. 

https://www.facebook.com/n/?clare.templeton1&aref=1483672398383534&medium=email&mid=545652d9336feG5af3694d3776G545646644c9aeG37&bcode=1.1483676976.AbmP6CFdoLUEEIyE&n_m=hiddentext%40live.com.au&lloc=image
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DEMONISM JESUS (the shape shifted form of Immanuel) 
5 61 4 Et des monts feux juƒques mont Senis.  (‘q’ = ‘k’ and ‘c’) 

(IS DON QUIXOTE JOUST QUEST) UNJUST SIX IS MOMENTOUS DEMONISM JESUS 

IT MISQUOTED,    SNUFFS  SUFFIX  J-i MIX.  those who invented the Jesus principle, also changed calendars 

 NEUU MUD= S.O.S. IS NEXT   

o the spraying of entire towns for supposed dangerous mosquitoes is a precursor for the other events 
UUOMAN I MET JOINS MOST E.T. FIENDS ~ KÏNDER DOTS, DOES QUEEN’S TEXTS MONUMENT MEMO 
o  the invented “Jesus” just like Allah was an IMMENSE EXTENT invention  IS MOMENTOUS DEMONISM JESUS
o DON QUIXOTE JOUST QUEST = a false rapture, also the “misquoted” 
o MUD  S.O.S.   JOINS    MONUMENT  MEMO – cremation of the Sphinx?
FIXES DEFT JESUS TEXT MOMENT NOUU STEM NEXT OF KIN MESS, DIMMEST SMOKE OFFENSE  KNOUUN , 
o SMOKE is a qualifier name for he who is “Chief Pilot, lord of the airways, smoke, storms etc” = Enlil 

MEND:EXTENDS STIFF SMOKE-SCREEN MOMENTS IN STONE TOUUNSMEN KNEUU, TO FOX STINK OF MANU  

 

5 61 4 Et des monts feux juƒques mont Senis. 
TOUUNSMEN  KNEUU, EXTENDS STIFF SMOKE-SCREEN MOMENTS IN STONE... 
FIXES TO MEND  via the hints placed on this clock face DEFT JESUS TEXT 
1 62 4 Que de long ƒiecle neƒe verra refaict.  b iij 

IF ENQUIRED :  ‘‘CORRECT CALENDAR ~ NEED  NICE,  DEFINED ! ’’... 
GENERAL  OFFICER  SAID :  "DATES   ARE  EFFICIENT  JOINED " 
obviously  all the images of the ‘i’ & ‘j’ prefixes on file need to be collected into a forum 

 
MANU = MANNUZ 

is the sky-rune for ORION 

TO  FOX STINK OF MANU     

 
 

Here it is again back in 2012 
found when searching for 

the Jordan river to compare 
to Eridanus, and a close 

comparison too 

 
 

Footnotes: 

Rearranging the letters of 12 71 3 TRUE FINAL QUATRAIN   'courir en France cecy comme d’oracles'  gives: 
COSMIC FECAL ALCYONE RACE IS COMMERCE MENACER (NO CONSCIENCE  NO ECONOMIC MERCY), COERCE  CARE-FREE  
o CARE-FREE always means  the psychotic ones, the elite in these warnings 
CURRENCY,  ENFORCED  AS FARCE, IS DECENCY SCAM, REFERENCE LUCIFER’S EYE SCUM MESMERIC CONSCIOUSNESS
SORCERY: CYNICAL CONCORD DECRIES “FREEDOM” AS “CURSE”.  ALSO MEANS MONEYLENDERS  MALEFICENCE  
NECROMANCERS ARE CAUSE OF CANCERS ARES OCCUR,  AND ENLIL’S CYCLONE, MERCURY IN NEEDLE   MURDERERS. 
o ARES  = genocide 
o ENLIL’S CYCLONE = man made weather warfare. If any one does not believe that our weather has been manufactured for 

many decades, then that person needs to ask why was a “treaty” signed that no one would use the weather as a weapon? 
MERCURY IN  NEEDLE   ‘‘If vaccines are so safe, why do we need federal programs to compensate victims, meanwhile protecting 
the vaccine makers?  (Source: naturalblaze.com; January 31, 2017; http://tinyurl.com/jbbtens) The C.D.C. own vaccine companies. 
 
 

http://worldtruth.tv/courts-quietly-confirm-mmr-vaccine-causes-autism%e2%80%8f/ 
 With some skepticism, the above web site is being pointed at as a false news site, but could be quite the opposite 

http://indiatoday.intoday.in/story/scientists-revive-30000-year-old-virus-infectious/1/346687.html 
 

8 40 4 Puis marcheront contre les Albanins 

 NOBLE R.O  ELITE RICH PLURAL CIRCULAR MOLECULAR PHENOMENON  THAT BLISTERS. AIM TRUE CLEANSE
Several meanings for this 
1) halo-aura   2) Galaxies   3) solar systems   4) Fibonacci Phi  5)  DNA helix   6) nano bots    7) electro magnetism 
8) ) Particle Collider 

 
 

BIBLIOGRAPHY LIST OF SCHOLARS  FROM SYLVIE IVANOVA (named in these texts) 1 45 3: 
  BUT CALENDAR  OUT BY  CENTURIES:  CLAUSE TREATY NINE  UNSEEN  UNTIL  SYLVIE   IVANOVA  TIED joined DOTS:

[SHE] SAUU  UUAS LACK OF UNITY.  YOUR  TENUOUS  TUNE  UTILE -TUITION  IS  USEFUL  VENUE  TO UNDO. HAVE        
NO ENVY.    Love it when They tack on little warnings like that, meaning ‘this education is not a competition’ 

 MANNUZ 
So what does the Orion Group have to do with the 
Navy and the U.S. Geographical alphabet group? 
And what does M.E. mean here in this title? 
Why does it appear then disappear? 

http://tinyurl.com/jbbtens
http://worldtruth.tv/courts-quietly-confirm-mmr-vaccine-causes-autism%e2%80%8f/
http://indiatoday.intoday.in/story/scientists-revive-30000-year-old-virus-infectious/1/346687.html
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The Truth about the Reformation and the Gregorian Calendar Tricks - p 4 / When the Survivors Wake Up 

 

 
ADD TO THIS LIST : NOSTRADAMUS – EVERY QUATRAIN OR MENTION OF THE WORD  
TERCENTENARY 
OFTEN ATTACHED WITH "BYZANTIUM"  IN ONE FORM OR ANOTHER AND THE WORD "EDICT" 
RELATE TO THE ADDED HUNDREDS OF YEARS – THEN IN THE HIDDEN TEXTS – Many more 
EXPLICIT  MENTIONS 
Also adding Steven GUTH 2013.  
Several of these names already published in THE SHROUD IS REAL 
 
 

565. i  (who begins a year with a ‘5’?) suffixed ‘i’ 

LIST OF SCHOLARS~BIBLIOGRAPHY which Sylvie Ivanova has collected 
2000 –BETONBAUTEN DER ROMER 
BARTHELEM,  GERMON  1663 
CH. BLOSS, H ILLIG,M 
CHINA: 1999 WIE ENTSTAND DIE  
CHINOLOGIE (IN ZEITENSPSRUNGE 
CHRISTIAN BLOSS 1957  worked with NIEMITZ 
DE LAUNOY , JEAN 1603 
DE SARRE, FRANCOIS  1947 
FRIEDRICH, DR RER. NAT.,  
G. HEINSOHN 
GABOWITSCH, EUGEN  1938 
GEISE, GERNOT  1945 
GUNNAR, HEINSOHN  1943 
HAUG, WALTER,  1945 
HERMANN DETERING  1953 
HOCHART, POLYDORE  1831 
HORST FRIEDRICH  1931 
ILLIG,  HERIBERT 1947  
JOHNSON, EDWIN  1842 
JOSEPH ASCHBACH  1801-1882 
KAMMLER , WILHELM  1889 
LACUNZA, MANUEL  1732 
LULING, GUNTER  1928 
MARTIN, PAUL C    1939 
MARX, CHRISTOPH  1931 
MEIER , GERT  1937 
MOROSOV, NIKOLAJ  A    1854 
MULLER -ZAINAB ANGELIKA  1951 
NIEMITZ, HANS ULRICHT  1945 
NEWTON, ISAAC  1643 - 1727 
OLAGUE, IGNACIO   1903 
PALLMANN , REINHOLD   1935 
PFISTER, CHRISTOPH    1953 
RIEMER , THOMAS  1950 
ROBERT BALDAUF  BASLE  SWITZERLAND 1901 
SIR GALAHAD (BERTHER DIENER) 1874 
SPENGLER, OSWALD  1880 
TABOV, JORDAN  1946 
TOPPER, UWE  1940 
VELIKOVSKY, AND UWE TOPPER  1977 
WAGNER, KARIN  1941 
ZARNACK, WOLFGANG 1938 

 5 99 2 Capne, Brundis vexes par gent Celtique    Capua, Brindisi vexed by the Celtic nation: Celtique meaning German                                                                                                                              

DA UINCI ENTERS PRESENT CENTURIES RECENTLY (NO PRETENCE)  QUIETLY BY CRONUS UISOR,  TO SEE PARKS 

NICELY  KNOUUN,  NOT DENY  UUAS  CYNICAL, BELL SOUND kNELL  (a pun on ‘print lines end’)  like an old typewriter 

This comment needs some ‘explication’.  It is the words BELL SOUND which finally explain something to me. Again, I say 
why would they pick someone as slow to think as I am? There is a difference between having fast reflexes (which they did 
give me last visit)& fast mental acuity, also known as ‘wit’.5 99 2How many times have we seen this “bell sound” mentioned? 

 o MEAD UUALK-THE-TALK, ‘UUIT’ CRIER BLURTS 
Then, last night in the depths of quietness – the ‘bell’ sound, and no other way to describe it.  Not the first time either, hav-

 ing discarded other times as anything else other than what it has really been – warning to let me know they are coming!

 o kNELL  (a pun on ‘print lines end’)  like an old typewriter Knell – aphesis used, but “nell” also means ‘hidden within’, not to 
mention that the word also means Helen – no such things as coincidence 

 o NICELY  KNOUUN,  NOT DENY  UUAS  CYNICAL    One recollection allowed me was  that of looking up at an elderly  

gentleman asking “does Nell find the cues?” and he being shown an open book, at which point his scowl & eyebrows did lift! 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=214QYY6h4Sc
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8 16 1 Au lieu que H I E R ON fait ƒa nef fabriquer,  
HIERON is in Turkey = ON/Anu IRON HEIR IN HOE Arcturus RIEN queen Cassiopeia HER HERO. (Anu EnKi) NOR NO’ RH (not Rh negative) 

ONE IS UNAUUARE:  FREAKIER AUUFUL UNSAFE ARTIFICIAL QUBIT UUAUE QUEUES FLAUU (FAKE ARENA) matrix?  
OF FINE QUEEN’S CUBE BUREAU/Eloim  UR EA, UUARIFUL UUHALE/Tau Cetian  (HEAR UNIQUE AFFAIR, HEINOUS OFFENSE) 
that HAUSFRAUEN HELEN BORE: URANITE HEALERS  USE  EUREKA  AU  gold/ormus AND or Astron. Units BUFFER  IN  CIAO  ALE

 CAUTION!  RUSSIANS  BEUUARE, CORK date NEFARIOUS  ARABIC  UUREAK   BRUTAL TRUE  ABUSE FURIES  IN 
o IN  CIAO May 13 – June 9. CORK date  Nov 25 – Dec 20  ALE

3 77 4  Conflit,mort,perte : Conflict, death, loss: to the cross great shame. 
R.O. FILTER, PROTECT COMPETENT  RETICENT METRE  FONT  LENT REFLECTION, COMFORT  LEPROTIC LEPER,  
COLLECTOR  MET  POET  RECENT CORÉ  LIFT ROMP: FORM TRIPLE TIP IN LETTER TRIPLE TEN thirty  TOO two. 
R.O. INTERCEPT, TRIM,  FLIRT POTENT TIME PILOT FELON IMPORT TENT TORMENT; TEMPT FIRE NO TRIFLE 
CONTROL PILFER MINOR FROM COT, TEAR TORN (PLOT OF ‘TRIM TIME CENTRE’  CREPT, ERECT ROTTEN TERM) 
o R.O. Andromeda Council FILTER RETICENT TERM  FONT    different words saying the ‘hidden poetic texts’ 
o COLLECTOR = collator. CORÉ  stargate LIFT (March 20 2016) who ‘formed the triple method’ clue in Letter #32 
o POTENT TIME PILOT FELON either Enlil or Semyase TENT Earth TORMENT. FIRE volcano or sun  NO TRIFLE 

o stealing children, ripping them apart  ‘TRIM TIME CENTRE’  the middle ages 

o ERECT ROTTEN TERM  arranged the rotten  ‘treaty clause’ 

3 77 4a la croix grand approbre  to the cross [Rome] great shame. 

PARADOXICAL PRIOR CARP-DOG-‘GOD’/Sirius Oannes  R, RIB DRAGON, CAP, Auriga  OX, Aldebaran  CARNAL PORN ANAL RAPE,  

o the « insane four » of 6 5 3 SAAMAROBRIN = SAAM of Marduk Anakim, Rib of Leo (Chertan) On = Oannes from Sirius & R = Draco. 
REAPER AGE times BORN starting  IN BARREL January 21 – February 17 - APRIL, BARED ARID  LAX/ lacks BREAD  
POLAR AXIS APPROX. ROLL IN CRAB Cancer June 21 – July 22                  – just as the vignette with the crayfish says 
APRON DROP loss of atmosphere APPALLED , Cygnus  EnkiBIREO BIRD LIRAN, RA GOD,  PAL COX’AIN  -  COAX, PROD, PAD/INN 
the Earth- DRAG ROAD orbit ARC GAP... RELAX  BACK  AGAIN,  IN CAR Capricorn (ARC also means in Sagittarius) A.R.C. means a time gate too 

ALIEN GANG DIALING CROP ABROAD LAX lacks BOARD PAIR.  RAPID RAPIER RADIO EBONIC  LABOR 

laughing at that one, saying crop circles are not the ‘board pair’ hoaxed  are    1 29 EBONICS FORCE FIELD ARTICULATED 
4 28 IMPRESSIVE PHONICS FORCE FIELD: DARK MEN 4 27 OBSCURED ~ Ebonics: a blend of ebony and sonic phonics 
Prince of Dark Men (Annemarc) trying to obscure the truth of crop circles from ordinary folk by paying ‘hoaxers’ 
5 54 4 AND CRUEL ABSORBENT anointer  IS--BE ROD ~ EBONICS CAN  DISGUISE  Ebonics: dark sonics 

 While researching 'ebonics' the "pillar of porphyry" quatrain came to my mind. Thinking in terms of a mineral for both the word 

'ebony' and the word 'porphyry'.  Working on the quatrains of Nostradamus is certainly like Forrest Gump's box of chocolates~ 

"you never know what you're gonna get"… 
 RARE  NOR BAD REPAIR ON CROP  (no damage)  - ARE OUR PARABLE.  ARE  PAR by BEARDED AXLE ARAB  LIAR BOX  CROP LAID 

o AXLE around which everything revolves = ARAB Allah-Lu-Lucifer LIAR 

9 30 3  de Bifance rues crier helas,  („c‟ is also „k‟)  a „chef‟ is one who joins all the dots/ingredients 
RESEARCHER CHEF HELEN RELISHES  BARES HER RUDE & private SACRIFICE, ARISEN  IN  BRASS/Libra  FINER ERA NEAR,
o the ‘private sacrifice’ began with the words  NOT FOR READERS, and yes, it did occur due to a fall on the ice in late Sept. 
RARE SACRED  CUBE, SANER ALIEN,  IS FINER HEALER, BEARS RELIEF,  FIRES  LASER SHEER LINEAR IN EERIER FLASH 
SIR RACE’S ‘DRS’ HERE ARE INSECURE BLUNDERERS,  ‘SALE, HIRER’ HELA CELL ‘LIFE’ LIARS, ARE SERIAL CHI KILLERS 
o  SIR RACE Marduk’s race, the Anakim (with over 120 other names)

 
PUBLIC ALERT 
There is a video on youtube with the word ALCYONE and ARTEMIS (Orion) in the title. This is a rough attempt to make the 
Alcyonese appear as the angelic Pleiadians. One dead give away (amongst other lies) are the words “Obama is a Christian”.        
If you have been reading these texts you will immediately pick up on the other lies. Always keep in mind when they arrive in a 
craft, it is one from the S.S. Nazi Vril.  Those who are into alternative news will see current attempts to make Hitler out to have 
been trying to help humanity.   Keep in mind this one little agenda he did accomplish = Hitler Youth. Training children to hate 
their parents.  As always – judge them by what they were doing.      Their accomplished deeds and actions give them away.  

footnotes for 9 98 1 

TAFUR: the remnants of the  Crusade led by Peter the Hermit
15th C knight 

and called Tafurs, turned cannibals 

10:6:3 Dans le coloƒƒe la plus part fuyront  Into the colosseum the greater part will flee (a tsunami) 
/cern PARTS DYNATRON PAUSE CLOSEnearby  asteroid FURY.PULLS.APART.CALENDS/orbits PLURAL UPPSALA

U.S. YOUR LANDS: PALL,TAFUR,cannibals RAPTURE TRAP.  COLOSSAL LOSS. NO  APPLAUSE 
  SUPPLY PROOF: LOSE  CALENDARS CENTURIES YEARS, TURN  OFF TREATY CLAUSE TRUST SELF ON Y-FRONT E’YA;

YOUR TOP ONES (LUSTFUL STAR FELON POOFTERS) FLAUNT TOTAL ARES SUPERFOLLY, CARNALLY STOLEN. DROOLS  
o TOP ONES = “celebrities” and “leaders” 
TROLLS  FRET  POPULAR  PERSONAL  ASCENDANCY.  ARE  FOOLS 

 

o Just as Isaiah said : “moved like a tent”    CANOE means the Earth 
AS while TENTACULAR SATANS CRAFTS sorcery & vehicles COLLAPSE PROFOUNDLY FOULED 
 

1:12:4 Qui de Veronne aura gouvernement  This will govern Verona. Northern Italy near the Alps 

QUIVERED Sagittarian UUAGONEER/Nostradamus VIED QUINT [helmeted] OUUNER N.E. VERONA 

NONE GO OVER NORN future RENEUUMENT    the repairs of calendars – except we have a hint the  c+f+NAVY will 
ϮϮϮ 
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The video the following transcript was taken from has been pulled, (due to ‘copywrite problems’) but refers to 
“PLAN 9” which is nothing less than  TREATY  IX 

This movie won the Rotten Tomatoes award, appearing as a spoof – but for us in the here and now – looking back at the 
screenshots, and knowing what we know – this was no spoof. 
January 12, 2015 ...· PLAN 9 AND ED WOODS DIRECTOR 
J-ROD45  & TREATY  IX is to be a forum sometime soon and it does speak of the walking dead... 
did Ed Woods the director travel to his future? Was he privy to the Off World “Treaties” with their “Trade in Men” clause? 
Ed Woods gained the worst director award - but he WROTE the script too. 
Where did he get the idea of "Plan Nine"/ It is Treaty 9 whch includes the "trade in Men" clause, and the walking dead are what we 
call men in black... 
1) see the chemtrail at 5:49 
2) decals – see the current space program decals on the 'aliens' in the video 
3) "beam into the pituitary of the newly dead" (in 1959?) 
4) ''as long as they can think - we will have problems'' 
5) "developed a language computer" (1959) 
6) "we could have destroyed Earth eons ago" 
7) "you are on the verge of destroying the entire universe" 45:05  
(and nuclear weapons ARE felt across the universes according to the hidden texts) 
8) "use your small electro gun"... "throw it to the floor, it will break contact" 
9) at 52:50 listen to the birds frogs and insects in the back ground, that was how the world was in 1959 
10) "and every word of this story is true" 
11) "I can't help feel the answer is out there somewhere" (indirect ref. to quantum physics) 
12) "Are you going to let them [humans] find us"... "it's the only way"...  
13) "I will turn on the victa robotory so we can converse with them" 
14) "You will be the first live people to enter a celestial ship" 
15) "never heard metal sound like that before" 
16) "I am shooting first and asking questions later" 
17) "wouldn't it be better to kill a few now than let them destroy an entire universe?" Aeros 
18) "turn on the tele visor" (long before street cam was even a thought, in this scene) 
19) "I am a soldier of our planet" (The Anakim are warriors)  
"come to offer aid, but your governments refuse to accept our existence" "because you on Earth are idiots, split the atom..."  
20) "the juvenile minds of yours will never comprehend"... "rays of sunlike are minute particles..."  
21) "no use of the mind god gave you"... "and a chain reaction will occur" 
22) "our entire aim is for the developement of your planet" Aeros 
23) "some one will pass you and you will never know it [that it was an alien]" 
24) "God help us in the future" 

25) "future events  such  as  these  will affect you [people]  in the future" 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVc5EGm14IA  
Edward D. Wood Jr. Plan 9  (go to “Medieval UFOs” then straight to ‘images’ you will see this craft in Persian art) 

   
The craft  depicted here  using a toy, happens  to be  the  same  of the  NAZI-ALCYONE-ALDEBARAN-ANU type, so  
HOW DID  ED  WOODS KNOW THIS  IN  1959? Nostradamus in many hidden text lines describes the ‘cloche’ craft. 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0052077/mediaindex?ref_=ttmd_md_sm  
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0052077/ 

  
     decals – see  the  space program  decals                "beam into the pituitary of the newly  dead" (1959) 

https://www.facebook.com/helen.parks.142/posts/836274766432190
https://www.facebook.com/helen.parks.142/posts/836274766432190
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVc5EGm14IA
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0052077/mediaindex?ref_=ttmd_md_sm
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0052077/
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chemtrails, hat shaped ship INTO  THE  MOTHER  SHIP  A "HAT" SHAPED  SHIP 

 

    
SIMON PARKES AND A.I  "emanating from Antarctica" 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aji0fHM3jIc 
Simon Parkes and his "mandate" cannot be compared to Greer and his misinformation mandate.  

Greer does it for money. Parkes was named in Letter32  which Nostradamus wrote in Latin "how pleased he was 
with Parcs [French spelling of Parkes} for picking up the [off world] agenda and running with it." 

This is the same Letter which mentions The Triple Method for the ciphers  
(and no where is the word tripod meant to appear in the quatrains. It simply does not). 

5 21 4 La mort publique aux hardis incorus               Public death for the bold ones who incurred it.                                                                                            

READ OUR ARTISAN  LEONARDO ANARCHIST, OUR AMIABLE HUMEROUS  BARDLIKE  POET:  Nostradamus   
 Jim  (MASKED)   stargate  

o learning Jim Sparks’  account of arriving back in time to see his own receding form walking towards the fridge 
and his discovery that it could only have been a time gate giving him that result... 

o   stargate  

SIMON PARKES URANIL heavenly SOUL HAS LUXURIANT CIBORIUM halo(the shrine which holds the Eucharist/consecrated elements) 
and see in his current (January 2017) videos he names the day of March 18 2017 as an event day – just as these texts do.      
You are aware that his source, and that of Da Vinci and Nostradamus is the same source? As is Anton Parcs, Jim Sparks & me. 
Also Simon was quite evasive about the object buried under Oak Island. I do not understand why he was being elusive when it 
was only a part of a ‘stargate’, and a mechanical part at that.  He did say it was only  part of a larger and dangerous object. 
Since the of Laura Knight Jadczyk describe it in full, Cassiopeia Files did the same, and these texts describe it,   Dan Burisch 
(in MEDICAL, CHEMTRAILS AND VACCINES FOOTNOTES) plus I saw it in one frame of an Oak Island 2012 mocumentary– with the remainder of 
the secret Templar Knights/Freemason being also fully aware of it, it surprised me why he did not want to be public about it. 

 

PICTURES give us that thousand word essay 
 

Did you have any doubts about the GREER texts? 
That he (like Fulford, Goode and Wilcock) are                   
run by  the Illuminati? Puppets of misinformation. 
Be it via clones or mind bending, still quite sad... 
 

Did you ever wonder why Linda Moulten Howe  is still living 
following all her former discoveries? 
Seems to have altered her course, and changed tack?   
She is more clever about it (non true disclosure). 
 

By OMISSION  they lie to the public 
 

THIS is the reason we all NEED TO KNOW 
to shake off that LEPER cloak we all wear. 
 

And see the statue? The mounted Native American – 
that appeared in an Antiques Roadshow  many years ago.  
Priceless 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aji0fHM3jIc
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why do they persist in the oil sham??? Answer: the dollar will free fall without the black gold  (which destroys the planet)   
―there are the following free energy systems, some of which they have been using since 1934.‖  
1) John Kanzius (radio frequency thru salt water - Navy uses in cargo planes)  
2) WATER hydro generators (good up to 3kw) for sale in Illinois 
3) SASAR energy of Tellinger (sonic laser) the same used by Ed Leedskalnin, the FreeMasons have secret diagrams on their 
ceilings describing these, and the same called the Medusine device by the doctor, the directed energy field Medusa weapon 
4) magnetic ORME (orbitally revolving magnetic energy ; two magnetic flywheels revolving in tandem parallel but in opposite 
directions, India has these, also invented by a Japanese scientist 
5) TESLA collecting ionic electricity from the air 
6) Giza power plant – two streams of fast moving bodies of water, divided but parallel, under granite containing silica.Uses obelisks. 
     H.C. Mead-Parks
 

7 9 1 Dame a l'abƒence deƒon grand capitaine, Lady in the absence of her great master (“c” is also “k”)  
: DECLINES SATAN’S BONDAGE   AND DEFINE, GRASP SANE CALENDAR DO LARGE ABANDONMENT,delete MAKE SAFE

DEAFENED MANIAC SATAN’S NAME (Lucifer’s): MEGA PATIENCE REGARDING GENOCIDE – HIS BONA FIDE CAMPAIGN 
OF OBEISANCE ...                                  LARGE ABANDONMENT= delete the 1,000 years that was added

 IMPACTED, MAGNIFICENCE ANGELS CLEAN, DEFEAT RED CANNIBAL OANNES ELO’IM DREAD GEM
 (that IMPALED INFANTS)  
BRIDGE-RAMP ENABLED IS PIG ANIMAL DATE; ONCE after TELLINGER RECANTED CALENDAR   if God asked you to 
do a thing would you say “it is too tedious”?       Because that is the message I received back from Tellinger’s liaison 
(later lines said TRY ICKE) the dates within these lines are “adder” “ale” “dog”, “face” “pig”. PIG & ADDER are the same date 
Feb 18 - Mar 17  The other ‘animal date’ of ‘dog’ Aug 5 – Sep 1.  “FACE” can mean the first ten days in a zodiac month. 
(I just noticed that “world tree” date is the same date, and that is what the RAMP BRIDGE happens to be) 

2 53 4 De la grand dame par ƒeincte n'outraigee. 
 PARAMAGNETIC  CALENDAR  IDEAL  stargate  SEES  DRAINED  luxury START IN FOURTEEN           AGE-RELATED CAMPAIGN AMERICAN PADDING 

Afghan ghost soldiers cost US taxpayers hundreds of millions of dollars annually 
(Source: antiwar.com; January 11, 2017;     http://tinyurl.com/gotq5nc) 
US paying salaries for tens of thousands of non-existent Afghans 
Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction (SIGAR) John Sopko is once again warning about the long-standing 
problems of corruption in Afghanistan, and the amount of US ―reconstruction aid‖ disappearing down black holes over the course of 
the years. As always, the discussion came around to ―ghost soldiers.‖ 
Ghost soldiers are a phenomenon in which Afghan military commanders fill their ranks with fictional names and just keep the 
salaries, which since the salaries are paid pretty much exclusively by NATO and overwhelmingly by the US, has been a known 
tactic that the Afghan government has done nothing to prevent. 
Sopko warned that the ―ghost soldier‖ problem has expanded to include fictional police, teachers, and other government officials, 
and that all told the US taxpayers are paying the salaries of ―tens of thousands‖ of Afghans who don‘t actually exist, and will likely 
be doing so for years, potentially decades to come. Though exact figures are impossible to know, SIGAR said some $300 million in 
salaries are paid to ―unverified‖ employees.‖ 
Individual Afghan government employee salaries are pretty small, particularly for military recruits, which has been a big reason the 
nation has struggled to fill the ranks with actual people. That commanders can pocket the difference just adds to the incentive to 
make up names and ―pay‖ them.‖ 

 

https://youtu.be/Bee70unn9aM 

PUTIN JUST EXPOSED THE PLOT TO DESTROY AMERICA 
 

http://eutopia.buzz/?featured=proof-of-time-travelers-found-in-many-historical-records-and-photographs  
 

 

C+F+DERO no photoshop back then 
Smithsonian Admits to Destruction of Thousands of Giant 
Human Skeletons in Early 1900′s 
A US Supreme Court ruling has forced the Smithsonian 
institution to release classified papers dating from the early 
1900′s that proves the organization was…

DAILYOCCUPATION.COM 

http://dailyoccupation.com/…/smithsonian-destruction-giant…/ 

1 24 4 Cremoe & Matoue grads maux aura fouffert 
EXAMine FORUM collections  OF  FAMOUS  CREATURE OF 
A MUSEUM  famous creature from a museum –  the giants of 
the Jeffersonian?  Dinosaurs?  In the forum ANCIENT 
CARPATHIAN  the ''stegosaur'' at Angkor Wat?  
The Dero Giants? 
3 62 4 A Carcaffonne conduira fes menees. g iiij    

IS  IN  JEFFERSONIAN  ACADEMIC  ENCOURAGES  
SUCCEED  AIM  A. ancient A. astronaut  [!]  IGNORANCE   

 4 44 1 GrosMendeRoudesMilhau 

MUSEUM HUMOUR (Jeffersonian laughing) SO DISHONORED GRUESOME MURDERING, LARGER ONES, ODDER HUGE  
ROUND HEAD – (DEROS and the Giants, the letters d.e.r.o is actually within this line) 
HUMOURLESS  SLUMMIER  SLIM ONES (underground troglodytes) DERANGED to LOSE forget/hide ENIGMA 

other lines describe them as “puerile smell, base abuse” and this smelliness is one way to discern them  BUT this is also 
saying the Grayles of the shadow government  are fully aware of the Nephilim “third peoples of the antechrist”. 

MAD HOUSE (CIA-FBI) MORONS MISLEAD  DEEDS  mad house deeds could be the “museum” deeds 

http://tinyurl.com/gotq5nc
https://www.sigar.mil/
http://www.foxnews.com/world/2017/01/11/afghanistans-ghost-soldiers-take-scary-toll-on-us-taxpayers-says-watchdog.html
https://youtu.be/Bee70unn9aM
http://eutopia.buzz/?featured=proof-of-time-travelers-found-in-many-historical-records-and-photographs
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fdailyoccupation.com%2F2016%2F10%2F25%2Fsmithsonian-destruction-giant-skeletons%2F&h=5AQFmrphJ&enc=AZNgi0NsWq-S_LtySmM-ujJ8OqyGYplDZBoN5cPBhCGAhm7qBqsxHt-HjMS8wu3YL3cJdaFlAdNHbhQaYSkCFS_kkeWg5YzXv0UswuTCzkXUOiqNZK7P9v2Asc3AMBSBODf3UaLgojhJwBVSyGg_yEIAoPg3bZU-lWH816Rw6Aa3FNe5e5a_WzUzqT9jYs0x3aJX4oEH6vute1FW4n8oIe5D&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fdailyoccupation.com%2F2016%2F10%2F25%2Fsmithsonian-destruction-giant-skeletons%2F&h=5AQFmrphJ&enc=AZNgi0NsWq-S_LtySmM-ujJ8OqyGYplDZBoN5cPBhCGAhm7qBqsxHt-HjMS8wu3YL3cJdaFlAdNHbhQaYSkCFS_kkeWg5YzXv0UswuTCzkXUOiqNZK7P9v2Asc3AMBSBODf3UaLgojhJwBVSyGg_yEIAoPg3bZU-lWH816Rw6Aa3FNe5e5a_WzUzqT9jYs0x3aJX4oEH6vute1FW4n8oIe5D&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fdailyoccupation.com%2F2016%2F10%2F25%2Fsmithsonian-destruction-giant-skeletons%2F&h=sAQFFYV1xAQEaxAjsnxCrJxSSJ6YXE-4EcU99LalXjysRxQ&enc=AZMzieLXABfVIUVPE1-AoCy1nJWfzzhcfUi84g3TE_WpIeFmXUerckZPJ7no225wSZQ_1X7QiSziSNzPlCIGFFT2Jfoqg8vRoiT_aMmqMMOmDuXGhLHHue_SOBZkuWGbirT4hWDVduhXvDqP1WsMnwr4GkPHlM6HK_wrRPdDpeCOVbWb9RnwNiIL9a_ZQyIAm8Hht48LGIQzmBvEfx7ICqK_&s=1
http://dailyoccupation.com/2016/10/25/smithsonian-destruction-giant-skeletons/
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and see other information regarding missing children in national parks where FBI helicopters appear , not to mention the 
1991 efforts of the CIA to remove all evidence that Noah’s Ark was a laboratory carrying “the seeds of all living things” 

 IGNORAMUS  EGOES (800 year old military complex)  MUDDLE  UUHO  IS  DERO  HERO  
using such figureheads as Fulford, Goode, Greer and Wilcock. Even Linda Moulton Howe seems to have changed tack.                   
Here I will highlight that these works in the Hidden Texts have begun to be censored everywhere, in YouTube (cannot make comments) 
on FaceBook (ditto) which only means the knowledge from these texts is niggling at the ‘elite’  and the artificial intelligence which runs it. 

HUMERUS (Elbow/Marfik/Ophiuchus/Mabvs) SHOULDER R  (draco) MALNOURISHED, SOURED GEM (Earth).  
(Humerus Elbow of Ophiuchus/Mabvs & Markabians from the ‘shoulder’ of Pegasus, these two happen to be Phil Schneider’s 
Grayles and the military industrial complex shadow  government)   

SHOULDER (Marcabians) DEMONISM ARGUE: " "  

The dark ages with 324 years simply removed to enable clause 2014 to be brought forward, we were really in 1690 at 2014.   
The 2014 clause is for “trade in children”…J-ROD45 & TREATY9  has not been published yet. Quite apart from the evidence 
put forward in SHARS Of NIBIRU & The MISSING 324 YEARS  the other outside peripheral evidence is that the SHROUD IS REAL 
which can be shown when the C14 dating is found to be faulty by 700+ years due to bacterial encapsulation, adding the 324 
missing years to this then gives us the absent millenium in the true aging of the Shroud. Added to which is the matter of one 
thousand extra years in our modern calendar – either way we have hundreds of years before the Age of Aquarius, and so does 
the Accuser who was meant to be “bound in irons for a thousand years”. What a clever way to shorten his sentence! Change 
the calendars, literally moving the goal posts. 

 

appeared at Ansty August 2016 cropcircleconnectors 

 
1 45 3 duƒaict antiqueennoblilinuenteur 
 The author Nostradamus ennobled by acts of ancient  times.reincarnated 
TUNA-BLUE BOUND ONES  ALLIED  NASCENT  CUBES  DESCEND.    
Andromeda was the Princess ‘bound to the cliff’ 
OUTLINE, FLIT IN, DIRECT TIDIER EDUCATION FUNCTIONAL   
IS FLUID LIFT  ALECKS COLLIER  (FOR  IDLE  TRUNCATION) = 

 INTERACTION  NAILS  TIDIER  FUNCTION
pairs a line I overlooked  5 62 3 Pres d’Orgon guerre, a Rome grand mal voir                              [“idling inland” in a helicopter] 
LION MAN IDLING INLAND MID MORNING LIVER-GALL DATE  (it was 8:49am Gall date is June 10 – July, it was on June 23)  

  this was the sheep mutilation  event

1 45 3 du ƒais autique ennobly l’inventeur   "q" is also "c" and or "k" 
DEALT NAÏVE  UNBELIEVABLE  AUTISTIC   INNUENDO; A.S.D. 

NEEDLES CAUSE  VULNERABLE  DELIVERY UNUUELL  BONNIER  BABES  UUITH  FLAUUED BOUUELS.  UUEED  OIL  CURE. 
READ:YOUR IDEAL VIRTUE  NON  BREAD  NOR  UUINE  DIET:  UUINNER  RAUU  UNREFINED  TUBEROUS, CALCIFEROUS  

 AND  NO  ADULTERATED  BEEF  IN  ANY. Bread flour contains glyphosphate. Beef cattle eat g.m.o. [cheap]wine adulterated
EVIL FELON QUBITS FRAIL QUALITY = NO LOVE ( )  INSINUATE  ENABLE AUUE;  BIASED  U.N.  OBITUARY  INEQUALITY

INNOVATE QUEEN’S CUBES INSECTS   ADROIT NEUU  ANNUAL  ORBIT  IN  ADORE,  YEAR  STINKUUEED  wormwood 
TUUIN  SUN  INFESTS,   INTRUDE  NEUU  YORK  YEAR UNUUISE  DELINQUENT  NUN-LIKE  ALCYONE  BEAUTY IN FLUTE 
DATE. ENVIOUS ELITE  BUY INTO  FULL  EYE;  "VENUS"  VALIANT THOR  AS  BUILT ‘USEFUL’  NUCLEAR  LIFE  STYLE.  
FUTILE FUEL UNITE FUTILE OIL; NO INTUITION OF  NOUN  ThorNOR ELITE LAUU OF ONE  TUNA  BLUE’S REAL QUANTAL 

  BUT CALENDAR  OUT BY  CENTURIES:  CLAUSE TREATY NINE  UNSEEN  UNTIL  SYLVIE   IVANOVA  TIED joined DOTS:
[SHE] SAUU  UUAS LACK OF UNITY.  YOUR  TENUOUS  TUNE  UTILE TUITION  IS  USEFUL  VENUE TO UNDO.  NO ENVY 
o  DUE IN FLUTE DATE   Mar 18 – Apl 14 (followed by Ale)  and FLUTE = Oct 28-Nov 24/Dan date (followed by Bone date)
o  other dates within this line are ALE, DAN and BONE  but the March 18 is the same event as every where else in this forum
o NAÏVE  UNBELIEVABLE  my own son has been sucked into the Medical Industrie’s propaganda. The C.D.C. OWNS factories 

which MAKE the poison that goes into needles. Invented epidemics have been rife for decades, and my own son’s only child 
born when my son’s age of 48 should have seen him wise enough to comprehend the financial ruse – is at high risk. 

o A.S.D. Autism Spectrum Disorder 

 

 

THIS IS THE VERY FIRST NEEDLE EVERY HUMAN BABY 
RECEIVES  AT “DELIVERY” 
 
born in a hospital? Then the baby is “UNUUELL”  from the get-go! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 2:37:1 De ce grand nombre lon envoyera IN DECEMBER  
Of that great number that one will send… Lon = Oannes/Egypt 

                     GRACE REGARDANCE MELBOURNE MOB             many of the unsafe DERO places to be are in this vicinity 
DECEMBER: QUEER DANGER YEAR   YOU ARE NONE READY  

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10206355158792907&set=a.10201869161965790.1073741828.1685509393&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10206355158792907&set=a.10201869161965790.1073741828.1685509393&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10206355158792907&set=a.10201869161965790.1073741828.1685509393&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10206355158792907&set=a.10201869161965790.1073741828.1685509393&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10206355158792907&set=a.10201869161965790.1073741828.1685509393&type=3
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HANOVERIAN QUEEN 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZeITmMlTfc&feature=share  
William Mount 
Maria Smith https://youtu.be/QTKISZv2fyk 
Each of these videos has good points to consider, the most 
valid being the color of the eyes from blue to brown (!)  and    
the teeth.  The queen can afford  to have beautiful teeth! 

5 99 4 Quand Rome aura le cheƒ vieux Britannique.  
When the British chief old Rome will own . 
IN FAMED HANOVERIAN UUARLIKE BURLIER TAX QUEEN;  
OF BRITAIN ACQUIRE QUIET CRUX BURIAL COCK DATE ~ 

 
o Year of the cockerel – rooster is 2017.  

 = the truth not published, now why would that be ? IQ CURBED

It has ALWAYS been royal policy NEVER to “complain nor explain”, so when one sees tweets or blogs purporting to be from the palace 
no matter what the content is, such as “the queen is NOT dead” TAKE IT WITH A LARGE GRAIN OF SALT. 
The BEST reason for NOT telling the world she has died is the legal one. In reality she had no legitimate  claim to the throne in the beginning  
This is a subject the reader best go re-search for themselves to understand it. 
Media blackout Queen dead rumours: Buckingham Palace say Her ... 
www.dailystar.co.uk/.../queen-dead-elizabeth-ii-death-bbc-media-blackout-... 
Dead or Alive? - Queen Elizabeth II 
www.deadoraliveinfo.com/dead.Nsf/enames/Elizabeth+Queen+II 
The Queen is NOT dead: False rumours of monarch's demise spread ... 

www.mirror.co.uk › News › UK News › The Queen 
Dec 29, 2016 - A fake Twitter account tweeted: "BREAKING: Buckingham Palace announces the death of Queen Elizabeth II at the age of 90.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yzurtPFe9jE  
5 reasons the Vatican is run by reptilians 

 
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/food-cooking/top-anti-gmo-scientists-band-together-in-film-exposing-threats-and-secrecy/  

http://www.scientistsunderattack.com/ 

http://humansarefree.com/2017/01/geoengineering-warfare-is-linked-
to.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-
Blog%29  

http://humansarefree.com/2017/01/strong-evidence-supporting-existence-
of.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-
Blog%29 
 

https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/college-student-gets-hpv-cancer-after-receiving-gardasil-vaccine/ 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bfgxvGBaw00  David Icke on Consciousness 
 

 

 

The real Putin. See his hands? 
The clone has very short very stumpy fingers. 
 
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/geopolitics/putin-
issues-dire-warning/ 
 

‗‗Putin made note that there is an intense behind the 
scenes political struggle underway in the US, adding 
that there are certain forces that aim “to undermine 

the legitimacy of the president-elect.”
 agency Interfax.

 

"Putin sees these anti-Trump forces in the U.S. attempting to ―bind hand and foot‖ the newly-elected leader, with the 
clear aim of these forces being to interfere with the domestic and international policies outlined by Trump during his 
presidential campaign. 
These ―western elites” attempting to dictate public policy from the shadows “severely harm US interests,” Putin said, 
adding ―The media frenzy surrounding Trump speaks of the degradation of US political elites.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZeITmMlTfc&feature=share
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2FQTKISZv2fyk&h=ATOb4Lb5Sn-J-O24J8fRU3XjmXqOp5NMFZi_xsrHjxGm4VdDqy4kbLLb_k1wCDMk36O4LBlUncGG169qaFsMVA6VLv5ebhuF4wX29Sg3n1qp_TD8isWAu7onS0apklUuk51V8A
http://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/574026/queen-dead-elizabeth-ii-death-bbc-media-blackout-alive-prince-phillip-sick
http://www.dailystar.co.uk/.../queen-dead-elizabeth-ii-death-bbc-media-blackout-
http://www.deadoraliveinfo.com/dead.Nsf/enames/Elizabeth+Queen+II
http://www.deadoraliveinfo.com/dead.Nsf/enames/Elizabeth+Queen+II
https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=7&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj76NqWpcrRAhWHp5QKHe7iDkkQFgg7MAY&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mirror.co.uk%2Fnews%2Fuk-news%2Fqueen-not-dead-false-rumours-9533467&usg=AFQjCNG0su-W1_QSKfrCWgpQiNgVfdG2uA&sig2=ctSOf7-GQ8Vw4JAM0rG3ag&bvm=bv.144224172,d.dGo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yzurtPFe9jE
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/food-cooking/top-anti-gmo-scientists-band-together-in-film-exposing-threats-and-secrecy/
http://www.scientistsunderattack.com/
http://humansarefree.com/2017/01/geoengineering-warfare-is-linked-to.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-Blog%29
http://humansarefree.com/2017/01/geoengineering-warfare-is-linked-to.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-Blog%29
http://humansarefree.com/2017/01/geoengineering-warfare-is-linked-to.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-Blog%29
http://humansarefree.com/2017/01/strong-evidence-supporting-existence-of.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-Blog%29
http://humansarefree.com/2017/01/strong-evidence-supporting-existence-of.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-Blog%29
http://humansarefree.com/2017/01/strong-evidence-supporting-existence-of.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-Blog%29
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/college-student-gets-hpv-cancer-after-receiving-gardasil-vaccine/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bfgxvGBaw00
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/geopolitics/putin-issues-dire-warning/
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/geopolitics/putin-issues-dire-warning/

